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Airbrushing T•6 History! 2,000Items: 
AIRBRUSHING & 
SPRAY PAINTING 
MANUAL 
Ian Peacock. Excellent å com-
prehensive coverage of the 
topic; includes airbrushes, 
spray guns, materials, spray-
ing techniques for scale mo-
dels. customizing techniques 
å accessories. 174 pgs., 52 
illustrations, 13 chapters, soft-
bound. 
211078   $13.95 

PILOT MAKER: THE 
INCREDIBLE AT-6 
Ohlrich Et Ethell. Design, de-
velopment, evolution & de-
ployment Of world's most widely 
used military training aircraft. 
SNJ's. T-6's. Harvards, com-
bat models, rare photos, hu-
morous, training stories. 200 
phOtOS. 144 pgs., 7" x 10", 
hardbound. 

M0578AE   $17.95 

BUILDING d FLYING 
RADIO CONTROLLED 
MODEL AIRCRAFT 
David Boddmgton 25 chap-
ters. 227 Dgs. 210 iuusna-
bons Topics ranging from 
DBsic BerOdynamic3 IO elec-
tric power d ducted tan rnOOels. 
Emphasis is on construction 
techniques d the details OI 
proper installahOns. 6" x a". 
SOflbOund 
211088   511.95 

INTRODUCING RADIO 
CONTROL MODEL 
BOATS 
Vic SmeeO B chapters. 42 
pgs., 93 photos Coverageln-
clutles particular problems 
invoWetl with RC equipment d 
boets as wen as general con• 
struction d power topics In• 
eludes rating d eompabtion 
egwpment SOttDOUnd. 

211106  S9.95 

8-25 MITCHELL 
AT WAR 
Scutts t4 gun•75mm gun 
buses. 1nC Nortlen pomb sight. 
Peppy Gunn b isis Japanese 
raiden. Doolittle i Tokyo raid. 
desrgn d tleveloprnent, cover• 
age of att models. nose art. 
personal air combat accounts. 
etc tea pgs. 210 photos 
M0569AE   S18.95 
THEORY OF 
WING SECTIONS 
Principles d date covering 
wing suctions most com-
monly used in heliCOpter 
rotor DteOes. prop blades. 
fans d wings. 687 pgs.. 9 
cnepters. over 100 flins.. 
sottDOund. 

14015C  S9.00 

CARRIER PILOT, A 
TRUE STORY OF 
WARTIME FLYING 
Hanson Firsthand accounts 
Ot 8 Corson pilot's air COmp81 
experiences Ground-strefing. 
career ODs. U.K. d V.S. lrain-
ing experiences, incredible 
asks in nary flying 240 pgs. 
25 illustrations. 
12314A   S17.95 
SKYRAIDER: THE 
FLYING DUMP TRUCK 
Rausa Over 150 photos. 22a 
pgs . 8 chapters. 3 aDDentlices 
Complete history IrOm in-
ception IO MiG kills over 
Vietnam Design character-
istics. career flymgs, french 
use. etc 
M05488   S17.95 

GIANT STEPS: A BOOK 
OF GIANT R/C 
AIRCRAFT 
Kits. Plans. Engines. Props, 
Landing Gear. AccassOries. 
Flea[ Flying, Servos d Radios. 
etc. Sections featuring special 
planas in detail, buyers guide. 
etc. tea pgs 
210948   512.95 

THERE ARE 
NO SECRETS 
Higley. 314 photos. 16 chap• 
ters. paint prO0lems. seaters. 
fillers, primers. brushes end 
brusning, canopies. etc. Fin• 
fishing tecnmques from Ina 
mesfars 
210538  59.95 

2fOt6 Rao~o Convol HebcoDters   11.95 
M0163 Jet Pinnes or me Tniro Reich  89.95 
lafsa Aerodynamics or the Meiicopter 25.00 
t502a Gee Bee Racers. Le acy of Speed  11.95 
tact Theory or Fiignt. 613 pgs 8  SO 
MOts7 General Dynamics F-t6 Fighting Falcon  11.96 
1108a Dynamns of HeiieoDter flight   11.95 
16021 HeiicoDter Design d Oata Mm 9  95 
M0181 F•t6 Ad6 Fignting Falcon. Detail d Seale .6.95 
21068 F•5 E6F Tiger tt. Detaa d Scale 6  95 
21067 F•a Phantom n, Pt 2. Detail d State 895
M013a F•a Phantom n, Pt t. Detail d State 8  95 
21069 F•t4A Tomcat. Detail d Seale 695
21071 F-105 Tnundercniel. Oetad d Scale 696
21065 F-111 Aardvark. Detail d Scale 695
12216 Miqnty Eigmn War Diary  29.50 s 
M0002 Fighter Tactics d Svategy 12.96 
15023 Air Racer. 184 pgs, ail classes  10.96 
M0/06 Aces 6 Arrcra!t of W W I  2t.9s 
M0376 Deadly Duo. 8-25 8 8-26 in W W. II   19.95 
C0038 Staggerwing. 254 Dgs .650 funs  29.95 
1Itts Guide to Rutan Homebuin yvC. 285 pgs . .9.95 
MOII9 Black Cat Raiders of W W. tl. PBv Catabna17.95 
M0100 Mosquito. Pictorial Hnt of OH98   19.95 
M03I3 P•St Mustang In Action t  95 
M0176 F-t5 Eagle In Action 1  9s 
M0209 F4U Corsair In Action t  95 
M0371 Albauos Fighters In Action 1  9s 
MOIt1 A•t0 warthog In Action 195
MOst2 F•16 Fignnng Fatton In action. . .   .1.96 
M0179 P-38 Lightning In Action 1  95 
M021s F-t4 Tomcat In Action 196
M0317 P-39rP•63 In Aenon 1  9s 
MOS60 Manner In Action 4  95 

MCOI' 
M01e7 
M015a 
MOta6 
C 102s 
2/017 
16090 
COOOS 
12351 
M0177 
M0111 
C0012 
12212 
160% 
12197 
2105a 
COOts 
M0117 
16091 
21006 
M0167 
M0001 
MO111 
11157 
MOs/1 
21012 
C0025 
M0136 
C0039 
21ooa 
U096 
M0567 
1221a 
Ynl O] 

INTRODUCING MODEL 
AERO ENGINES 
Mike 6illint0is Tw0•strOke 
engines. tour-stroke engines. 
cars. boats. Dienes. tunetl 
pipes. cooling, tong-term no- 
liability, mOdihcaUOnS. multi-
cylinder engines. mufflers. a 
glossary of terms d aDDrevi-
ations. etc. Excellent refer• 
once br the experienced d 
OegmnOr level mpdeter 111 
pgs , 8s illustrations. 6" z a'i ••. 
softboun0 
211118  S9.95 

THE AIR GUARD 
Rene FrBncdlOn. A superb 
work On One Of me mOs1 di• 
verse d COIOAuI mildary lOrCCs 
m the woriD Detailed cover-
age of every unit. rare photos 
of an lyces of aircraft sown. 
300 photos. pain) schemes. 
one drawings, tap pgs . 1-
color section, etc 
12377AE  524.95 

F-16 FIGHTING 
FALCON 
Gunston Tne original Light 
Weight Fighter concept. err 
Combat SheOnes Of the ~a0s d 
~90s, missiles vs guns. the 
Pentagons "Fighter Mafia 
1 t 2 Dgs . 160 photos - 8 Dgs 
of Color, hardbOuntl 
M0571AE   514.95 

SCALE MODELS 
BY WYLAM 
William Wylem. 29 highly Oe• 
tailil0 scale Drawings of mili-
tary dcivil eircrelt from the 
inter war d WWII periods 
IncluOes photos d bnal his• 
tOnc81 DåckgrOund tOr each 
plane, color Scilem0s. pe1-
lormance Oats, models d von• 
ants, etc. 6a pgs 
2109TC  55.95 

HANDBOOK FOR 
MINIATURE ENGINES 
230 photos. t7 cnapten In-
Cludes Baslc TneOry. Fuel. 
Glow Plugs. Tnrotttes. Pres-
sure Fuel Systems, Hop-Up. 
oesrgn COnsitlerabons. Break• 
in, etc. 90 pgs. 8"x11" soft-
bound. Excellent text 
160876  S9.95 

THE FLYING WINGS 
OF NORTHROP 
By Leo Kohn. 81 vintage pho-
tos. a9 pgs. special section 
devoted to inception, tleveL-
o0ment d demi58 of the Con-
Cept - mclud85 photos OI 
Development models. d pilot's 
handbook for the YB-49 jet-
powered wing. 
M01288  57.95 

SR-71 BLACKBIRD 
IN ACTION 
Drendel. 99 bdw DhOtOs, der 
one Drawings. 21 fun color 
eirbrusn works. 5 sitleviews. 
SO pgs.. the first work ever 
On 1hi518m0us-Skunk WOrkS'~ 
aucraff Includes A-t2 6 YF-12 
predecessors SottDound 
M0558A  54.95 

BASICS OF R/C SCALE 
Potega t;0 pgs. over 175 
photos. Aerodynamics Simp• 
lihetl. Oocumentetion, Scale 
Finish. Points. Selection of a 
Scale Sublect, etc. 
210568   S11.95 

Curtiss P-e0 in Aenon a9s
8.52 to Action 195
Boung 8.52 Documentary rust . . . . . . . .  19.95 
American Arc Of W W b In COtdr  19.95 
LigntPtane. Unoerw000. app ai   .9.93 
R1Oi0 Cdntldt Scale Aircrall   la.9s 
Advanced RrC Including Rockets . 795
Tne Stinsens. Underwoo0 a  9S 
MiraUe At Midway  19.95 
6.52 Slrafofortress. 126 ogs. 176 ilWs  17.50 
Northrop Flying Wings. 16 designs 795
Plane Tnat Changed Tne World. DC-3  12.95 
Rea barron. 240 Dgs. 40 ilWs   12.95 
Gold wings. BWe Sea  15.95 
Sole Survivor. Ens Geo Gay   15.00 
Buildrnq d Flyrnq Ducted Fan RrC 6  95 
Tm Goose 94 Dgs . 120 DnOIOs 5  95 
Darkly OangerousrP-61 Black W,dow a  95 
Building 6 Flying Scale Model WC 195
Budning 6 Dnpiaying Scale Möoel ArC . . .6.95 
6.17 flying Fortress Pilot Mni 895
P•38 Lightning Pilel Mnl 896
P•39 araeobra Pilot Mnl 8  95 
POwlred Ullrangnt Aircraft a  9S 
A•t0 TnunderDOn II. 59 dins 995
Radio Control Mannat Systems d Circuits .7.96 
Cessna Guidebook. thin W w It 9  9S 
Filth Air Force Story 795
Legendary DC•3. 22a pgs 896
Buildrnq Model !VP from Scratch S  95 
LigmDlane Prov oesrgn. Selet d Mamt . .1As 
Latin-American Mddary Aviation   18.95 
Howard Hughes b His Flying Boat, soh  19.95 
Dauntless Dive Bomoer of w W il   17.95 

SCHLUTER'S R/C 
HELICOPTER MANUAL 
10 maj Or chapters with 87 
suDlOpiLs. Includes: Basics 01 
Hebcopter Technology, Rotor 
Blades d Their Dynamits, 
FIigM Training, PeAOrmence 
Calculations. Construction 
Techniques, etc. 255 pgs. 
huntlretlS Of photos d d@ledad 
Drawings. 
210058   511.95 

INTRODUCING RADIO 
CONTROL MODEL 
AIRCRAFT 
Bin Burkmsnaw. For the RC 
t~!ginne/ d 1hOSB transitidn-
ing into RC. Inn work Dro• 
vidas basic coverage of en-
gines. RC equipment. con-
struction, dflying o1 helKOp• 
tBrS, gliders, d traditional 
plaises 10 chapters, 94 pgs . 
77 diustrations. softbound 
211068  59.95 

A6M ZERO IN ACTION 
S Nonara 95 photos. 58 one 
drawings. 10 sideviews. 3 
four-views, 12 full COIOr works. 
component views, etc In-
cludas A6M3 models 32 d 22. 
d A6M5 model 52 
M0583A  54.95 

HOW TO BUY å FLY 
R/C AIRCRAFT 
2x0 pgs.. 14 chapters. In-
cludes: R/C Flt. Instruction, 
The Radio. Engine Theory d 
Components. Landngs. Simple 
Aerobatics. Preflight. Re-
quirements Before fit, etc. 
Hundreds Of photos. SOIt-
bound. 
16088A  58.95 

R/C CONTROL 
HANDBOOK 
Understanding, designing, 
pudding d using R/C Systems. 
116 pgs., 20 chapters. 400• 
photos. Includes: Engine 
SpeeO Control. TOne•Oper• 
ate0 Systems. R/C Test 
Equipment. Retract Landing 
Gear, etc. 
21004A   S11.95 

MODEL AIRCRAFT 
AERODYNAMICS 
Basic Model Performance 
Problems. Scale Eltect d Tne 
Boundary Layer, Turbulent 
FIOw Airfoils, FBCIOrs A11eCI• 
ing Lilt d Drag, Trim d 
Stability, Control. Reducing 
Induced Drag. Parasitic Drag. 
etc t3 chapters. 270 pages. 
nighty illustrated 
16061 B   522.95 

THE BEST OF YVYLAM 
wdliam Wylam. Confeining 
some 01 the most Oeteile0 
works we've ev0r seen. Inn 
DOOk rs comprised of 60 scale 
airplane drewmgs covering 
the most famous mdrtary d 
cwd avcralt from VYW I through 
WW II. Hoary use OI details, 
model vanati0n5, dimensions. 
COIOr Schemes d pertOlmence 
figures 
21095C  58.95 

RADIO CONTROL 
THERMAL SOARING 
Stringwelt. Basics of R C 
Systems d Flight Control, 
Competition Flying, Launch-
ing EgwD. d Techniques. Bal-
lasting. eu 340 Dgs •glossary. 
hundreds Of photos. Ilea dfaw• 
mgs d scnemaucs. 26 chap-
ters. 6 appondrees. 
210908   513.95 

CONSUMERS GUIDE 
TO RC AIRCRAFT 
PRODUCTS 
Just out å with over 2,000 
products. Includes kits, hard-

ware, engines, manufacturers, 
publishers, addresses, prices, 
etc. Coverage includes air-

craft, boats, cars, radio sys-
tems &accessories. 242 pgs., 
8vä' x 11", softbound 
211058  $4.95 
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Si~~r~ f~il)l;lt 
'In action 
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HARRIER 

DESTINATION TOKYO: 
A PICTORIAL HISTORY 
OF DOOLITTLES RAID 
Primary emphasis on excel• 
tent pnotograpns, maps. d 
enarts. 8 chapters. coverage 
of current•day Raider's re• 
unions. d cersonal accounts 
from Japanese. Americans. d 
CMnese regarding the Raio 
128 pgs. 183 photos 8':" x 
tt•', sohDounO 
123936  59.95 

AD SKYRAIDER 
IN ACTION 
J. Sullivan tia photos. 67 
Tine Drawings. 12 sideviews. 
2 four•views. f2 lull color 
works. Korea. Vietnam. Bntisn 
Navy. French Air force. U S 
Services. etc 
M0584A  54.95 

FLYING 3 IMPROVING 
SCALE MODEL 
AIRPLANES 
McCombs. Detailed cOvarege 
of trimming, adjusting, setett-
ing d improving all types D1 
scale flying mOd61s Headings 
inWuOed: Control SuAaces d 
InciOence Settings. Wing Di-
neDral, OOwntnru5t. Enetts o1 
C G Location. Props d Motors. 
Elementary Aerodynamics. 
etc. t8 cnapten. 128 pgs 
21096C  58.95 

COLLECTOR'S GUIDE 
TO MODEL AERO 
ENGINES 
Finner Modet engines from 
early days to the present 18 
chapters. 132 pgs. nose-up 
photos of early 250 engines. 
Oxc011enl h15IOnC81 rCView 01 
engine Development 
210898  58.95 

R/C HELICOPTER 
MODELS 
Drake. tag pgs., t3 cnapten. 
main rotor gear pox rebus. 
rotor gimbals, swasn photos. 
WA rotors. centrifugal Uutctles. 
etc rteavdy iuustrated 
210098  59.95 

HARRIER 
Bin Gunston inception. de• 
sign concepts. develODrnenl 
radical air combat maneuvers. 
freedom from easily desiroye0 
runways, etc. fad pgs.. nun-
dreds 01 dlustretiOns cOvenng 
the plane which instantly Out• 
dated cOrnenbonal Dogfight• 
ing d air waAare cOncepfs. 
M0546A   514.95 

The new 
Classic Motorbooks 

& Zenith Aviation Shop 
at 3522 Magnolia in Burbank 
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TOM COOK'S LEGENDARY 
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AIR COMMAND MK 20 GEAR 
GEAR AVAILABLE SEPARA_ TELY - - - 

~.;. 

FAN UNITS ASSEMBLED AND TEST RUN 
FANS AVAILABLE SEPARATELY 

_. • ~~ 

.~ 

1 M II 
CANOPY 

DELUXE KIT SHOWN 

å COCKPIT 

The Most Spectacular Scale Kit Ever Offered 
Proven Performance: 1st 81 Scalemasters, 4th 82 Scalemasters, 5th 80 Scalemasters, Pilots Choice 
81 Scalemasters, 1st Mint Julep, Flight Achievement 80 NATS, numerous lst at local meets. 

Deluxe Kit Includes: Fiberglass fuselage, inlets, foam, wing and stab cores, 2 Turb. Ax fans with K & B 
7.5 cc engines, modified O.S. 7DV Carburetors, 2 K & B tuned pipes assembled and test run. Air 
Command MK20 landing gear with scale aluminum struts and tires. Canopy with complete cockpit in-
terior. Stab mechanism, drogue chute and ejector assy. Hand cut bulkheads, aluminum radio and 
wing servo access covers, all wood necessary to complete kit - $1095.00. 

Semi-Kit Includes: all fiberglass parts, foam wing and stab cores, canopy, exhaust ducts and stab 
mechanism - $330.00. 

Air Command MK20 with Struts $250.00/set 
without struts $200.00/set 

Power System Turb Ax &Modified 7.5 with pipe assembled and run  $250.00 ea. 
IHFc EiY JET MODEL PRODUCTS, 304 SILVERTOP, RAYMORE, MO 64083, PHONE 816-331-0356 



SCALE 
VOLUME 9, NUMBER 6 DECEMBER 1983 

BATTLE OF BRITAIN SPECIAL: 
HURRICANE REVISITED/O'Meara  28 

Another look at Mick Reeves' kit 

MODELING GALLAND'S Bf-109E4/Beaulieu  50 
Building fhe plane flown by the Luftwaffe's fop Ace 

FEATURES: 
ALL-SCALE DAYS/Miller  22 

England's premier scale fun-fly weekend 

CONTEST REPORT: 
ROCKET-POWERED KOMET/Apaian  10 

Use rockets to launch amini-Me-163 

GIANT-SIZED PT-19/Daniell  14 
108" span Cornell from a kit 

VIVA IL FALCO! (PART 1)/Shenk  34 
Super sleek Italian lightplane 

SOPWITH TABLOID/Polapink  42 
WW 1 vintage machine in 1 /5 or 1 /4-scale 

SALUTE TO JENNY/Voss  58 
From Japan, aconcourse-class JN-4D 

SIMPLE SCALE LANDING GEAR/Lundquist  59 
Shock-absorbing gear principles 

DEPAIiTMF,NfS: 
HOBBYPDXY MILITARY COLORS  6 

More color mixes from Pettit Paints 

BOOK NOTES  8 
Library reference sources for scale 

SCALE R/C MODELER (ISSN 0199-7327) is published bimonthly by Challenge Publications, Inc., 
7950 Deering Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 91304. Copyright Q1983 by Challenge Publications, Inc. 
All rights reserved. Nothing in whole or in part may be reproduced without written permission 
of tho publisher. Publisher assumes no responsibility for unsolicited material. All photos, artwork, 
and manuscripts must be accompanied by stamped self-addressed envelope. CHANGE OF ADDRESS 
& SUBSCRIPTION INQUIRIES: POSTMASTER—Send to SCALE R/C MODELER, 10968~C/Ia Front©ra, 
San Diego, CA 92127. Ploase givo eight to twelve weeks advanco notico o! addross channn. 
Sond both old and now nddross plug maflinJ lobo) from rocent IaSOC, If avAllAblO. SUbSCrIPtIOn 

rate: U.S. and possessions, one year S13.50; all other countries 517.50 (U.S. funds). Controlled 
Circulation postage paid at Sparta, Illinois, ar.d Canoga Park, California. Print©d in U.S.A. 

Bf-109E4 . . . page 50 

Falco . . .page 34 

Tabloid . . .page 42 

COVER: 
Ms Annette Spiranac, a professional 
dancer, salutes the Eighth Air Force. 
The entire story of this historical 
Nurricane is in this issue. Annette is 
wearing a 1 /8th Air Force shirt. Brian 
O'Meara, who built the Hurricane, is a 
member of tuis famed Phoenix, Arizona 
scale group. (David Goetz photo) 
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BUST PUgL MASTER THE ART OF SCRATCHBUILDING ISHEpr
Now you, too, can master the techniques of the professional scratchbuilder. The sixteen chapters of 
this book deal with not only traditional balsa construction, but also composite structures. Three common 
composite methods are illustrated step-by-step. There are chapters on reading and interpreting plans, 
designing your model, engineering wings (even elliptical and tapered ones), etc. Each component of the 
model is discussed in its own chapter. Complete explanation of proper tools, and even how to properly 
carve balsa blocks. Special treatments of foam techniques, and complete information on molding cowls in 
fiberglass, as well as fuselages, and even scale props. Each subject handled in depth, with profuse photos 
(over 325 of them), so that you can scratchbuild your own models. Appendices give sources for materials, as 
well as a chemical compatability chart. 

BOB BECKMAN'S BIG BOOK ON "BIGGIES" 
Sob Beckman is the noted giant-scale columnist in Model Aviation magazine. His new book is a 
masterpiece of useful information and entertain ing writing. Bob takes you through all the stages 
of building giant models . from engine and radio selection, to covering and flying the model. 
There are candid discussions of kits, ideas on tools and building procedures, plus lots of 
helpful hints to make giant-scale modeling easy for you. An ideal training manual, giving step-by-
step procedures for building that first big airplane. Lots of handy hints and shortcuts, too. This 
isn't just magazine reprints, but an entirely new book on mammoth-scale airplanes. Bob Beck-
man's straightforward, common-sense approach to those big models will make them safer and 
easier to fly for you. No corners have been cut . this is a complete how-to-do-it guide! 

ALL ABOUT SCALE 
Everything you ever wanted to know about Scale, in eight information-packed chapters. It's the only 
book on the subject that covers Scale modeling from A-to-Z. There's something for everyone. The 
beginner will save time and money with special chapters on selecting that first Scale model. Myths about 
trainers are exploded, and there's a fresh approach to aerodynamics. You'll probably get back the price 
of the book with money saved on your first model. The scale pros and contest fliers will find helpful 
flying tips, special practice maneuvers, and techniques for improving those contest scores. There is a 
chapter exclusively on documentation, and two chapters on paints and painting techniques. Authori-
tatively written by Patrick H. Potega, Editor of Scale R/C Modeler magazine, this book will prove to be 
the best modeling tool in your workshop. 

i 
I -.__._ 

.~.:~~,_ I 
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TAKE THE BIG STEP 
GIANT STEPS will put you in control of 
those ultra-large airplanes, with building 
hints, plans, finishing techniques, etc. Six-
teen chapters of how-to-do-it and current 
product info makes this the bible of the 
"biggies." A special buyers guide helps 
locate those hard-to-find items and specialty 
hardware. Plans for four big airplanes 
included. 

ALL ABOUT FINISHING TECHNIQUES 
Now you can win "Best of Show" with the 
finishing techniques revealed in this book. 
These are the secrets of the masters. Lots 
of step-by-step procedures, with plenty of 
photos. This book has become the "bible" 
of finishing methods, and it can make you 
a pro, too! Easy-to-follow techniques fdr 
everything from sanding, to applying resins, 
paints, mylars, everything! 

DOCUMENTATION TREASURE 
Our best-selling reference source. Some of 
the rarest and best scale drawings by 
William Wylam are presented in a format 
just perfect for your documentation port-
folio. Details of 60 popular aircraft, such 
as the Curtiss Hawk, S.E.5a, Ford Trimotor, 
P-47, P-51, Grumman 6F, Stinson Reliant, 
etc. Each aircraft is presented on four 
sheets . . . that's less than 4 cents a sheet! 

SOLVE THOSE ENGINE PROBLEMS! r---__ 
:HARRYS 

The 17 chapters of this book are like having HANDBppK~' the wisdom of Clarence Lee in one easy-to- ~ M/NUTURF ~ ENGINES ~ ~ follow manual. Everything frorn maintenance, ~ .~ ~ i 
prop selection, carbs, fuels, cleaning, break- ; 
ins, and even hop-ups . all in down-to- I 
earth language. You can now get peak 
performance and power from your engines, 
with no special skills. Packed with easy-to- L follow photos and helpful drawings. 

r Please send me: 

L 

ORIGINAL WYLAM DRAWINGS 
SCALE MODELS BY WYLAM is the original 
classic by the master of the 3-views. 
Twenty-six aircraft done in complete detail, 
with airfoils, formers and cross-sections, 
internal structures, etc. William Wylam did 
these drawings from the original aircraft, 
during the 1934-'43 era. Most every im-
portant airplane, from the Winnie Mae to 
the Spitfire, are included. 

'CHAIN SAW ENGINE MAGIC 
If you are into chain saw engine main-
tenance or improvements, then this is your 
book. Perfect for the giant-scale buff who 
needs to keep that chain saw engine run-
ning well. Discusses ignition timing, porting, 
carbs, expansion chambers, etc. Lots of 
graphs and charts. This has long been the 
reference source for engine experts. 

 ,Master Modeling   @ S10.95 $ 
Giant Scale R/C Aircraft @ 9.95 
Basics of R/C Scale   @ 11.95 
Giant Steps   @ 12.95 
There Are No Secrets   @ 9.95 

 Best of Wylam   @ 8.95  
Handbook of Miniature Engines @ 9.95  
Scale Models by Wylam   @ 5.00  

_ Two-Stroke Tuners Handbook @ 5.95 
California Residents Add 6% Sales Tax S 

Postage &Handling S  2.00 
AMOUNT ENCLOSED: Check or Money Order $ 

'N1nd¢I Ag¢nc~ 
pr¢ss ~/ 

äg21 ~'icl:~~ :~~~ci~ue • Canc~z Park • C::~ ~13O~ 

PRINT CLEARLY! This coupon will be your mailing label. 
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NAME 

STREET    APT  

CITY  STATE  ZIP 

All Non-U.S. Orders Enclose 51.50 Additional Postage 96 
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"America's most 
comprehensive 

mail order airbrush catålog." 
40 pages filled with the top names 
in airbrush and graphic arts: Efbe 
Iwaty, Paasche; T & C Badger, 
Delbis Binks, l/ersatex Deka, 
Liquitex Winsor-Newtown, Marabu, 
ChartPak Frisk Rapidograph, and 
more. Complete supplies, parts and 
books for the professional, hobbyist 
and student. Save on special sets. 
Write or call now for free catalog! 

TOLL-FREE 800-547-9750 ext. 339 
(Oregon, Alaska &Hawaii 503/224-3167) 

Dept. 339 P.O. BOX 3318 Pörtland OR 97208 

B&C.6'. 
NOW AVAILABLE 

Imported from Italy, this 10cc (.61 
c.i.) engine is powerful enough for use 
in ducted fans, yet compact enough to 
fit in the tightest installations. This is 
a .61 with the height profile of most 
.29s. Fits most fan units designed for 
.40s. ABC construction, with four ball 
bearings on the main crank. Schneurle 
ported, and alternate firing. Proven in 
ducted fan units overseas. 

Also available in gear reduction and 
marine configurations. 

INTRODUCTORY PRICE $239.95 
Parts available through us. 

FAN JET PLANS: F-86, F-100 and F-16 
(designed around the Bauer fan and 
i3 & C .61 engine). Each plan $29.95. 
Bauer fan unit $99.95. 

J & J ENTERPRISES 
2309 Buena Vista Street 
Bakersfield, CA 93304 

(805) 323-0105 

6 scale r/c modeler 

H 0 DBBYPDXY 
MILITARY COLORS 

Completing the R.A.F. Day Fighter colors 
Information supplied courtesy Petit Paints 

Hobbypoxy continues its on-going 
presentation of Scale color formulas 
with these three Royal Air Force 
paint mixes. These colors cover the 
change in the camouflage schemes 
which became effective in 1942, and 
which carried through the remainder 
of WWII. 

British fighters based at home had 
their upper surfaces painted Dark 
Green and Ocean Gray (Ocean Gray 
replaced the Dark Earth of the pre-
1942 camouflage schemes) . The un-
dersurfaces were done in Medium 
Sea Gray. 

England's day fighters based at 
fields abroad were finished in the 
same Dark Green and Ocean Gray 
upper surfaces, but with Sky Type 
"S" undersurfaces. 

Day fighters used in the North 
African campaigns were painted in 

Dark Earth and Middle Stone on 
the upper surfaces, with Sky Type 
"S" on the undersurfaces. 

We have already given the formu-
las for Dark Green, Dark Earth and 
Sky Type "S" in the June 1983 
issue. Therefore, the new paint mix-
ing formulas we need to complete 
the RAF fighter colors are: 

MEDIUM SEA GRAY —Three 
Parts H70 Gray, One Part H10 
'White. 

OCEAN GRAY —Seven Parts H70 
Gray, Two Parts H81 Black, One 
Part H33 Stinson Green. 

MIDDLE STONE —Three Parts 
H49 Cub Yellow, Four Parts 
H70 Gray, One Part H65 Bright 
Red, One Part H10 White. 

Don't forget to use Flat Hardener 
for a proper rnatte finish. ❑ 

TAKE IT OFF WITH SPEED STIX 
DISPOSABLE SANDING TOOLS 

USE WET OR DRY 

3 SANDING GRAD~S~ t00- t 20-180 ,, ,~ 

REGULAR SPEED STI X 
9 STIX (1/4 ' 3/8 ' 1/2 diamAler) 

MINI SPEED STIX 

A ~ $4.85 

B* $ 2.95 
6 STIX (1/8 • 3i16 • 1/4 diameter) 

NEW! FLAT STI X 
C* $3.75 

6WedgeS-rIX(3/4- 1/2' 1/4width) 

ORDER TODAY ! ! POSTPAID! ! 

(DEALER INOUIRIFS INVITED) 

PRECISION SANDING TOOLS 

2930 SKYVIEW AVENUE 
PUEBLO. CO 8'1008 

Even,n95 call (303) 542 - 6200 

Jackscrew Linear Operating Electric Servo —" 
•Operates landing gear, flaps, doors &accessories 
• Up to 10 lbs. of thrust POWER 
• 13/4" travel gives scale operating time for 

landing gear 
(at 9 volts the Jackscrew will 
deliver 7 lbs. of thrust with 
1 3/4 " travel in 8 seconds.) 

For FREE brochure 
& performance data, 

write 
Janaco 

11323 Cotillion 
Dallas, TX 75228 
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$2.50 

DELEK 

SCALE 
RIC MODELER 

COLORFUL, I N-DEPTH 
COVERAGE OF RADIO 
CONTROL MODELING 

If your principle interest is the fabrica-
tion and flying of totally authentic minia-
ture versions of actual aircraft then Scale 
R/C Modeler is for you. A balance of 
how-to-do-it materials, news topics, and 
feature construction articles keeps you 
current iri this fascinating and diversified 
field. 

~;,:~r 

.~ . _. 
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SCALE R/C MODELER SUPER SAVIRIGS SUBSCRIPTION 
❑ l want to save 40%! Send me one full year (6 issues) of SCALE R/C MODELER at the 
super savings rate of just $10.50. 

Name 

Street 

City State Zip 

Payment Enclosed ,~"; Bill Me (U.S. only) 
New Subscriber [' Current Subscriber 

LJ 
❑ 

5FP3 

Allow up to twelve weeks for delivery of first issue. For subscriptions mailed outside 
the U.S. add S4.00 per year additional postage 

Offer expires December 31, 1983 

MAIL TO: SUBSCRIPTION DEPT. CHALLENGE PUBLICATIONS 
7950 Deering Ave. - Canoga Park, CA 91304 



Bill Effing er suggests' t S7M 

plan ~N pattern Se 

We offer you really beautiful Full Size Plan 

Drawings, Materials 
Irep~ica ofrthe des 9 

to fabricate a supe 

//SPAD" C-XIII World War 1 
1.3 to 3.1 Engines 79'/." Wingspan — 2120 Sq. In. 

This new design offering makes a beautiful f•~/C replica 
of the WWI era. 2120 Sq. In. of area, it's a big aircraft, a 
capable flyer, it captures the imagination. 

Plan 'N Pattern Set: #RCQS•8 @ 524.95 

FOKKER TR/PLANE DR-1 
A Giant 1/4 Scale R/C Design of WW•I —

For .78 to 1.50 cu. in. Engines 

72" Wingspan Triplane — 1772 Sq. in. Area 

Plan 'N Pattern Set: #RCQS-6 @ 524.95 

We offer beautifully prepared Plan Designs, the best in 
Full Size Layouts, Parts Drawings and Bill of Materials 
dala to create your own replica. Saves you substantial 
amounts over tull kit costs. 

Prices are fps Complete Plans, Sub Assembly and De• 
tailed Parts List. Add 52.00 for Mailing Tube. 

W.E. TECHNICAL SERVICES 
P.O. Box 76884 S, Atlanto, Georgia 30328 U.S.A. 

NARRY's 
S/X PACK 

blue 
anodized 
threaded 
aluminum 

HARRY B. HIGLEY &SONS, INC. 
P. O. BOX 532, GLENWOOD, ILL., 60425 

rHELONG -STRONG 
NEE ~ LE VALVE 

f%tS 

SUPER rIGRE ENGINES 
2s -, ss~ 

HARRY B. H/GLEY & SONS, /NC. 
P. O. BOX 532, GLENWOOD, ILL., 60425 

BOON NOIeS 
Reading and research for 
the builder of the model. 

MASTER 
MODELING 

-. 

~ .., ,~,~, 

Following close on the heels of 
his very successful finishing tech-
niques book There Are No Secrets, 
and his handbook of Miniature En-
gines, Harry Higley has just released 
his new title: Master Modeling. This 
book is a compendium of techniques 
for the scratchbuilder. There are 
sixteen chapters, covering evel•ything 
fl•om the art of calving, to specialty 
applications for fiberglass fuses, 
cowls, and even glass props. 

The book is slanted toward the 
special needs of the scale modeler, 
with not only traditional balsa and 
ply techniques covered, but also the 
latest composite construction tech-
nologies. These 16 chapters will 
make scratchbuilding alot less mys-
terious, and the book is easy to fol-
low. There are profuse photos (over 
325 of them!) , so that even the neo-
phyte can learn to scratchbuild. 
There are also chapters on aircraft 
design, plans, wing construction and 
foam techniques. 

Harry's books are always popular 
because they are clearly written, well 
illustrated and full of useful infor-
mation. Master Modeling is no ex-
ception. With this book in your 
libral•y, you too can become a mas-
ter builder. 

As published by Harry Higley & 
Sons, and available directly from: 
Model Agency Press, 7021 Vicky 
Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 91307. 
Price $1.0.95 (plus $2.00 posiage~. 

THE INCREDIBLE T 6 

Walt Ohlrich and Jeff EtheU 

Several •years ago, when the Bridi 
kit of the AT-6 Texan became avail-
able, it was a real hassle to find 
documentation on this training craft. 
Books tend to zero in on the glorious 
fighters and bombers, relegating the 
tugs and trainers to footnotes. Those 
who had models of the T-6s wound 
up painting them in racing colors, 
for it looked as if the Texan's only 
claim to glory was over the desert 
in Reno. Fortunately, Walter Ohlrich 
and Jeff Ethell have unearthed a 
ton of data and nostalgia about the 
AT-6, and have put it all in a book 
called Pilot Maker: The Incredible 
AT-6. Within its pages we find 
Israeli markings on a T-6, as well 
as a Texan done up in Chinese 
markings. 

I didn't realize myself that the 
AT-6 was such a versatile bird. What 
about an AT-6 with Meteor-like tip 
tanks, and a streamlined cowl with 
rocker arm bumps on it? There was 
a biplane version of the North Amer-
ican trainer, made by bolting on 
another set of wings above, for crop-
dusting. T-6s were modified to look 
like the Jap Zeros in "Tora! Tora! 
Tora!," as well as the P-47s in "A 
Bridge Too Far." Who says that they 
all have to be basic yellow or red? 

Lots of good black and white 
photos support the interesting nar-
rative of this book, but there is not 
the faintest hint of any color shots, 
which is really a major blunder in 
such a promising title. At least the 
modeler can get some supporting 
photos from the book, but where are 
those magnificent line drawings and 
reprints from the pilot and service 
manuals which every self-respecting 
author culls? "My kingdom for a 
cockpit photo, or landing gear de-
tail?" 



Pilot Maker: The Incredible AT-6 
is awell-recommended addition to 
anyone's basic scale library. These 
types of books are often only in print 
for a limited time, so getting one now 
makes good sense. Overlooking the 
lack of color documentation and 
drawings, the book still stands on 
its own as a significant contribution 
to scale presentations. The book is 
available direct from: Zenith Avia-
tion Books, P.O. Box 2, 729 Prospect 
Avenue, Osceola, WI 54020. Price 
$17.95. 
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MAMMOTH MINIATURES: FLYING MODELS 
THAT ARE ONE-QU/lRTER FULL-SIZE OR LARGER 

Bob Beckman has made a name 
for himself as the Giant-Scale col-
umnist in Model Aviation magazine. 
He has put his knowledge and ex-
perience into a new book, titled 
Building and Flying Giant Scale 
Radio Control Aircraft. The book is 
billed on the cover asa "Complete 
how-to-do-it guide," and it pretty 
much lives up to that. Written for 
someone who has had no exposure 
to radio control at all, there are the 
usual mandatory chapters discussing 
radios, kits, etc. The real meat of 
the book is in the virtual step-by-step 
sequences for building the Great 
Planes Tomahawk. Bob uses this 
model to illustrate not only basic 
construction procedures, but also 
those handy hints and shortcuts 
which make this book so helpful. 

We found some faults with the 
book, such as the rather sophomoric 
discussion of aerodynamics, and 
things like attempting to make 
scratchbuilding something separate 
and different than "plan building." 
But, as a primer for big airplanes, 
this book presents a common sense 

(Continued on page 80) 

SCALE DETAIL SO EXTREME YOU WON'T 
BELIEVE YOUR EYES! 

DOCUMENTATION PHOTOS 
A professional photographer traveled the world to capture on film the finest 

documentation photos. These are those impossible-to-find aircraft photos you've 
always searched for . . .but never found. 

Museum-quality photos of uncovered airframes, cockpits, landing gear, etc. 
No instant-print snap shots, but cusfom hand-prinfed photographs. Many photo 
packets contain over 100 detail shots of individual airplanes. 

OVER 10,000 PHOTOS AVAILABLE 

These photos used by: 

• Kit Designers and Manufacturers 
• Scale Contest Winners 
• Technical Illustrators 
• Aircraft Restorers and Museums 

~lircraft~ ~In ~Dctail 
P.O. BOX 2516 

VAN NUYS, CA 91404-2516 

Send $2.00 for catalogue listing over 300 aircraft. '=' 

-> ;=,~~,~ ;..-. ~~. . . ;. ,~ 
BY MASTEa 

EN Mp E~ BHÄå~AN 
GEGRG~ 

"WE SPECIALIZE /N RARE AND HARD-TO-FIND AIRCRAFT PHOTO DOCUMENTATION"J

SUPER—DELUXE, SUPER—SIZED 
ease. ,adFoamw,~9 FAIRCHILD PT-19 
Fiberglass Cowl and Chin Piece (New Scale Profile) 
Two Giant Plan Sheets 
~/a" Steel Landing Gear and 5/32" 
Pre Bent tail wheel assy. 
Aileron Torque Rods 
Pre-made Brass and Steel 
All One-piece Wing 
All-up Weight 28-32 lbs. 

All Parts Band Sawed Where Needed 

Super Deluxe Kit $300.00 
(Shipping pre-paid, Payment with order) 

` Florida Residents Add 4% Sales Tax. 

CFl R/C SUPPLY 
9180 Hall Road Lakeland, FL 33805 

Phone: (813) 858-2658 



KOMET 
Prue rocket propulsion 

moves this 
mini-Messerschmitt 163 

through the sky, 
then it glides 

back to earth. 
~! fun project 

for the author, 
who is just a little bit 

crazy, anyway! 

By Harry Apoiar 
Photos by Forrest Edwards, Jr. 

The mini-163 streaks skyward, under true 
rocket power. The small model is 

capable of reaching maximum altitudes 
of 200-400 feet, depending on the siza 

of the rocket motor, 

i0 scale r/c modeler 



Some people think that I'm a little 
crazy. I don't ever build "normal" 
aircraft, but I'm always out at the 
flying field with something offbeat, 
unique . . . or, shall we say "odd!?" 
I ~ guess it's my background in free 
flight (that's not to say that free 
flighters are crazy .but it sure 
helps to be). I enjoy seaplanes, WWI 
scale (we know how crazy those 
gents are, don't we!?), and rework-
ing engines. 

When I get bored, or get the itch 
to build something, I start searching 
the outer fringes of the history books 
to find my subjects. The more odd-
ball they are, the more intrigued 1 
become. That's why I got particular 
enjoyment out of the Me 163 proj-
ect. Ihave abackground also in sail-
planes, having done a lot of contest 
flying. Because of my love for a 
silent model, the concept of a rocket-
powered Komet, which would glide 
back to earth, seemed right up my 
alley. 

For those of you not familiar with 
the Komet, it was really the first 
practical rocket-powered fighter. This 
wasn't a jet, but rather a true rocket, 
with a Walters pulse-jet propulsion 
system. The little flying wing (flying 
wings fascinate me, and I compete 

every year in the Northrop flying 
wing contest) was a killer. The rocket 
engines were tempermental, and often 
exploded. Even landings could be 
disastrous, since the aircraft touched 
down at a very hot 13? mph. The 
pilots graduated from rudimentary 
basic training in sailplanes, to the 
single-seat cockpit of the rocket 
fighter, with no transitional instruc-
tion whatsoever. 

The Me 163 was too good. It flew 
too fast. The idea was a rapid take-
off, after which the little rocket liter-
ally climbed straight up to get above 
invading bomber formations. The en-
gine was then shut off (there was 
a crude form of throttle, but the risk 
of the plane exploding if it was used 
usually cancelled that idea), and the 
pilot would glide . . . at speeds often 
in excess of 500 mph . . .down into 
the formation and attempt to shoot 
a target. The trouble was that, at 
those closing speeds, the Komet 
pilot had only split seconds to aim 
and shoot. If he missed, it was sense-
less to pull up to try for another 
pass, for then he had lost the ad-
vantage of his excess speed, and he 
became a vulnerable, slow-gliding 
target. All he could do was to glide 
back to earth and, if he and the 

:s~~
.~~~~ ....v._ :^ ,~ - ,,.,_,. f i ~..:.:t, ~~,,~.,:, _ ..._ 
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Me 163B-1A of a Training Staffel ~ 

machine survived the landing on that 
rigid skid, he could try to get re-
fueled and airborne again. 

One solution to the problem, and 
a very ingenious answer for the time, 
was to mount a set of five vertical-
firing tubes on the aircraft. These 
each contained a 50mm shell, and 
the salvo was triggered by the Me 
163 flying under a bomber, and the 
bomber's shadow actuated aphoto-
light cell. This technology accounted 
for only one kill, but the system was 
only fitted to a dozen aircraft. Had 
the Luftwaffe done this a little 
sooner, the air war over Germany 
could have been an entirely different 
matter. 

The Me 163 has been modeled 
before. Bob Holman has the plans 
for a very nice .60-powered one, with 
a big prop spinning on the nose. I 
wanted mine to be more "pure," so 
I decided to design arocket-powered 
version. I investigated the rocket 
field, and discovered that some of the 
rocket engines were capable of de-
livering some tremendous amounts 

Drawings courtesy 
Squadron/Signal Publications. 
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The author has had great fun with his 
project, but he does not endorse rocket 
power. Local ordinances usually classify 
them as fireworks and ban them 
because of the real fire hazard. 

of thrust. But, the model would have 
to be small and light to take advan-
tage of the thrust potentials. 

I drew the plans to 1 / 12-scale. 
This gave me about an .049-sized 
airframe. I used four-pound, closed-
cell foam for the fuselage, as well as 
the planking on the wings, etc. This 
is a dense foam sheeting, about 
1/8-inch thick, and not the foam 
blocks you are familiar with. The 
stuff can take quite a beating, since 
it will flex in any direction. I made 
a rocket motor mount by rolling a 
piece of 1/64-inch ply. The plane is 
finished with tissue and dope (the 
polyurethane foams are not affec±ed 
by the solvents in the glues or 
paints). I'm not publishing a set of 
plans because this is supposed to 
be an article reporting on a state-of-
the-art design, and I really don't 
want to encourage anyone to emu-
late my project. Rockets are banned 
by many municipalities, and they 
can pose a real fire danger if not 
used with adequate safety precau-
tions. 

By using a Cannon radio, I was 
able to configure atwo-channel sys-
tem at a total airborne weight of 
only four ounces. With the tiny ra-
dio aboard, but less a rocket motor, 
I had a total airframe weight of 
only 11 ounces! The rocket motors 
weigh more than the radio system. 
An "F" sized motor weighs four 
ounces, and gives a burn time of 
nine seconds . . .which is an eternity 
when the model is streaking straight 
up and you can't chop the throttle. 
This motor will take the little plane 

(Continued on page 76) 
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We're handing you 
a line...,he mas, ~omP~e,e ~,~e 
of decals available for your model anywhere. 
24 insignia sheets also letters and numbers. 

c; 
ma~ord¢cals are available in the popular .40 - .60 ,sizes 
plus American in Giant Scale size. We believe majör decals 
have the most comprehensive assortment available now -with 
more sizes and styles coming all the time, in pressure 
sensitive and water transfer. 

~ 

We'll bet this is one line Q 
you'll love being handed. iii a)®r dQ~a~s 

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL HOBBY SHOP 
OR WRITE DIRECT ~ FUEL PROOF: TESTED 12% BLAST 

NORTHEAST SCREEN GRAPHICS 21 FISHER AVE.. EAST LONGMEADOW MA. 01028 
Distributors inquiries utviled 
TEL 413-525.4110 

12 scale r/c modeler 



7th ~ ~ ~ ~ Las Vegas 
Annual • • • ~ October 
Fly-In 27 to 3O 

~~ 

—  ~ — 
~ ~ 1  ~: 
~:...  _ 

B'~'serm~~ns
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INTERNATIONAL
~.:.% 

* Four Big Days Of Fun And Enjoyment 
* Headquarters —Showboat Hotel 

* Static Display 
* Flying Site, EI Dorado Dry Lake 

~k Banquet —Saturday Evening 
* Tables, Available To Manufacturers 

* All Aircraft Quarter Scåle Or Larger 
* Pre Entry Only, Deadline September 2 7, 1 9 8 3 

* Limited To First 200 Aircraft 

FOR DETAILED INFORMATION, SEND A LONG, 
STAMPED SELF ADDRESSED ENVELOPE T0: 

Pat Bunker, 0. S. A. A. Sec. 
6532 Bourbon Way 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89107 

j702) 870-6076 
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By Bobby Daniell 

Photos by tho author 
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A huge 108" span model 
of the Cornell, this plane 
is from amonster-sized 
kit. Read the author's 
woes in getting his 
prototype airborne 
successfully . . . the 
plane even got run over 
by a car! 

Initially designed and built by 
Fairchild, the PT-19 (the designation 
meant Primary Trainer) appeared 
in three versions: the first PT-19 
model, then the PT-19A and PT-19B. 
The original was powered by the 
I75 hp Ranger engine, while the A 
variant had an L-440-3 (200 hp } 
Ranger. The B model was nothing 
more than the old A, with provisions 
for a blind hood to teach fledgling 
pilots night and instrument flying. 
The PT-19 was so popular that three 
factories worked on the contract, 
with a St. Louis plant, as well as the 
Aeronca facilities and Fairchild each 
chipping in. They built a lot of 
them, too, with some 4,889 coming 
off the production lines. 

In 1942, there was a cry for more 
power (probably because the instruc-
tors wanted more stuntability to 
brighten up their otherwise dull 
paced routines), and Fairchild mod-
ified the airframe to house a 220 hp 
Continental radial. To most purists, 
the roanded nose ruined the superb 
styling of the plane. Fairchild must 
have agreed, for they redesignated 
the machine the PT-23. About 1,126 
of these craft were built by various 
manufacturers, including Aeronca, 
St. Louis, Howard, and Fleet (Ca-
nada) . 

Another variant occurred, the PT-
26. This one had a fully enclosed 
greenhouse, instead of the two wind-
screens. Since almost all of these 
were built and flown in Canada (pro-
duction was done by Fleet Aircraft), 
a scale model could be done in 
Canadian markings, instead of the 
very trite blue and yellow of the U.S. 

The PT-19 was a hot machine, 
with more speed than the Stearman 
bipe trainers of WWII. It could hit 
130, flat out, and would whisk 
through the maneuvers as smartly 
as you please. The wide-track land-
ing gear made even the most neo-
phyte pilot look good on that final 
flare out. Unfortunately, the fledg-
ling pilots stepped from the docile 
PT-I9 to the ground-looping AT-6s, 
so they had a rough transition. 

The Fairchild trainer was a huge 
success at training newcomers to 
flight. It did its job well, and many 
of the aircraft survived to find their 
way into museums and local restora-
tion projects. Rarely do trainers 
have the smooth, graceful lines of 
the PT-19, and offer such great po-
tentials for scale r:~odeling. 

It was that big bug, known as 
the giant-scale movement, which 
got me off my duff and looking for 
a scale model to build. I wanted 
something huge . something that 
would make 'em all sit up and take 

notice. As I thumbed through the 
model magazines, I found an old 
three-view of the PT-19. It had al-
ways been a favorite of mine, because 
I liked the looks of the plane. It 
was a nice compromise some-
thing between a Cub and a WWII 
fighter. The Fairchild had a char-
acter of its own, and it looked as 
if that long cowl could fit just about 
any engine under it. 

As I sat and mulled over the three-
views, my mind took me back a few 
.years to a local airport. My friend 
had a beautifully restored PT-19, 
and he had offered me a ride. It was 
an exhilarating experience, and the 
PT had more guts than I would have 
suspected, yet it was so gentle on the 
controls that it would almost fly 
itself. I took the stick for a few 
circuits of the field, and that ball-
bearing-mounted joystick was a real 
pleasure. I could see why both stu-
dents and instructors praised it so 
highly. 

What a thrill it would be to fly 
my very own PT-19. If the full-size 
machine flew that well, then I al-
ways contend that the model would 
fly as well, or even better. I was 
not to be disappointed on that score. 
I was totally unaware, at the time, 
that Jim Foline had plans available 
for a model of about the same pro-
portions I wanted: I did know of 
the Jemco kit, but that was far too 
small, being for a .40 engine. In 
the back of my mind, the idea of a 
possible kit loomed as a distinct 
possibility, but I didn't get too wrap-
ped up in that, since the plane was 
still an unproven commodity. 

My personality is the type who 
hates to build that sounds 
funny, since how can a scale modeler 
not like to build? As with many 
modelers, my real forte is jockeying 
the sticks. I'm not big on panel de-
tail, rivets and all of that time con-
suming stuff. The quicker I can get 
a bird out of the building room and 
into the air, the happier I am. The 
choice of the PT-19 seemed like a 
natural for a lazy builder like me. 
There was very little surface detail-
ing to be done, and I could engineer 
the plane so that a lot of other labor-
ious and time consuming procedures 
could be eliminated. I wanted the 
quintessential, no-frills giant-scale 
model. Of course, I didn't want it 
to come out looking like a "plain 
plane-Jane." There had to be the 
potential for winning some contests. 
It almost seemed like too much to 
ask for . . . a prize-winning airplane, 
without any of the sweat it takes 
to get one! 

I began scaling up the three-view 
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We didn't get the young lady's name, but 
she sure looks rather tiny beside that 
oversized airplane. 

The giant-scale PT-19 has been a real 
Albatross around the author's neck. 
Jinxed from the onset, the model did 
more crashing than flying for ifs firsf 
four flight attempts. 

I had and, as I put lines on paper, 
I engineered the model for fast and 
simple construction. Wing ribs are 
for those who like to spend hours 
indoors with an X-Acto knife. I 
traced out the basis of a foam wing, 
which would cut loads of construc-
tion time off the project. The fuse 
is nothing more than a glorified box, 
with longerons and diagonal bracing. 
You can hammer that together in 
about two evenings. 

The cowl was made from a plug, 
done up in fiberglass. The first 
cowls were not exactly to scale. I 
fudged them a bit in order to make 
sure that all the possible engines 
available would fit. As it later turn-
ed out, the engines on the market 
today will fit nicely into the correct 
scale cowl, so the kit I am producing 
now contains the proper cowl. I had 
the foam cores cut and half sheeted 
in a couple of evenings. The tail 
feathers took a couple of more build-
ing sessions, and the fuse took the 
better part of a five-day week of 
evenings. Since I was working with 
a prototype, there was a lot of "down 
time," as I scratched my head over 
parts dimensions, structural integ-
rity, etc. 

Two weeks after I started enlarg-
ing the three-views, I had a sanded 
airframe on the table, ready for cov-
ering. Isuspect, with the kit, that 
you can cut several days off that. 
I didn't realize how big a 108-inch 
wing was until I tried to cover it. I 
engineered it as a one-piece affair, 
to avoid the bother of a hefty spar 
structure for aplug-in system. Since 
I had no idea what kind of weight 
parameters to shoot for (this was 
back in the days when only the 
Quadra was available as a power-
plant), I just "guesstimated" as I 
went. After covering and doing the 
traditional blue and yellow training 
colors, the model was at 26 pounds. 
With the 108-inch wing, the wing-
loading was still within tolerances 
(and I was later to see that the 
model flew well at as much as 32 
pounds!) . 

As I mentioned, those were the 
days when a Quadra was about it 
in the engine department. I faith-
fully strapped one in and headed 
for the flying field. I was pretty 
much on my own with the plane 
and engine. No one in the area knew 
too much about these monster-sized 
machines, so I was literally going on 
a wing and a prayer. I fired up the 
engine, and pointed the Fairchild's 
nose into the rather stiff wind that 
was blowing. The gusts were enough 
to get the PT-19 airborne, but that 
was about it. 
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This 108" span model requires a 
Kawasaki 3.1, or equivalent, for proper 
power. Tofal weight is 26-32 pounds! 

För tte senöns mö eter töö ing-" ~r än~ 
extremely versatile air-brush that can 
blend, shade, stipple and tlo special 
effects such as smoke and weather 
damage, etc., the dual-action internal 
mix BADGER Model 150 is ideal. 
Bottom feed makes it suitable for the 
left or right handed modeler and is 
equally balanced. This feature also 
allows for quick color changes. The jar 
feature allows you to work large scale. 
The 150 offers a choice of three head 
assemblies and depending on which is 
used you can spray any material that is 
reducible to the consistency of heavy 
cream (i.e. acrylics, dyes, inks) and 
most paints used by hobbyists, 
craftsmen, artists, etc. 

The BADGER Model 200 single action 
internal mix bottom feed air-brush will 
produce the same professional spray 
as the Model 150 without the flexibility 
of being able to change fluid amounts 
while spraying. The Model 200 has 
many of the fine features of the 150 
and is ideal for the beginning modeler 
or anyone not requiring the 
controllability of actual action air-
brush. 

BADGER'S 400 Detail/Touch-Up Gun is 
the ideal'aid for finishing larger R/C 
models. This lightweight gun bridges 
the gap between the small precision 

air-brushes and 
the hi-production 
spray guns with larger 
spray patterns. The 
400 is available with fine, 
medium or heavy spray tip 
and adjusts for round or fa 
spray. Operates with BADG 
Hurricane Modet 180-4 ~/2 hp. 
compressor or larger unit. 

BADGER'S Foto/Frisket Film helps you 
customize and make special lettering, 
logos, insignias, etc. It is a 2 mil adhesive_ 
backed vinyl custom mask and stencil 
material which is easy to cut and will not 
buckle along cut edges when sprayed on. 
Available in convenient sheets or rolls. 

Use BADGER'S Fluid Filter to eliminate 
lumpy paint or foreign particles that would 
normally pass through the air-brush 
and cause plugging. Designed for use 
with air-brushes that use jars or bottles, 
it slides on and off for quick cleaning. 
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Ask your favorite hobby or craft store about fine 
BADGER products. For a complete color 
catalog BA 300 Vol. 6 send $1.00 to 
cover postage and handling to Dept. 84.29 
Prices slightly higher in Canada. 
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After rebuilding the model several times, 
the author finally got some justice and 
recognition by winning "Best of Show" 
at a local contest. 

The plane wås making slow head-
way, but not climbing much. The 
lump in my throat told me that I 
was about to get into serious trouble. 
The trees at the edge of the nearby 
pond loomed ever closer, as the mod-
el droned slowly on toward them. I 
didn't dare attempt a turn downwind 
at this low altitude. I was already 
too high to be able to land short 
of the trees, but my only Nape was 
to chop the throttle, and hope the 
plane would settle down along the 
edge of the pond. If I was really 
hot on the sticks, I could land it 
right on the edge of the pond. 

Murphy's Law was really against 
me that day. There was one sole 
concrete block on the shore, where 
my father likes to sit and fish. That's 
the only obstruction anywhere in 
sight along the edge of the pond. 
Once I had navigated the PT-19 
through the trees, I figured that I 
had it made. The Fairchild came in 
for what looked to be anear-perfect 
landing, but the nose locked in on 
that concrete block as if it were a 
computer-controlled missile! The 
noise was tremendous! 

I saw the wing fly up, and go 

spinning end-over-end into the pond. 
It looked like a huge yellow whale 
floating out there. I figured that I 
was about to spend a few weeks 
in the building room again. To my 
surprise, there was only superficial 
damage to the fuse, and the wing 
had a gouge taken out of the leading 
edge. Being a foam wing, the fill-in 
repair was done in a matter of a few 
hours. 

Once I had everything back to 
looking pretty again, I began to 
search around fora more suitable 
powerplant. While I 'was assuming 
that I was in the stone age of giant-
scale, the outside world had advanc-
ed centuries. The Kawasaki 3.1 was 
available. What a honey of an en-
gine! The brute power was awesome, 
and it even smigged inside the cowl 
in an acceptable manner. It took 
only one flight to convince me that 
I had found the perfect match of 
airframe and powerplant. 

The model was flying great. I was 
already doing aerobatics on the sec-
ond flight. For so large an airframe, 
I had doubts about the servos' ability 
to delect those huge control surfaces. 
Only the primary controls or aile-
rons, elevators and rudder use heavy-
duty servos, while the throttle is a 
standard servo. If you don't know 
how to do good hinges, or can't put 
an aileron torque tube in without a 
bind, then consider using one servo 

for each aileron. This is å big, heavy 
airplane, so don't cut any corners in 
the control department . safety 
first! 

I was having a ball with the PT-19. 
On the third flight, a friend asked 
to have a try at it. I handed the 
transmitter to him and sat down. 
In the meantime, he passed the 
transmitter on to a friend who want-
ed to try it. Murphy again showed 
up at the party, as a buddy in the 
pits turned on his transmitter . 
guess whose frequency he was on! 

The guy flying the airplane pan-
icked, and tossed the transmitter 
back to my friend. He now had a 
big model screaming straight for the 
ground. All he could do was pull 
back on the stick until it was about 
to bend. It looked as if the plane 
was going to make it, then we all 
realized that it was dead-bore sighted 
on a nearby house, surrounded by a 
stand of fir trees. I shut my eyes, 
and waited for the inevitable crunch. 
The moments passed, and I could 
still hear the engine running. I look-
ed, and saw that the big bird had 
somehow magically cleared every fir 
tree. Could I have cheated Fate? 

The Fairchild missed the house, 
and was starting to climb again, hav-
ing missed the ground by what must 
have been millimeters. Everyone was 
starting to breathe normally, when 
the model suddenly did a wild gyra-
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To get the optimum strength in the 
landing gear, the author abandoned wire 
struts, and installed Annco retracts, 
which are permanently locked in the 
down posifion. Beefier struts make for 
positive ground handling and control. 

tion and we heard a tremendous 
crunch. When we got there, we dis-
covered that there was a fence which 
was impossible to see from our van-
tage point at the field. The model 
had taken out two 1 x 8-inch cross-
pieces in the fence. The wing was a 
total mess, the fuse was no better, 
and the impact had been so severe 
that both pilots had been broken 

in 

half. Back to the repair shop, and 
the plane had only four flights to 
its name. 

I could tell that the model was 
beginning to take on a little weight 
from all of this patching and re-
painting. Lifting the wing was be-
coming a chore. I decided that I 
would start with a new wing, and 
just rebuild the fuse. Thank goodness 
that it's a foam wing, because I 
would have never had the patience 
to have done a second built-up struc-
20 scale r/c modeler 

ture. A few days later, I proudly took 
my new wing out and set it on the 
driveway for the sun to help dry the 
paint. 

The phone rang, and by the time 
I answered it, I heard a car horn 
blaring outside. I ran back outside 
to see my mother backing up over 
the wing she had already run over. 
Run over not once, but tevice! When 
I inspected the damage, I was sur-
prised that all that was necessary 
was to resheet the plywood on the 
left panel. The weight of a car going 
over it twice didn't even bend the 
torque rod! Murphy seemed to be
putting in overtime just for me. 

While I was at the repairs, I 
decided to replace the wire landing 
gear, which never did work too well, 
with the Annco retract units. I know 
that the PT-19 has fixed gear, but 
the Annco units have such superb 
scale detail and superb shock-absorb-
ing capabilities that I use the gear 
in the permanently down and locked 
position. This has dramatically im-
proved both the looks and ground 
handling of the model. The steel 

gear I supply in the kit will work 
fine, being much heftier than my 
originals, and the 5/32-inch pre-
bent tail wheel assembly is great. 

What did all of this do to the 
weight of the PT-19? I thought that 
the original 26 pounds was amind-
boggler, but the re-engined and re-
built version tipped the scales at 32 
pounds! With the Kawasaki, it flies 
great, and has a very decent rate of 
sink for landings. Of course, the kit 
version will build much lighter, and 
I project that the average builder will 
get a model in the 28-pound range. 
That will deliver a very light wing-
loading, and a tremendous power-
loading for great aerobatics. 

Even at the staggering 32-pound 
weight, the Fairchild does beautiful 
Hammerheads, Stall Turns, Loops, 
etc. I made one modification to the 
controls, adding a second servo to 
the elevators, tied together with a 
helicopter ball link. This gives very 
positive elevator control for landings 
and helps eliminate nose-overs, and 
it also gives more throw, necessary 
for inverted flight. 



s 

Once I had all the bugs worked 
out of it, and when good of Murphy 
finally quit playing his games on 
me, I had a lot of fun with the 
Fairchild. It's one of the easiest fly-
ing planes I've ever handled, yet it 
can really pull through the ma-
neuvers. The kit makes it simple to 
build. You get all the wood necessary 
to complete the model, which in-
cludes ply wing sheeting. The plans 
are on two large sheets, and you 
get the pre-made torque tubes and 
cowl. Where necessary, the parts are 
band-sawn for accuracy and a good 
fit. I have had a lot of positive feed-
back from satisfied customers, so I 
know that the product is good, al-
though somewhat expensive at 5300. 
If you are interested in the kit, con-
tact me directly at: CFI R/C Sup-
ply, 9180 Hall Road, Lakeland, FL 
33805. Phone (813) 858-2658. 

The model, even though there 
weren't hours of detailing put on it, 
took the "Best Plane" award at the 
last meet I attended. That, in itself, 
made all of my woes and ran-over 
wings worth the trouble! ~ 
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IF YOU CAN BUILD A KIT, YOU CAN BUILD A "SCRATCH-A-PLANE" 
WHAT IS SCRATCH-A-PLANE? 

Professionally engineered designs and accessories for the discriminating modeler. ~ i
Each design is tested for top flight performance, excellent parts fit and ease of ~ 

construction. The plans are reproduced from professionally engineered inked mylars. 
complete with full size templates separate from plans and simplified building I~O ~ 

instructions. All accessories are of heavy gauge plastic with clean detail. 

13UY WITH CONFIAENCE!! 

Wing Span: 62" 
Rolled plans: S22.95 

- -~a,::., ~~,N.+w 

1934 AVIA B53-IV 
Wt: 9 lb. Eng. Size: .60 to .90 

Cowl, Canopy &Radiator: S14.95 

i/4 SCALE FOKKER DR-1 
Wing Span: 70'/s" Weight: 16 lbs. 

Engine, 2 Cubic Inch QUADRA 

Rolled plans: S24.95 Cowl: S11.95 

~~.~~~;~~

de HAVILLAND 
LEOPARD MOTH ~ 

Wing Span: 631/x" Wt: 61b. ~~ 

Eng: 2 Stroke .35 4 Stroke .40 ~I 
Rolled Plans: S 19.95 Cowl, ~ I 

Wheelpants &Canopy: S 14.95 ~ ~ 

1/4 SCALE ~OKKER D-VIII ~ 
;~ 

Engine: 
Rolled plans: S24.95 

Cowl: S11.95 
~s~ 

~_L.-.. ,.a- -...rcrn 

~/4 SCALE t~lEt~PORi 17 
Wing Span: 80'/z" Weight: 15 lbs. 

Engine; 2 Cubic Inch QUADRA 

Rolled plans: S24.95 

Cowl: S 1 I.95 

SEE YOUR HOBBY SHOP OR ORDER OiRECT SHIPPING CHARGE S3.00 

Wing Span: 82'/s" Weight: 14 lbs. 
~i 

2 Cubic Inch QUADRA .,~I 
~I 

~I 

W~ 
~Z 
al 

~~a~ J 
C.O.D. ORDERS ACCEPTED VISA & MASTERCARO WELCOME ~~. OBI 

2080 ATHENS AVE., RCDDING, CA 96001 ,~ ✓ ~f I
(916) 241.4190 ~i 

S>CR.ÄTC~ ~1 PdA~~ S~~i~"1'~f~ A fPdA~S S~~tgTC~ 
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AEROMODELLER Magazine sponsors 
this weekend of Scale activity at 
Old Warden aerodrome. 

Photos by the author 

By Peter Miller 
The date, 18th and 19th of June, 

the scene is a small grass airfield in 
Bedfordshire, England. This field is 
Old Warden, home of the Shuttle-
worth Trust, and houses a collection 
of rare and famous aircraft. These 
are all in flying condition or being 
restored to flying condition. The 
place is England's equivalent of 
Rhinebeck. For two days each year, 
the airfield is handed over to scale 
models: F/F, C/L and R/C. The 
models range from museum quality 
masterpieces, to knocked-together 
weekend flying models. No one 
makes nasty remarks, no one is over-
awed by the better models . . . they 
are there to fly and have fun. There 
are prizes, but no formal judging. 
The judging is done while the mod-
els are flying, and no one even knows 
who the judges are . . .and nor do 

they care, flying is the name of the 
game. 

Reporting this event in the normal 
way is almost impossible. One can 
only pick out the highlights and 
try to get a word with some of the 
modelers. Consider this: flying takes 
place over eight hours of each day, 
each hour is divided into five slots, 
and in each slot there will be six 
(and sometimes seven) models air-
borne. Over the two days this year, 
143 models made a total of almost 
500 flights. The model park is vast, 
and many models are not registered, 
and so will not fly. The number of 
models actually present is greater 
than the figures given above. The 
owners of the aircraft which are not 
actually flying are wandering 'round 
the trade stands, or talking to old 
friends from previous years, or have 

Not r, photo o! a mod©l, but rFtthor 
the Only Ilying hawker Hart In tho 

world, taking off from Old Warden. 

gone to watch the free flight or con-
trol line. So where does the reporter 
begin? Well, he picks out models in 
flight, and catches the owners before 
they vanish into the crowds. He 
takes pictures of models in the park 
and tries, usually in vain, to find 
the owners. From this, he puts to-
gether his view of the day's events. 

The Scale Days seem to be blessed 
with good weather. Sometimes the 
wind is a bit strong, and occasionally 
there are showers, but that i$ the 
worst. This year the weather was per-
fect, with hot sun and some wind, 
which was a problem to the lighter 
and smaller models, but nothing to 
worry about. I got down there at 
10 a.m. on Sunday. The car park was 
filled fast, and the first models were 
getting airborne. Then came a slight 
interruption—the only Hawker Hart 
in flying condition in the world had 
to take off for a display elsewhere. 
Every camera in sight was aimed at 
it. It rolled for perhaps 70 yards and 
lifted off, and several thousand scale 
fans let out a great collective sigh 
of pleasure. 

A walk 'round the model park 
produced the usual variety of mod-
els. There was a 1/3-scale Balsa 
U.S.A. Fly-Baby and a few Sopwith 
Pups, a small DC-3 (which was not 
flown, as far as I know), the usual 
crop of Piper Cubs in all sizes, a 
bunch of Druine Turbulents (again 
in several sizes), a superb Piper 
Pawnee Model D and a Pawnee 
Brave, and a de Havilland Dragon-
fly. This is a rare subject and was 
very like the Dragon Rapide, but 
only afive-seater, it has very sharply 
tapered wings, but the big advantage 
from the modeler's point of view is 
that the engines are mounted on 
thick stub wings, with the normal 
thin biplane wings beyond the nacel-
les. The full-size Dragonfly was a 
ground-looping fool, but the model 
handled beautifully and flew like a 
dream. This model was built by Jim 
Aylins, lout I nc•vCr did mnnr~gc to 

find him. 
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1. Fourth place went to Duncan 
Maclure's 1 /3-scale Luton Minor. 
2. Kioritz-powered P-26A took third 
place for Lloyd Ressler. 3. Terry White's 
1 /4-scale Pawnee flew superbly, and 
did a realistic dusting job. 4. Eyk 
Rusticus brought this Lancaster all 
the way from Holland. 5. Pete Neate's 
Hannibal drones overhead. Airline name 
strategically placed, because planes used 
railroads as guidance in bad weather. 

~ 

-.._-,~.: 
~ Y~~ 
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The all-time favorite at the meet was 
Pete Neate's HP 42 Hannibal. The 103' ; 
span model is powered by four O.S. .60s. 

One model in the park that did not 
fly was Roy Pitts ASK-18 glider. 
This model is perfect. It is truly the 
full-size sailplane shrunk down, with 
every detail there, even in areas that 
cannot be seen. The model is so 
perfect that the manufacturer offer-

ed Roy alull-size glider in exchange 
for the model. Roy says that he has 
to take his •young son with him to 
help assemble the anodel he 
cannot get his hands in to make all 
the connections. 

This year there was a drop in the 
number of ducted fan models. I only 
saw one and I did not see it fly. 
It was a Hawker Siddeley Hawk 
which placed 6th and was flown by 

Paul Gray. 
The main attraction is the flying, 

and there is always something inter-
esting in the air. Six and sometimes 
seven aircraft in the air all the 
time means that you tend to go 
home with a twitch from trying to 
watch them all at once. Surprisingly 
enough, there are very few mid-air 
collisions. This year there were none 
and, in the past, only one or two 

The Overnighter charges either one or two transmitter 8 cell 
packs and one or two receiver 4 cell packs from your 12 
volt car battery. Both receiver charge rates are individually 
programmable at 25, 50, 90, or 120 ma, the overnight rate 
for 250 to 1200 mah batteries. Both transmitter outputs can 
be set at 50 or 90 ma for standard or SR batteries. 

Can be permanently mounted, or remain portable, in 
your van, RV, or trailer to provide even more convenience 
because of the multiple outputs. A fully regulated, constant 
current device so if the vehicle engine is running it won't 
be affected. LED's indicate proper charge and on condition. 
NOTE: the 12V source battery should be of high capacity 
such as a car battery. 

34K50-Overnighter, Kit 
34K50C-Overnighter, Assembled 

Our catalog is full of Christmas gift ideas from accessories 
to airplanes. Send $2.00 for our current catalog. If you 
must order direct add $1.00 handling fee. 

From the Chargemaster you can charge up to four receiver 
packs and two transmitters at the same time from the same 
device. After the overnight charge is complete, flip the 
Chargemaster to trick te and you can leave the batteries on 
charge indefinitely, being ready to fly anytime you want. If 
you have large packs or SR batteries, the charge rates are 
programmable up to 120 ma. LED's monitor proper operation. 

The Chargemaster could be the only charger you'll ever 

34K55-Chargemaster, Kit 
34K55C-Chargemaster, Assembled 

Watch future issues for more new products from Ace!! 

BOX 5111, HIGGINSVILLE, MO 64037 (816) 584-7121 



A beautiful Piper Pawnee, by Terry White. 
Lots of detail and an excellent finish. 

over the weekend. 
Star of the flying, from the point 

of view of sheer spectacle, must be 
Peter Neate's Handley Page 42 
"Hannibal." This 130-inch span 1 / 12-
scale model was powered by four 

O.S. .60 four-cycle motors, all con-
trolled by one servo. The corrugated 
sheet fuselage is perfect but must 
have seemed easy after his Ju 52 of 
last year, which is all corrugated. 
The model handled well in the breeze 
in spite of the vast wing area. It 
weighed only 30 pounds. This model 

placed first. 
Lloyd Ressler, a Canadian living 

in England, put on a fabulous dis-
play with his 1/~-scale P-26A, this 
model is all balsa, skinned with fiber-
glass. It weighs 26 pounds and is 
powered by a Kioritz 40cc engine. 
This model made its third and fourth 
flights ever at the meeting and real-
ly looked the part. On the fourth 
flight Lloyd was performing loops, 
hammerhead stalls and perfect rolls, 
and he placed third. 

Eyk (pronounced Ike) Rusticus 
brought his huge Avro Lancaster 
over from Holland and put on a 
demonstration that held everyone 
spellbound, this 118-inch span model 
weighed 22 pounds and was powered 
by four Supertigre .45s. The flight 
was very siable but rather too fast 
for scale realism. It placed seventh 
. no small achievement in such 
company. 

These were the highlights of a 
great flying display but the contin-
uous stream of Moths, Bucker Jung-
ineisters, Piper Cubs, assorted WWI 
fighters and bombers (with occasion-
al Zlins, Pawnees, a Bede 8, Fieseler 
Storches, a small Leoning amphibian, 
a Fairey Long Range Monoplane, 
Fw 190s and only one B-17) kept the 
interest up until it was time to leave. 

Our new MiG 25 Foxbat 1" = 1 
scale model for R/C ducted fan 
is offered as a semi-kit, buy the 
fiberglass fuselage with all form-
ers installed, hatch cut, and a full 
set of assembly plans. Pre-sheet-
ed foam-core wing panels can 
be bought separately. Designed 
to use two Boss 602 fan units 
with .60/.61 size engines (not 
included). 
W/span 46.5", Length 75", RF 
Weight 14 lbs. 
Price: Fuse, plans: $159.95 + 
$10.50 shpg. 
Wing panels: $42.50 + $5 shpg. 

The Northrop F-20 Tigershark 
makes a beautiful 2" = 1' scale 
model for ducted fan R/C. This 
complete kit comes with fiber-
glass fuse with all formers in-
stalled, pre-sheeted wings and 
stab, canopy, decals, plans, main 
gear struts, torque rods, text, and 
all necessary hardware for as-
sembly. Designed to use {he 
Byro-jet ducted fan with .61 to 
.81 engine. 
W/span , 52", Length 88", RF 
Weight 10.5 lbs. 
Price: complete kit, $289.95 + 
$16.00 shpg. 

R/C DUCTED FAN PLANS W/span Length Price 
F11-F1 Tiger (plans only)  50" 63" $18.50 
TWE-6 Trainer (plans only)  58" 57" 18.50 
SR-71 Blackbird  55.4" 107.7" 35.50 
F9-F5 Panther  35.5" 49.5" 18.50 
F-4J Phantom (Dyna-jet only)  37" 51.5" 18.50 
F-8J Crusader  38" 53" 18.50 
U-2 Spyplane  103" 52.5" 18.50 
F86D Sabre  43" 47" 18.50 
F86L Sabre  37" 37.5" 18.50 
Optional fiberglass fuselage available for F11-F1, and TWE-6 only, 
foam-core wing panels also available. Price: fuselage, $98.50 
each, wing panels, $42.50 each. Add $10.50 shipping for fuselage, 
$5.00 shipping for wings. 

3 NEW kits for 
R/C ducted fan! 

The F11-F1 Tiger and the TWE-6 
trainer are available in plan form 
(see plan list) for built-up con-
struction but also have optional 
fiberglass fuselages and foam-
core, pre-sheeted wings avail-
able, both of these models are 
designed to use the Boss 602 
fans with .60 to .61 size engines 
(not included). 
Also available is our 1"=1' scale 
U-2 Spyplane, offered asa com-
plete kit for R/C ducted fan. W/ 
span 80", Length 52", RF Wt. 
8.5 lbs. 
Price: complete kit, $219.95 + 
$16.00 shpg. 

Add $2.25 postage for all plan orders in the 
U.S. All foreign orders please add $4.00 for 
each unit. California residents please add 
6% sales tax. Foreign kit orders write first. 
Catalog also available for $1.00. Allow 3-4 
weeks delivery on all orders. Send check or 
money order to: 

WORLD ENGINEERING 
P. O. B O X 1494 
SAN MARCOS, CA. 92069 

E:~f~i~C9 .t (619) 743-5742 
~NEE 



5" Diameter 
1:3 C.I. 
Heavier Crank and Rods But 2 oz. Lighter Overall 
Immediate Delivery —Send $2.00 For Catalog of All Our Products 

TECHNOPOWER II  INC. 

610 North Street, Chagrin Falls, OH 44022 

A proven contest winner and a joy to fly. 
Scale dimensions, near-scale construction. A unique and 
beautiful model of the world's first practical airplane. 

1911 AVRO "D" 62"span $129.00 WRIGHT FLYER III 61 "span $195.00 

Plans only for above or Quarter Scale Set of four wheels 
beauty (96" span) with documentation $(5,00 
and instructons. 530.00 

Water tooted engine, Geared belt drive, Plans with 
drive train parts included, plus plans documentation and 
for scale takeoff catapult. instructions, 530.00 

These kits include rolled full size plans, building instructions, documentation 
photos and specs, moulded heads and hands, wing building jig for quick 
accurate scale-type wing frames, sheet aluminum, copper and brass preprinted, 
sheet ply preprinted, spruce, balsa, rigging, etc. 

GEORGE MARSDEN 
7621 Mary Cassett Drive, 

Potomac, Md. 20854 

Unfortunately, the largest model 
present was unable to fly, this was 
Dr. Jeremy Shaw's 15-foot span 
Grumman Albatross, Jeremy is 
known for his large scale models, 
powered by exotic engines, but the 
Albatross is his most ambitious yet. 
The model weighs 72 pounds and is 
powered by two Magnum 45cc three-
cylinder four-cycle engines, each fit-
ted with its own on-board starter, the 
model has working flaps but as yet 
has not had the landing gear made 
—this was the reason that it was 
grounded. Dr. Shaw has a custom 
made transmitter, it is UHF 459 
Mhz and is actually twö transmit-
ters in one so that in the event of 
R/C failure, it can be switched over 
to operate the duplicated airborne 
system which includes two servos 
per control, one of which idles when 
not in use. Separate throttles are 
used for each engine, with the con-
trols set side by side as per full size 
practice. The demonstration of run-
ning the engines wasashow stopper, 
even if no flights were made. 

I hope that I have managed to 
give an impression of the Scale Days, 
if you are coming over to England 
next year, make sure it is in mid-
June and bring a scale model (or at 
least plenty of film) and come and 
see the biggest scale event in the 
World. Oh, yes, the museum is there 
to see as well, and that is worth 
the visit on its own. 

Unusual de Havilland Dragonfly by 
Jim Ayling. Flew well, and placed fifth. 

Museum scale, at its best, as exhibited 
by Roy Pitts' ASK 18. Roy was offered 
a full-size ASK in exchange for the 
100 percent scale (even internal 
structure) model. 



Results: 1st—Pete Neate, H.P. 42 
Hannibal. 

2nd—John Day, Sopwith 
Pup. 

3rd—Lloyd Ressler, P-26a. 
Shuttleworth Trophy for best mod-

el of an aircraft on dis-
play in the museum: 

Rob Cavell, DH 82 Tiger 
Moth. 

Detail shot of Pete Neate's 
Hannibal HP 42 shows 

extreme attention 
'~~., to scale fidelity. 

Dr. Jere , . ; ~; -- - : ~ ~ .. . _ . m-_.g. 

~A/batross used two Magnum 3-cylinder 
45cc engines, with auto starters. 

Terry ~~ ' e's Pawnee was one of the 
neatest planes at the show. 

Dennis Tapsfield's /arge Bede 8 was lul 
aerobatic on a Magnum .91 tour-cycle-



A revised look åt the 
Mick Reeves Hurricane 
kit from England. 
You can now order semi-kits 
direct from the manufacturer. 

By Brian O'Meara 

Photos by the author, Tom Weemes and Dan Parsons 

Ms Annette Spiranac, a pro/essional 
dancer, poses with the Hurricane. 
(David Goefze photo) 



On a low pass, the "Hurri" proves its 
stability. The author likes fo fly 'em fast 
and low, the way the full-size birds 
moved when lightly loaded. 
(Tom Weemes photo) 

g.`:. 

Born in Denver, Red Tobin moved 
to Los Angeles as a child. At the 
age of 20, Tobin's love of flying 
brought him to volunteer for Fin-
land's Air Force. However, after 
spending four weeks in Paris and 
Tours, before any plans could be 
made, the Finns had fallen to Ger-
many, so he decided to fly for 
France. By this time, Hitler was 
only days away from Paris. So, 
Tobin, along with two other Ameri-
cans and two Czech pilots, tried to 
steal a French bomber to get to 
England. The plan didn't work, and 
both Czechs were killed by the 
French. The three Americans escaped 
and, at St. Jean-de-Luz, the Amer-
ican pilots barely got on board the 
last ship out of France. The date 
was June 22, 1940, 18 months before 
Pearl Harbor. 

The three pilots, Red Tobin, Andy 
Mamedoff and Shorty Keough would 
finally be able to fly and fight. 
against the Luftwaffe, as the Battle 
of Britain was only a month away. 
America was not in the war, thus 
it was illegal for American citizens 
to fight against Germany. These vol-
unteers were not only risking their 
lives for Britain, but also risking the 
wrath of the American penal system 
for fighting the Germans. 

After a quick four-week indoctrina-
tion in a Miles Master advanced 
trainer, his first assignment was with 
the 609th Squadron. Time was of the 
essence, as Hitler was determined 
to bring England to her knees before 
the snow flew. 

The attack of the Eagles of "Adler 
Tag" began August 13, 19A0. Two 
days later, with an estimated two 

thousand German planes attacking 
British seaports, Red Tobin saw 
action for the first time and scored 
hits on a Messerschmitt. He took 
on Me 110 fighters that were escort-
ing German bombers, and was cred-
ited with the drowning of two of 
these. 

On September 1 ~, 1940, Hitler 
threw every plane he had against 
the British and, because of the high 
losses of the Luftwaffe, Hitler called 
off the planned invasion. That date 
is now a national British holiday—
Battle of Britain Day. It was on this 
date that Gene Tobin shot down a 
Dornier bomber and most probably 
an Me 109. Four days later, the 
British formed the 71st Squadron, 
made up of American volunteers. 
September 19, 1940, Squadron 71 (or 
the Eagle Squadron)• was formed 
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with Tobin, Mamedoff, and Keough 
as the first three pilots. 

Eventually, 240 American pilots 
would volunteer, serving in three 
Eagle Squadrons, the 71st, 121st, and 
133rd. The Eagle Squadron became 
one of the best groups in the RAF, 
and in September, 1942, the three 
squadrons were transferred to the 
USAAF and became the Fourth 
Fighter Group of the Eighth Air 
Force. This Fourth Fighter Group 
formed from the Eagle Squadrons 
became the highest scoring group in 
the USAAF. 

Red Tobin would not know this 
as, on September 17, 1941, after 
flying for over a year for Britain 
and only three months prior to Pearl 
Harbor, he would be killed in action. 
The Squadron would have been fly-
ing Hurricanes for a year and, on 
this date, the Eagles would be issued 
new Spitfires. They would take off 
with only nine planes, as opposed to 
the normal twelve. 

They would cross the French coast 
at 22,000 feet, destination Bologne, 
France, when unbeknown to them, 
about one hundred Me 109s would 
climb to 29,000 feet, thus trapping 
the squadron inland. This would be 
the most fierce attack the Eagles had 
encountered, and would end with 
Red Tobin giving his life. 

Red Tobin was not only my fath-
er's first cousin but, in my opinion, 
a fine American. He gave of himself 
during a time of world war, for a 
cause that he believed in. Thus, I 
knew that I had to build a flying 
replica of his Hurricane not only 
in his memory, but in tribute to the 
other American volunteers in the 
Eagle Squadron. 

Jesse Taylor, the current President 
of the Eagle Squadron Association, 
and Bill Dunn, America's first Ace, 
were instrumental in providing in-
formation on Red Tobin, the Eagle 
Squadron, and the planes they flew. 

In Bill Dunn's book Fighter Pilot, 
America's first Ace described the 
Hurricane as follows: "Actually the 
Hurricane was easy to fly and had 
no bad habits. It was light and ma-
neuverable; and had a tighter turn-
ing radius than the Me 109 and 
Fw 190. As a gun platform, it was 
steady as a rock. Stalling speed in 
level flight, with gear and flaps down, 
was 70 mph IAS and, before it 
reached a high speed stall, it gave 
the pilot a long shuddering warning. 
Because of its low stalling speed and 
rugged, wide undercarriage, the Hur-
ricane was ideally suited for small, 
unimproved fields. Aerobatics with 
the Hurricane were a real delight 
to perform, and she could do them 
all with equal grace." 
30 scale r/c modeler 

After crashing my P-47 at the 
'81 Scale Masters, and thereby in-
heriting Frank Tiano's "Being Last 
Sucks!" T-shirt, I needed a new 
model. The model I built was based 
on Mick Reeves' 80-inch kit highly 
modified, using Bob Holman's blown 
up plans of Brian Taylor's Hurri-
cane. Mick Reeves' kit had some 
drawbacks as noted in an earlier 
article in Scale R/C Modeler (June 
'82) but as with any competitive 
scale model, changes must be made. 
None were serious. 

The kit comes with a construction 
book, but no plans. When I first 
embarked on the project, I mention-
ed this to Bob Holman and he said 
no problem, as he had just en-
larged Brian Taylor's Hurricane 
plans to 80 inches—the exact size of 
the kit. So, I now had a set of plans. 

The kit also comes with a slab 
balsa tail section. With the above 
mentioned plans, abuilt-up structure 
was fabricated. The fuselage built 
from the kit is all stringers behind 
the wing and once completed, is 
gorgeous. 

The obechi-covered foam wing has 
a tendency to crack with changes in 
humidity and temperature. It seems 
British modelers expect their wings 
to be precovered by the factory. I 
would recommend cutting a new 
foam wing and covering it with balsa. 

As with any scale subject, a good 
three-view is a must and the book 
Camouflage and Markings provided 
in the kit is the three-view I used. 

The kit, when imported several 
years ago, was in the 8200 range, 
and is no longer available from the 
importer. I have written Mick Reeves 
and asked him if he would sell a 
semi-kit, without the wings but with 
all fuselage parts, wing template, 
cowl, two canopies and tail surfaces. 
He has agreed to sell this semi-kit 
for S50 and will send it air freight. 

Do I think this is a good deal? 
Well, I have ordered two for myself 
plus several more for some friends. 
Reeves will sell them for X40 each, 
if three are ordered. His big cost in 
the original kit was the labor to 
cover the wings and the freight for 
the giant box required by the wings. 
I also asked him to delete the engine 
mount, fuel tank, fixed landing gear, 
etc. I do plan to build another one 
someday. He also noted that he now 
has scale wheels for S8 per pair, and 
scale propeller blades. Now he tells 
me, after I carved mine! You can 
write direct to: Mick Reeves Models, 
10 The Avenue, March, Cambs, En-
gland. 

The plane weighs 15 pounds, pow-
ered by an O.S.-90 and controlled 
by a Kraft Signature Radio. The 

The Hurricane greases in for another 
perfect, tail-high landing. See the text 
for the proper way to get the fighter on 
the ground, using flaps. 
(Tom Weemes photo) 

split flaps are very effective on land-
ing and are driven by a KPS 16 
180-degree servo. Each wing has a 
small inboard and large outboard 
split flap. I pull the outer flaps down 
by a cable and the inner flaps are 
keyed by a wooden dowel. I always 
pull both flaps down on any plane. 
If a bellcrank is used, make sure 
that you are not pushing one side 
and pulling the other, because there 
is more give when the bellcrank 
is pushed rather than pulled. If you 
have apush-pull on the flap bell-
cranks, the plane will be impossible 
to trim with the flaps down. 

The landing and navigation lights 
are functional and are micro-switched 
from the flap servo. There are no 
gaps on any of the flying surfaces. 
Robart Hinge Points were glued 
with the hinge imbedded about i/~ 
inch in the leading edge of the fly-
ing surface. The flying surface lead-
ing edge is rounded with the trail-
ing edge of the wing or stab sheeting 
to extend over the leading edge of 
the aileron or elevator. 

The canopy frame was duplicated 
by cutting out the framework of a 
second canopy and gluing it over 
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Durable Mechanics/ Retracts 

• Low Profile 
• Positive Up &Down Locks 
• Lightest Weight w/one Servo 
• Nose Unit —Firewall or Belly Mount 
• Tempered Coil Struts 
• Foam Wing &Firewall Install. Kit available 

Also available: Complete Pneumatic Systems 

'~:K"~~.57-~'M.L. '?;~-:,_'xv`:x@~'.•~3`."~-_:» . .

U.S. PATENT #375242 

~ ~ ® ~ 

.,~. 
54995 , 

B~~ Ente~p~ises Route 81, Box 7, Ballard, W. Va. 24918 

7 VORTAC'S exclusive 

HOLD CENTERS 

MOTOR 

•SIMULTANEOUSLY LOCATE AMO MARK ALL FOUR BOLT 

HOLES FOR ANY ENGINE THAT MOUNTS USING 6132 BOLTS. 
(MOST ENGINES WITH SMAII BOLT HOLES CAN BE 
DRILLED OUT FOR GI32 BOLTS. 

•SIMULTANEOUSLY LOCATE 
AND MARK BOTH tr4" 
(AND LARGER) WING DOWEL 
HOLES. FROM THE 
BULKHEAD OR THE WING. 

SET OF SIX PRECISH)N 
STEEL HOLE CENTERS b 
4 RETAINERS 

FLUSH HEAD 

CAPTIVE 

• THESE 114" x 20 BOLTS STAY IN THE WING AFTER 
ITS REMOVED FROM THE FUSELAGE. 

•2"NYLON BOLTS CAN BE EASILY CUT TO ANY LENGTH. 

COMPLETE 6 PIECE WING MOUNTING SET 
INCLUDES 2 BOLTS, 2 SLEEVES AND 
2•T!+": 20 BLIND NUTS. 

-f"^'""`'`~
/  

REPLAG
♦

EMENT BOLTS 

~,! PER PKG. ,S 1 •O9 NOW AVAILABLE 

VORTAC'S 

MANUAL 
CHOKE 

(FOR GIANT SCALE 
GASOLINE ENGINES) 

• FITS WAlBRO AND TILLOTSON CARBURETORS 
• INSTALLS IN SECONDS 
• LOCKS POSITIVELY IN ANY POSITION 
•EASILY MODIFIED FOR SERVO OPERATION. 

(COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS ON THE PACKAGE) 

• SAFE. KEEPS HANDS ANO ARMS OUT OF THE PROP ARC 

(SEE YOUR DEALER) 
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The Hurricane sits on the ramp, with 
the split flaps partially lowered. Author 
found all of the "fixes" to correct the 
problems with, the Reeves kit, as 
discussed in the June, 1982 issue 
of this magazine. 

the original canopy. .Of course, it 
is easier if the frame is painted 
prior to gluing. The inside of the 
canopy is reinforced with 1/32-inch 
ply on the bottom anda 1/.t -inch ply 
inner frame glued to the front of 
the sliding portion, where it meets 
t}~e front windshield. The rear can-
opy slides on square brass tubes 
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glued to the bottom of the 1/32-inch 
ply frame. 

The rear view mirror has a wood 
screw that goes into the 1/.t -inch inner 
ply frame, to hold it shut. The func-
tional scale exhaust was made for 
me by Slimline mufflers. The engine 
has a tendency to load up when 
idling and, consequently, belches 
gobs of white smoke while taxiing. 

Both the pilot and retracts are 
Dave Platt products. And boy, was 
I pleased with the results of the 
pilot by following Platt's instruc-
tions. The oxygen hose was made 

from the elbow portion of drink 
straws and painted flat black. The 
retracts work great. 

The entire fuselage, behind the 
pilot, was stringer and cloth on the 
original and thus was duplicated 
with stringers and Coverite. The 
many rivets on the wing and front 
fuselage were duplicated with white 
glue applied with a toothpick. Ma-
chine gun access hatches are print-
er's aluminum glued in place, with 
small railroad screws added. Panel 
lines were made by laying a double 
layer of masking tape down and 
brushing on a thick coat of primer. 
Next, sand and feather the primer 
up to the masking tape and then 
remove the tape. This leaves a sharp, 
permanent panel line. 

Landing gear doors were dupli-
cated by tacking down Monokote 
over the wheel well, and then laying 
up three layers of fiberglass cloth. 
When you untack the Monokote and 
cut out the doors, you have a strong 
landing gear door, that fits the con-
tour of the wing perfectly. 

The entire plane was covered with 
Coverite and painted with Perfect 
camouflage paints. All markings 
were painted on by utilizing clear 

(Continued on page 71) 

ATTENTION SCALE RIC FANATICS 
SHOW OFF YOUR FAVORITE PLANE ON A 

T-SHIRT FROM MODEL TEES 
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50oT•SHIRT
ter

Add 51.50 Postage 
and Handling 

F4U CORSAIR 
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P-51 MUSTANG 
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Black Imprint 

P•47 THUNDERBOLT 
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(Shown with optional lettering) 

Blue Imprint Blue Imprint 

OPTIONAL LETTERING —ADD $.75 
1'd Rather Be Flying R/C Scale 
!'d Rather Be Flying '/a Scale 
Military Scale R/C Flyer 

ALL LETTERING IS SILKSCREEN IN BLACK 

ALL SHIRTS AVAILABLE IN: 
Red, Light Blue, Gold, 

Yellow, Orange, 
or in White with either 

Red, Blue or Green Trims 

All planes beautifully reproduced from the artwork o} premier artist R.A. Ruskowskl. Hand sllkscreened 

onto HANES DUALITY SHIRTS. 

PLEASE SPECIFY SIZE(S), COLORS(S) and IMPRINTS) DESIRED WHEN 
ORDERING. ALL SIZES AS FOLLOWS: S(34.36), M(38.40), L(42.44), XL{46.48) 

Send Check or Money Order. 
No stamps or C.O.D.'s please. 

Allow for ample time for 
personal check clearance. 

MODEL TEES 
Dep#. 1 A, P.O. Box 17576 

Pit#sburgh, PA 15235 
SEND S.A.S. E. FOR ADDITIONAL PLANES AND SHIRTS AVAILABLE. 

Davis R/C Hobby 
Scratch-A-Plane 

Plans 
If you can build a kit, you can 

build a Scratch-A-Plane. 
For 2 cu. in. and larger engines: 

Fokker DR1 70'h" span 16 lbs. 
Nieuport 17 80'h" span 15 lbs. 
Fokker DVIII 82'h" span 14 lbs. 
Plans, templates, instructions, and 
cowl $29.95 P.PD. USA. 

For .45-.60 four stroke engines: 
de Havilland Leopard Moth 63'/2" 
span. Plans, templates, instructions, 
cowl, canopy, wheel pants $27.J5 
P.PD. USA. 

Avia B-534 IV Bi-Plane 62" span 
8 lbs. Plans, templates, instructions, 
cowl and canopy $27.95 P.PD. USA. 

Coming soon: .45 four stroke Eur-
coupe, and a one third scale Vari-
eze. 
Tartan single glow $129.95 P.PD. 
USA. 
Tartan twin glow $309.95 P.PD. USA. 
Quarda 2.2. cu. in gas $111.95 P.PD. 
USA. 

Send for free flyer on these and 
other products. 

Davis R/C Hobby 
2514 E. Virie St. 

Hatfield, PA 19440 
(215) 368-6780 

Check, Money Order, or COD cash. 



THREE BUCKS BUYS THE BEST 
RIC CATALOG IN THE BUSINESS 

f" 

ti111PS 

"There's something for ererrolle. 1 achts, scale tugs, sail 
hoats. luggers, fira-fighting hoats. and more . . .all designed Frith 
the emphasis on detail. t1"hicherer Itohhe hoat you choose. 
you'll get a prc)ren ~rinncr that steals the sho«• crcrr time. 

IZOBBI: ~40UI:I, SPORT. Princeton ~Icado~~'s 

"Ihe Officr ~ulte ZI).Plainshc)ro, \_j OH~~6 

The catalog that ererrbocir's been talking about is no«' 
arailahle at roar tilrorite WC dealer. You'll find HO pages of 
color photos, complete descriptions, and all the technical 
information you need. It's the complete collection ofall ofour 
exciting lines. 

If cour dealer doesn't bare them instock, ask him to get 
you one from his distributor. But hurry, supph' is limited, 
and this is one catalog }'ou don't grant to be «'ithout. 

PI.A\'f;S 

I:xcititlg, innoratire designs that pelt rott tt1 cotllplete 
control. l:rerr kit features Plura'~ readi-made hlselages and 

Sirvs'~ wing panels. Rohbe airplanes ' and gliders 
build up fast, look great, ,/ and outperform 

just about an~'t111i1~<<~~~, else in the air. 

- ,-- _ -, ~-

~~C(;I:SS()ItII:S 

Look at our complete selection of accessories. 
Iligh performance: motors, special fittings, starters, ytfick 
chargers. propellers . . . erer~'thing ~'ou need. You'll eten find -
an cYcitingline of ~ttnd effects generators for e~ctra realism. 

Check out our 

catalog and you 
gill see, no other 
WC manufacturer 
offers you as 
much. So, don't 
delar. pick up Four 

cop}• today. 



A speedy Italian lightplane for either contest ' s work-there's even a military version-or for 
weekend fun. The building plans are the most 
:elaborate this magazine has: ever presented. 
By John S. Shenk Photos by the author 
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~.,~~~e. .combined aesthetics with speed 
and aerobatic performance was end-
ed when I discovered - the Italian 
SIAI Marchetti Super Falco. Pri-
marily .because the plane has not 
had much exposure in this country, 
scale enthusiasts have apparently 
overlooked this tempting subject. 
The flowing: lines, the big canopy, 

""'trike geär ånd the geneially~ pleäsing` 
contours of the Super Falco are 
just toö good to be true. A fringe 
benefit is that this hot little Italian 
civilian .aircraft is also available as. 
a military machine (with slight mod-
ifications). Rake - the rudder hinge 
line .back, add some sexy tip tanks, 
and you have afull-blown camou-
flaged fighting machine. The. SF 260 

~: ..,. 
~s made åvailable"to~militåry"powers 
as either a trainer (SF 260 M), or a 
COIN (counterinsurgency) fighter, 
gunnery practice ship or surveillance 
aircraft (under either the "Warrior" 
or "Sea Warrior" labels). Numerous 
nations have purchased the SF 260, 
so there is a plethora of national 
markings available and some distinc-
tive military paint schemes. 



The Falco family sort of offers the 
best of all worlds to the scale mod-
eIer. You can go either military or 
civilian (including aerobatic, as de-
picted by the model presented here), 
and I even recently saw a photo of 
a stretched-nosed turbo version of 
the SF 260! To me, this looked like 
the perfect candidate fora 1/ 4-scale 
project. I envisioned a model with 
about an 80-inch span, with a gross 
weight in the 16=pound range. It 
would optimize the larger .80-1.20 
glo or gasoline (non-chainsaw) en-
gines. After checking the size of the 
cowl, it was ascertained that even 
the larger powerplants, such as the 
Tartan Twin and Quadra, would fit. 
This project was just .too good to 
pass up! 

Before discussing the details of 
the modeling project, let's look at the 
full-sized Falco. The aircraft is dis-
tributed in the U.S. by the Sequoia 
Aircraft Corporation (900 West 
Franklin Street, Richmond, VA 
23220). I wrote to them and, for $10, 
received a number of brochures with 
color photographs, dimensions, speci-

fications, and even asmall three-
view. These sales brochures will pro-
vide essential information to anyone 
building the Falco, and I strongly 
recommend sending for them. A cou-
ple of years ago, the company re-
leased the plane as a homebuilders' 
project. There are over 200 being 
built in some 20 countries around 
the world. If you really want to go 
whole hog, you could purchase the 
full-size building plans from Sequoia 
(they are rather expensive), and ex-
ecute an exact-scale Precision version 
of the Super Falco. The model plans 
presented here were expertly done by 
Bob Sweitzer, and they are a faithful 
reproduction of all of the external 
dimensions of the Super Falco (more 
on these exceptional scratchbuilders' 
plans later) . 

The Falco's designer was Stelio 
Frati. He was born in Milan, Italy, 
in 1919. Frati had established a 
reputation for designing lightplanes 
which possessed astonishing speed 
and power. The first Falco (Hawk) . 
was flown in 1955. The F.8L Series I 
(with the 135 hp Lycoming engine) 

was the first production model. The 
final version was the Super Falco 
Series IV, with the 160 hp Lycoming 
engine. That's the version we are 
concerned with here. Stelio Frati 
has the reputation of being the 
world's best designer of high-speed 
light aircraft. He can get more out 
of an engine and wing than any other 
designer. 

The F.8L Super Falco (which is 
the current homebuilt version) is a 
side-by-side two-seater. It offers a 
combination of high-speed cross-
country travel, with complete aero-
batic capabilities. The huge cabin is 
comfortable, with plenty of head 
room and unobstructed visibility un-
der that bulbous canopy expanse. 
The Falco is capable of unlimited 
inverted flight, and can execute the 
full range öf aerobatic maneuvers 
when outfitted with the Christen fuel 
and oil system. The Super Falco can 
reach 200 mph in level flight at full 
power, and will cruise at an amaz-
ingly efficient 180 mph at 75 percent 
power .all ona 160 hp engine. 
One look at the streamlined contours 
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The author obviously didn't want to get 
grass stains on the wheels of his freshly-
comp/efed Falco, so he used a blanketl 
The model is a nice size, even though 
it is 1 /4-scale. 

of the airframe shows why the plane 
can achieve such phenomenal sta-
tistics. 

The letter sent to prospective 
homebuilders by Sequoia's president, 
Alfred Scott, states: "If you don't 
want to build a Falco, don't go for 
a ride." My comment is: "If you don't 
want to build a 1/4-scale Falco, don't 
read Sequoia's literature." 

A number of unknowns had to be 
solved before the 1/.}-scale Falco 
could emerge. First, a strong, durable 
tricycle landing gear• had to be found. 
A phone call to Dave Platt solved 
this problem. Dave said that, if I 
was willing to make the necessary 
modifications, his retracts should do 
the job. I'll give the details on the 
mods to Dave's gear elsewhere in 
this article. 

The second unknown was the en-
gine. Since I didn't have much 
experience in designing models, I 
really couldn't project the final 
weight of the Falco. I sort of "guess-
timated" that a Quadra would handle 
it, assuming that too much power 
wasn't a disadvantage in so large 
an aircraft especially since it 
was supposed to be aerobatic. To 
avoid potential confusion, I must in-
terject anote of explanation here. 
The model shown in the photos is 
the prototype, which turned out to 
be totally over-engineered. It came 
out weighing a phenomenally heavy 
21 pounds! Even the Quadra was 
groaning at that weight. 

However, the expert hand of Bob 
Sweitzer went to work on my draw-
ings. He revamped the structure, and 
trimmed about seven pounds off the 
gross weight. As shown on the plans, 
the Super Falco will build in the 
141/2-17-pound range. That would be 
spectacular with a Quadra! So, as 
,you read through this article, please 
bear in mind that the plane shown 
on Bob's plans is a vastly improved 
version of my original heavyweight. 
The Editor has carefully combed my 
manuscript to make sure that all 
of my building comments correspond 
with the revised plans, but, if there's 
a conflict, the drawings are defin-
itive. 

We can't say enough about Bob 
Sweitzer's skills as a draftsman. He 
took what was, at best, a sketchy set 
of "working" drawings and turned 

The fuse, ready for planking. Strength 
is achieved with reinforced longerons 
running the length of both sides. 

Michael Slazenger's full-size Super 
Falco, which the author copied. The 
plane is used in aerobatic competition, 
thus the #72. 
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SOPWITH "PUP" 
(5 SHEETS) S39.00 

S3.00 POSTAGE U.S. 

40 scale r/c modeler 

AMAZING! 
Fuel-proof, odorless PERFECT PAINTS cover dopes, epoxies, metals, wood, 

fiberglass, Monokote, Styrofoam, plastics (inc. A.B.S.) & Coverite 

PE R F ECT G LOSSY 
"Can be applied by spray gun, brush or 
roller . . .results will amaze you . . .over 
the styrofoam wing was just great for 
covering . .absolutely no brush marks 
. . . remarkable flow qualities . . . sharp-
est lines we've ever seen on styrofoam 

high visibility painted areas 
looked like green plastic white 
covered just beautifully . really the 
perfect paint." 
R/C Modeler Magazine, August 1975 

PERFECT CAMOUFLAGE 
"Authentic as far as I can tell fuel-
proof, mar-resistant, non-toxic and odor-
less . . .excellent flow and adhesion . . . 
covers most hobby sealers .may be 
applied directly on foam . . . little goes 
a long way . probably became my 
favorite because of its ease in applying 
over anything —including foam." 
Flying Models, May 1976 

PERFECT MONOKOTE MATCHING PAINT 
At last — a paint whose color matches your favorite covering material! Covers those areas 
that couldn't be covered before. 

— Think of the possibilities —

OTHER GREAT CHEVRON PRODUCTS 
Fiberglass Sailboat &Deep Vee Kits 

FIBERGLASS PLANE KITS 

PERFECT SPRAY 
PAINTS 00 NOT 

AFFECT STYROFOAM 

ENGINE Tom Cat ENGINE ENGINE 
as'• :0 6a• sl:. F 8 F Bearcat db" to 60" Siza 40" Si:e • 564.96 

579.96 Banshee JET KITS 
P • 47 • N Oaluxa 5149.95 Easy Ones It • Trainer 

Phpenix • 6 "Trouble Maker" A•6 In,tuder 
Phpenix • $" Oaddv~Rabbit F•16 Cutlau Supreme 
Vert~go II Nutcracker MIG-21 Phpeniz • 5 
Vert~QC II Cutlau Suprcrt+e F•5 ME•109 
Curearc Qu~tk Eli III or IV "ZERO" 

EACH KIT CONTAINS 
• Fiberglass fuselage with fin in place •Fiberglass belly pan •Foam wing cores 

• Foam stab cores • %4" fire wall •Motor Mounts •Landing gear blocks 
• Designed for retractable landing gear •Complete, easy instructions 

. . .NEW PRODUCTS . . . 

Balsa &Foam Filler . . .Engine Cleaner . . .Thinner 
. . . LA5 Lavochkin WWII Russian Fighter —for 60 Engine . . . 

Christian Eagle 

FOR A FREE CATALOGUE —Send Self-Addressed Stamped Envelope to: 
CHEVRON 902 Second Street, Sandusky, Ohio 44870 U.S.A. 

(419) 627-1877 or (419) 625-6513 
r 

"MUSEUM SCALE" 
1/5th Size 

Absolute Scate 

DISCRIMINATING MODELER 
Plan sets do not show model type structure, they show or-
iginal structure of the full scale ship. Build an exact replica 
or fake it to whatever degree you wish, the choice is yours. 

The finest information •available to the expert modeler. 
Drawn from only the most authoratative sources. All 

sheets 30 X 77, shipped rolled only. HANRIOT HD1 
(3 sheets) ~ $35.00 

ROLAND DVIa & b 
(5 sheets) $39.00 

1400 Gomes Rd. 
Fremont, CA 94538 $10.00 POSTAGE OVERSEAS 

them into one of the most extrava-
gant model plans I've ever seen. 
When I began unrolling the four-
sheet plan set, I couldn't fit them 
on my building board, and I had 
to use the length of the living room 
floor• in order to see the entire sheet. 
Three of the sheets measure some 
11 feet (!) long, and they contain 
all of the building information, in-
cluding some superb isometrics on 
assembling the fuse. The fourth sheet 
has all of the markings and paint 
scheme of the aerobatic Falco which 
I modeled. There's even a full-size 
view of the cockpit interior. The 
drawings, as shown here, are still in 
an incomplete stage, and Bob plans 
to add a lot more detail. 

Bob is selling the plans for 543..50 
a set (this includes postage, mailing 
tube, complete list of building mate-
rials and athree-view) . Add S4.00 
for Air Mail, and 518.00 for overseas 
orders. By the time you read this 
article, a f fiberglass cowl and a mold-
ed canopy will be available. For 
ordering, or information, write to: 
R/C .Sweitzer Enterprises, P.O. Box 
834, Hillsboro, OR 97123. 

I also wondered if so large a can-
opy could be hand fabricated, and 
then be made to open and close. I 
had to undergo the drudgery of in-
conveniencing two other people to 
help me drape pull that huge bubble 
canopy. Lucky for all of you, Bob 
Sweitzer is currently working on a 
mold, so that you'll be able to order 
,yours already done. Among all of 
the unknowns, one thing was an 
absolute certainty . . . I would finish 
the Super Falco in the festive aero-
batic trim of Michael Slazenger's 
machine, which is based in Dublin, 
Ireland. 

The Super Falco presented a real 
challenge from a design, construction 
and engineering point-of-view. Each 
of the unknowns envisioned at. the 
beginning of the project were solved 
as construction proceeded. As new 
or unexpected problems arose, new 
solutions and/or compromises were 
found. The final product is a very 
sturdy aircraft, as the flight report 
will reveal. As a Stand-Off Scale 
project, it is a sure winner. The 
Sweit-rer plans have exact scale out-
lines and, if you are a Precision 
Scale perfectionist, the brochures 
provided by Sequoia will give you 
ample documentation (plus, the avail-
ability of full-size homebuilders' 
plans). 

The Falco is not a gargantuan -. 
model, compared to today's be- ~~. 
hemoth 1/.~-scale machines. It's more 
the semi-compact package we have 
come to associate with the .90-sized, 

(Continued on page 64) 



TOWER HOBBIES 
P.O. Box 778, Champaign, I L 61820 Continental USA, Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico: 800-637-6050 
Illinois: 800-252-1113 Foreign Orders: (217)398-3636 Customer Service: {217)398-1100 

NEVER ORDERED FROM TOWER HOBBIES? 
FIND OUT WHAT YOU'VE BEEN MISSING! 

Alaska and Hawaii: 800-637-8700 
Modelers' Hotline: (217)398-3900 

Tower Hobbies is the best place to shop for all your RC modeling 
needs. Our customers enjoy the best in personalized service, low 
discount prices, Toll-Free ordering, fast service, giant product 
selection and inventory to back it up, regular free issues of Tower 
Talk, value-packed private label products available only from Tower, 
plus much, much more. Give us a try today and find out what 
you've been missing! 

 -COUPON - ~ 
~To receive a sample of what you've been missing. . . 

CALL TOWER HOBBIES TOLL FREE OR MAIL 
this coupon today for your FREE copy of 
Tower Talk. This 40 or more page publication 
gives you the most up-to-date information 
on new products as well as hundreds of low, 
low priced products not shown in our ads. If 
you really want to save money, you can't 
afford to be without Tower Talk. Please note: 
regular Tower customers already receive 
Tower Talks automatically. 

l 

Mail to: Tower Hobbies, Dept. SRC 
P.O. Box 778 
Champaign, I L 61820 

OWER T 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
J  -COUPON  -

NEW FOR 1984! 
The Tower Hobbies Catalog is still the 'Bible" of the industry and 
now it's even easier to use. 

FEATURING: 
• 36 pages of exciting Tower Hob-

bies products in full color. 

• 2 indexes, a table of contents and 
a new dictionary style tab system 
to help you find what you need 
quickly and easily in its 228 in-
formation-packed pages. 

• A comprehensive Accessory Com-
pletion Guide that includes every-
thing you'll need to finish your 
model. 

~ A variety of graphs, charts, def-
initions and information. 

• A selection of over 5,000 items 
from nearly 200 of your favorite 
manufacturers. 

• A wide range of merchandise-whether you're interested in air-
planes, cars, boats, helicopters, %a scale or ducted fan kits the 1984 
Tower Hobbies Catalog has something for you. 

HOW TO GET YOURS: 
• This catalog is included FREE with your first order from Tower 

or is available by itself for only $2.00. Don't miss out, order yours 
today! 
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Perhaps not the greatest fighting machine 
of World War One, but a plane worth modeling. 
Plans are available in either 1/5 or 1/4-scale. 

By Tom Polapink Photos by the author and Pete Polapink 



x°'~ ~, ate • in 1913, a sleek, compact 
biplane made its first public appear-
ance in Hendon, England. This ma-
chine, which was piloted by the 
soon-to-be Ace, Harry Hawker, had 
just completed official trials at Farn-
borough and arrived at the Hendon 
Field where a flying "meet" was tak-
ing place. Hawker, who had built 
this prototype aircraft, astounded 
the 50,000 spectators who had gath-
ered there by doing two low-level 
passes across the field at speeds 
greater than 90 mph. 

This design was the result of the 
joint efforts of Thomas Sopwith and 
F. Sigrist, and was called the Sopwith 
Tabloid. The original machine had 
a balanced full-flying rudder without 
a fixed vertical stabilizer. It utilized 
wing warping for lateral control, and 

was built as atwo-seater arranged 
side by side in the single open 
cockpit. 

In the early months of 1914, the 
Sopwith Tabloid was put into pro-
duction for the Royal Flying Corps. 
The basic design had to be altered 
to make it more efficient as a scout-
type aircraft. The balanced rudder 
was changed to a fixed fin and sep-
arate rudder, and the wing warping 
system was replaced by ailerons. The 
landing gear was modified, and the 
passenger seat was deleted. Even 
with these changes, the Tabloid fail-
ed to get the recognition as a fighter 
that it should have. A dependable 
synchronization mechanism for the 
machine guns had not yet been de-
veloped by the Allies. 

~ ~ ~ 

In August of 1981, I had the op-
portunity to visit Nick Ziroli in his 
spacious workshop. Nick, who is 
noted for his one-fifth scale designs 
such as the F4U "Corsair," AT-6 
"Texan," Curtiss P-40, and the F8F 
"Bearcat," was readying his ii4-scale 
Sopwith Triplane for the annual 
Rhinebeck Jamboree. 

I had always been interested ui 
aircraft of the World War One era, 
and noticed an unusually-shaped 
fuselage atop a room divider. I ques-
tioned Nick as to its origin, and he 
informed me that it was a Sopwith 
Tabloid that he had started about 
ten years earlier. He was forced to 
discontinue work on it temporarily 
because of business ~ demands. When 
he finally found the time to work 
on it, he had developed interest in 
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Caro/ Polapink, the author's sister, adds 
an attractive dimension to this 1 /5-scale 
model. 

other types of aircraft and, as a 
result, it was never completed. 

My next question pertained to the 
availability of plans for it. Nick gra-
ciously gave me a set of roughed out 
blueprints foi• it and, two days later, 
the basic fuselage structure had been 
completed. 

At this time, I felt it necessary to 
start the search for good documen-
tation. Finding athree-view drawing 
for the Tabloid was not a difficult 
task, but finding color documentation 
was another story. Fortunately the 
journal, World War I Aero had an 
article on a Sopwith Tabloid which 
had been constructed by Don Cash-
more of Notts, England. I contacted 
Don by mail and, within a week, 
received a reply, with color photo-
graphs of his authentic Sopwith. It 
was decided that I would use this 
aircraft as the basis for my model. 
But, as I continued construction, I 
ran into some problems which led to 
a temporary halt on the porject. 

In January of 1982, the WRAM's 
show was rapidly approaching, and 
I wanted to have the Sopwith ready 
to display there. I resumed work on 
the Tabloid until it was completed 
about four weeks later. I met my 
WRAM's show deadline, and the 
model took First Place in its cate-
gory. 

Since then, the Sopwith has flown 
in its share of contests, and it has 
proven to be a successful design. 
I am very pleased with its perform-
ance, and I honestly feel that it is 
one of the most docile planes I have 
ever flown. Even as this article was 
being prepared by the magazine for 
publication, I was honored to take 
top prize in the Senior division of 
Scale at the '83 NATS. 

The design of this model was kept 
fairly simple so that it would enable 
a large variety of modelers to con-
struct a reasonably accurate scale 
model of an unusual airplane of 
World War One vintage. 

The fuse sides are built directly 
over the plans, in a fashion typical 
of most box-fuselage models. The 
fuselage sides, from the cockpit for-
ward, are made mainly out of 1/~-inch 
plywood. This provides the cabane 
struts with a strong foundation. The 
cabane struts provided me with many 
hours of head scratching and finger-
nail biting, but the configuration 
which resulted has proven itself 
through one year of rigorous, com-
petitive flying. 

Start by cutting 1/8-inch diameter 
wire to the lengths shown on the 

Cruising past, the Sopwith Tabloid 
proves itself to be the kind of model 
that you can fly every weekend. 
If strenuous aerobatics are anticipated, 
the full rigging wire system should be 
employed, Just in case. 

The niffy nose skid adds a nice touch 
fo the author's model, but don'f expect 
it to prevent too many noseovers. 

plans. Crimp and silver solder elec-
trical wire terminals to the ends 
of each of the four wires making 
sure that all of the joints are sound. 
The 1/8x3/4-inch plywood strips 
(two per strut) for the cabanes 
should then be cut and routed out 
to accept the 1/8-inch wire. Sand-
wich the wire between the plywood 
strips and epoxy it all in place. This 
procedure must be done three more 

times, for each of the remaining 
cabane struts. 

After each of the strut assemblies 
has been made, lay them over their 
respective locations on the fuselage 
side-view plan and, with a pencil, 
mark off where they exit the top 
of the fuselage. Using rough sand-
paper radius the corners of the struts 
from where they exit the fuselage, 
to where the terminals are. Doing 
this step now saves a lot of time 
later, and is much easier to accom-
plish while the parts are still sep-
arate from the fuselage. Carefully 
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The Tabloid is covered with Super 
Covarite and painfed cream, except for 
the aluminum areas around the nose. 

Detail of the gear area reveals functional 
rigging wires holding the skids in place. 
Spoked wheels and scimitar-shaped prop 
are a must. 

46 scale r/c modeler 

epoxy the struts to the fuselage sides, 
making sure that you have made 
both a right and left side (all of the 
terminals should be facing outward). 

After the two sides have thorough-
ly dried, remove them from the plan, 
and pin them so that they rest ver-
tically in place over the top-view 
drawing. The nose should be prop-
ped up to allow the bottoms of the 
fuselage sides (from the back edge of 
the wing cutout, rearward) to rest 
flat on the plan. Epoxy the 1/~-inch 
plywood firewall in place, and epoxy 
the back ends of the fuselage sides 
together. Cut the remaining 1/.~-inch 
square balsa cl•ossbraces, and glue 
them in place. 

Add the 1/8-inch balsa fol•mers to 
the top of the fuselage. This will 
allow you to lay the 1/8x1/2-inch 
balsa turtledeck stringers in place. 
After making sure that these string-
el•s taper evenly toward the back 
of the fuselage, they may be glued in 
place. The nose (from the cockpit 
fol•wal•d) should now be sheeted with 
3/32-inch balsa as shown on plans. 

The cowling on this particular 
aircl•aft is unlike that of most of its 
contemporaries. To duplicate it is 
not as difficult as one might think. 
I started by sheeting the top of the 
forward fuselage with 3/32-inch 
balsa. A balsa block was then tem-
porarily glued in place on the fire-
wall. The block was then shaped and 
sanded. Following this, the block was 
removed and hollowed out, using a 
Dremel tool and various types of 
X-Acto blades. 

Drill the holes for the engine 
mount (I used a Kraft mount) and 
epoxy 6-32 blind nuts in place. I 
would suggest that the engine mount 
be screwed in place at this time, 
because the upper nose block will 
prevent you from being able to get 
the two upper screws for the mount 
in place. Make sure that you have 
drilled and tapped out the four holes 
in the mount for the engine before 
screwing it in place. 

Now that the engine mount is in 
place, the upper nose block may be 
glued on. One piece of litho sheet 
metal was used to duplicate the 
lower portion of the cowling. A pat-
tern for this is given on the plans, 
but I would recommend that you 
first make a paper template to en-
sure aproper fit. 

The slight hump on the top of 
the fuselage, directly in front of the 
cockpit was built simply by gluing 
a formel•, namely F-2A, on top of the 
sheeting at the location shown on 
the plans. A piece of 1/16-inch balsa 
sheeting was then cut in the shape 
of a parabola and glued in place. 

Hobby Poxy "Stuff" was then ap-



The Sopwith gets going on anofher 
mission. Nick Ziroli is selling plans for 
this 1 /5-scale size, as well as a full 
1 /4-scale version for chain saws. 

plied to form a smooth fillet in this 
area, and was also used to fill in all 
of the small dings and dents that 
had developed during construction. 
All of the parts of the fuselage that 
were going to come into cöntact with 
the covering were given a coat of 
Coverite's Balsarite and, after a light 
sanding with No. 400 sandpaper, the 
entire fuselage was covered with 
Super Coverite. 

When the fuselage has been com-
pleted, construction of the tail sur-
faces should be started. I opted to 
laminate both the rudder and lead-
ing edge of the stabilizer, mainly 
because this technique gives the sur-
faces rigidity and keeps the structure 
light. Remember, you are building a 
model of an early World War One 
biplane with a forward center of 
gravity. Keep the taillight, and this 
will automatically reduce the amount 
of weight you will have to put in the 
nose. Laminations are easy to make, 
and if you have never tried it, I 
would encourage you to use this 
method on your next model, if appli-
cable. The tail surfaces, like the 

OTHER KITS AVAILABLE 
• 1/7 scale MOSQUITO, 95" span S46S.00 
• 1/4 scale SPITFIRE Mk11, 102" span S295.00 
• 1/5 scale JODEL ROBIN, 90" span  S399.00 

ROGA/HANNO PRETTNER 
 ~ 

Easy to handle end quick to build. 
1/G scale 60" Wingspan 
Suitable for .40 to .GO motors Wot including spats ~ wheels) 

  KIT INCLUDES: 
It can only come from POWERMAX •Completey pre-fabricated 

THE FIRM WITH EXPERIENCE high quality fuselage 
and top deck 

•Obechi veneer-covered 
foam wings 

•Pre-shaped [ail and 
rudder unit 

•ABS cowl •Hardv~rare 
•

`
Clear canopy 

t 1Z900 IING 
Calif. ReS add 696 tax 

359 TROUSDALE AVE., STE. A 
CHULA VISTA, CA 92010 
619-691-0780 

Send 51.00 for brochure 
on Kits &Accessories 

(refundable with purchase) 
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The engine head %ust protrudes enough 
from the cowl to allow proper cooling. 
Four ailerons give very solid laferaf 
control and maneuverability. 

fuselage, were coated with Balsarite 
and covered with Super Coverite. 

The wings should not present the 
average modeler with any problems. 
Each wing is built as three separate 

components. The center section and 
the two outer panels are all held 
together by the 1/8-inch plywood 
dihedral braces. 

The aileron should be built into 
the wings, and later cut out. This 
makes them less susceptible to warp-
age during the construction stage, 
and it allows you to form fit each 

aileron to its wing panel (Note: The 
early Tabloids did not have aile-
rons) . 

The wings, after construction and 
installation of pushrods for the aile-
rons, were coated with Balsarite and 
covered with Super Coverite. The 

(Continued on page 68) 
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AIRBRUSHING CAN BE SIMPLE! 
Spray painting with an airbrush doesn't have to be a deep, dark secret. Actually, with 

the help of Ian Peacock's Airbrushing and Spray Painting Manual, it's easy to get pro-
fessional results on your first try. The book goes into great depth discussing airbrushes, 
spray guns, compressors (you can even build your own compressor from scrap com-
ponents), and related equipment. All of the products are given full details of operation. 
There are test procedures to help you practice before committing to the actual model. 

Paints, and how to mix and apply them, are treated thoroughly. 

iVlndel Ag¢nc~  
70? 1~'ick~~ :1~•cuuc • Canc~tia Park • C:~ 913O7 ~~ U 

Airbrushing &Spray 
S 

NAME 
Painting Manual   @ 13.95 

California Residents Add 6% Sales Tax $ 
STREET 

Postage &Handling $ 2.00 CITY STATE 

~ AMOUNT ENCLOSED: Check or Money Order $ All Non-U.S. Orders Enclose $1.50 

APT  

  ZIP 

Additional Postage 
J 
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he quintessential "Battle of Britain" fighter, 
which tallied 60 victories over England. 
A superb scratchbuilding project from 
Bob Holman and Brian Taylor. Photos by the author 





~ 
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By Michael Beaulieu 

~orn Adolf Galland, in Wester-
holt, to the man who was the bailiff 
to the Graf von ~'Vesterholtz, the 
child was of a family which had 
emigrated from France in 1742. 
Adolf, who was a crack shot when 
hunting on the Westei•holtz estates, 
began his flying career at 17, when 
he took up glider flying. This was 
the rage at the time, and he was so 
proficient that he was permitted to 
go on to airline pilot training. 

By 1933, the "unofficial" Luft-
waffe was secretly training pilots in 
Italy, and young Adolf was among 
them. That year, Hitler consolidated 
his power and became absolute ruler 
of Germany. Hermann Goering was 
put in charge of developing the 
blossoming Luftwaffe. The Father-
land started to rearm at a feverish 
pace, to fulfill Hitler's grand scheme. 

In 1937, Adolf Galland volunteer-
ed for the Condor Legion, to fight 
for Francisco Franco in the Spanish 
Civil War. This "war•" served as the 
perfect test bed for Germany's wea-
pons and tactics. During his tour 
of duty there, Galland worked his 
way up to commander of the flight 
which was eventually taken over by 
Werner Molder. Galland and Molder 
were to become friendly rivals, both 
high-scoring Aces. Molder• went on 
to become Germany's ,youngest Wing 
Commander, while Galland was sent 
to a desk job. As the war broke out 
in Poland, Lt. Galland would find 
himself a ground support pilot. After 
the fall of Poland, he was to be 
promoted to Captain, and reassigned 
to the 27th Fighter Wing, in the 
west. 

The war on the Western Front 
finally got rolling on May 10, 1940, 
and Galland was to claim his first 
victory two days later. He downed 
a Hurricane, flown by a Belgian 
pilot. He next downed a Blenheim 
bomber, then felled a Spitfire in the 
final days of the Battle of Dunkirk. 

The 27th Fighter Wing was trans-
ferred to Abbeville, in northern 
France, for "Operation Sealion." 
This was to be the final assault 
against Britain. The boys from Ab-
beville wanted the British to know 
against whom they were pitted, so 
they painted the noses of their Bf 
109s a garish yellow. 

Captain Galland's plane, which I 
have modeled here, went on to be 
painted with over 60 kills during 
the fighting over England. Molder 
was transferred back to Berlin, to 
become Inspector General, while Gal-
land went on to achieve the distinc-
tion of being the leading Ace of the 

Western Front. The Mickey Mouse 
was Galland's personal emblem, 
which was painted on every 109 he 
flew. Molder was tragically killed in 
an airplane crash, ironically on the 
way to the funeral of Ernst Udet, 
where he and Galland were to be 
pallbearers for the fallen hero. After 
the funeral, Galland was promoted 
to Molder's position of Inspector 
General. 

Galland fought a useless battle to 
defend Germany against the bomber 
attacks. While he vainly tried to 
bolster the defense of the western 
sectors, his reserves were fritted 
away in other battles in Africa, Mal-
ta, Crete, etc. General Galland be-
came a staunch supparter of the 
Me 262 jet fighter. He saw the 

Looking as if it were stationed at 
Abbeville, France awaiting the Battle of 
Britain, the Me-109e4 looks lean and 
mean in its wartime paint scheme. 

Galland's personal emblem, the "Mickey 
Mouse" was specially handpainfed by 
the author's son's art teacher. 

potentials of this amazing weapon, 
but Hitler was still talking offensive 
strategies, and was determined to 
make the plane into a bomber. 

Galland finally had a falling out 
with Goering, and was relieved from 
his post. He spent the remainder of 
the war commanding a squadron of 
experts flying the jet fighter in de-
fense of Germany. With 103 con-
firmed kills, he was awarded the 
country's highest award, the Dia-
monds to the Knights Cross. 

Most of Galland's kills were rack-
ed up in the machine he flew in the 
Battle of Britain, which is the Bf 
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109E4 I have modeled. The philoso-
phy behind the fighter was quite 
simple .merge the smallest pos-
sible airframe to the biggest possible 
engine. The powerplant was a Daim-
ler-Benz DB 601A, twelve-cylinder 
inverted V, rated at 1,150 hp. All of 
this horsepower was shoved into a 
34-foot wingspan airframe. The suc-
cess of the airplane led it to become 
the longest production run aircraft 
in the world. 

The model shown here was scratch-
built from Bob Holman's plans, as 
drawn by famed British scale model-
er B1•ian Taylor. You can buy the 
plans from Bob for $16.95, and he 

also has such accessories as the fiber-
glass cowl, canopy, spinner, etc. The 
accessory pack sells for $29.95. Bob 
also has the plans for a Bf 109F for 
$18.95. I must comment that Bob 
Holman's plan service is one of the 
best companies in our hobby. He has 
great drawings, three-views, and lots 
of other goodies. Write him directly 
at: P.O. Box 741 SM, San Bernal•-
dino, CA 92402. 

As with any scratchbuilding proj-
ect, the first thing to do is cut out 
all of the parts, so that ,you fabricate 
your own kit. I opted to make the 
hard balsa ribs from ply. I con-
structed the wing on a jig, so I re-

~ . •,• 
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FOR THOSE BIG PLANES CUSTOM DESIGNED 
SCALE RETRACTS 

FOR 115 and 114-SCALE AIRCRAFT 
• AII-aluminum construction • Air actuated • Will support models up to 35 lbs. 

• Positive up and down locks • Totally reliable and ruggedly engineered 

• STANDARD GEAR (Mains Only) 
Fits the following model kits: 
Scale Flight Zero and P-47, Platt Me-109 and Spitfire, Bud Nosen 
P-51 and P-47. 
STANDARD GEAR $175 (Functional Oleo Struts $25.00 Extra) 

• 90-DEGREE ROTATING (Mains Only) 
Fits the following model kits: 
Brian Taylor's P-40, Bob Holman's F4U Corsair, Nick Ziroli 
P-40 and Corsair. 
ROTATING GEAR $200 (Functional Oleos $25.00 Extra) 

• TRIKE GEAR SYSTEM 
Fits the following model kits: 
Scale Flight P-39 and Cherokee, Nosen 310-G 
TRIKE GEAR $275 (set) 

CUSTOM RETRACTS MADE TO 

YOUR DRAWINGS (Write for prices). 

AIRWAYS SCALE RETRACTS 
5778 Sky Meadow 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Phone: (714) 788-5556 (Eves.) 

~ 

moved all of the alignment tabs. 
I would like to spend some time 

discussing the installation of the re-
tract system in the Messerschmitt. 
The gear is unique, in that it is 
severely raked back in the up posi-
tion, and spread out to get good 
tracking in the down position. This 
makes getting the gear• installation 
correct a time consuming matter. I 
have redrawn the center section of 
one wing panel to illustrate the 

The classic looks of the Messerschmitt 
have appealed to scale modelers for 
decades. It was such a good fighter, 
that it still remains the longest produc-
tion military aircraft in history. 
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~~ ~~".=~`:~ MICRO SPHERES 
...~.: ',  Mix with Resins or Epoxy to 

make fillets or to fill holes/ 
blemishes.bl grams. $3.39 

 .~ vlsco FILL 
Mix with Primer to obtain a thicker 
product for rough surfaces/pin holes. 
41 grams. $4.69 

MILLED FIBERGLASS 
Mixed with Resin or Epoxy to form an 
extremely rugged compound. 
69 grams. $4.39 

ROUSE 
PRODUCTS 

1111 Fruitvale Blvd. 
Yakima, WA 98902 

(509) 575-6601 

FREE 
SAMPLES 
Name 

Address 

City 

State_ 

Please send me my FREE 
sumptes. Enclosed is St.00 for 
postaDe and handling. 

 Zip 



The author's son takes a moment out 
from his scouting duties to pose with 
Dad's just-finished scale project. 

proper retract installation. All of the 
dimensional data is to be found on 
the Brian Taylor plans, and these 
drawings are only to illustrate rela-
tionships and the concepts. 

The first thing to do is to make 
sure that you cut the plywood 
mounting plates just right. This 
solves one angle in the retract 
sequence for you, since you will get 
the proper fit of the wheel in the 
folded position. The Rhom retracts 
rotate a full 90 degrees, while the 
prototype gear only swung 87 de-

grees. To cure this, add a small 
washer to the pneumatic shaft, be-
tween the housing and the sliding 
block, to restrict travel. If you look 
closely at the full-size gear, you'll 
see that the wheel axle is canted 
downward, so that the tires make 
proper ground contact. The struts 
are raked outward, and the axle an-
gle compensates for this. The best 
way to achieve this is to t.lse Gold-
berg's adjustable axles. I also used 
Rhom struts without. the coils, to 
maintain bettel• strut alignment. 
These can be ordered from Rhom 
Air. 

The outline of the wheel well 
drawing is to scale, so this is what 
•you will remove from the bottom 
sheeting. Once the mounting blocks 
are fitted, ,you will have to experi-
ment with angling them to get the 
proper gear-down positioning. This 
is strictly atrial-and-error affair. Be 
patient, and you'll get it right with 
no problems. Retnembei:• that the 
plywood mounting plate is recessed 
1/16-inch from the bottom sheeting. 

I modified the aileron installation 
to use törgtte rods, not wanting the 
slop created by bellct•anks and link-
ages. I relocated the aileron servo 

(Continued on page 73) 

Perma-Grit T.M. Lifetime *Carbide Sanding ̀ Tools 
Tungsten Carbide grit, hardest material next to the diamond! 

* Outlasts sandpaper 100's of times 
* Tools will not load up 
* Grit can't tear loose 
* Makes fitting, blending, fairing a pleasure 
* Fairs L.E. and T.E. to foam without undercutting 
* Rapid stock Removal with better control 
* Saves time, money and aggravation 
it Replaces plane, knits, rasp $sanding blocks 

"Excellent, .every model builder can 
use these tools. Cuts epoxyllte Ilke 
butter!" 

Bob Hoeckele, Editor, Model Retailer 

Ask your Dealer or send check or M.O. INo COD's) to: 

D.G. Products 
209 Carrlands Dr., Dayton, OH 45429 

(513) 294-1192 

Tungsten carbide grit brazed to 
steel, on each 9" long tool, for use 
on balsa, hardwoods, fiberglass, 
beaded foams, epoxy fillers and 
Plexiglas. i 

Made !n U.S.A. ml 

• Average Modelers Use 

F-100—FIat:CoarselFlne $6.95 
F-101—Flat: Fine $6.95 
F-102—Flat: Medium $6.95 
R-200—'/." Radlus: CoarselF(ne $6.95 
R-201-118" Tangent: CoarselFlne $6.95 
R•202—'/." Round: MedlumlFlne $6.25 
R-203—'/:" Round: MedlumlFlne $4.95 
R-204—'h" Round: MedlumlFlne $4.95 

Postage Pald. Ohio residents add 696 tax. /LAT 
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HAVE A 
BETTER IDEA? 

Maybe you've got a better 
way to install scale hinges, or 
know some deep dark secret 
about getting a more real-
istic scale finish. Share your 
knowledge with the world! 

Drop a note describing 
your better way, to Scale R/C 
Modeler and if your idea is 
accepted, we'll print it along 
with any sketches or photos 
needed to make your idea 
understandable. Send your 
"how-to-do-it" technique to: 
Model Techniques Dept. Scale 
R/C Modeler, 7950 Deering 
Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304. 

VISITED A GOOD HOBBY SHOP LATELY? 
It may sound trite, but the backbone 

of our hobby is the man behind the 
counter at your local hobby shop. The 
next time you're about to drop that 
substantial order into the mailbox, think 
twice about how many small essentials 
you rely on your local retailer to supply. 
Where would you (and your local club) 
be if your neighborhood merchant closed 
his doors tomorrow? 

Sometimes mail-order buying can't be 
avoided, but what are you really saving 
when you support a company perhaps 
thousands of miles away? The next time 
you're in the market for a bargain, give 
your local retailer a try first .you'll 
be making a better deal in the long run. 
(This editorial comment printed courtosy Scale 
R/C Modoler magazino) 
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TiF~~i~`~EEi~ SEA~~i IF~L C 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF RESTORE 
WORLD ~~ ~' `~ `~'WO AIRCRAFT 

The 1982 and 1983 editions of the AIR PROGRESS 
CLASSIC WARBIRDS CALENDAR were complete 
sell-outs and copies of these quality-printed, 
all-color calendars are now collector's items! 

The 1984 edition of AIR PROGRESS CLASSIC 
WARBIRDS CALENDAR is a huge 11x14 inches 
(opening to 14x22} that includes thirteen full-color 
Warbirds photographed by Michael O'Leary 
each of which is suitable for framing. Illustrated 
aircraft have concise written histories with 
summaries of their military careers. 

Copies of the 1984 AIR PROGRESS CLASSIC 
WARBIRDS CALENDAR will begin shipping in 
October. Once again, this high-quality calendar—
printed on coated art paper—is a very limited 
printing so make sure that you order yours 
now to avoid disappointment! 

and trainers of the Second World War: 
Mustangs, Corsairs, Avengers, etc.! These are 
new photographs that have not appeared in print. 

Please fill out the coupon to guarantee that your 
copy or copies of the 1984 AIR PROGRESS 
CLASSIC WARBIRDS CALENDAR will be mailed 
to your door. 

AIR PROGRESS 1984 CLASSIC WARBIRDS CALENDAR 
7950 Deering Avenue 
Canoga Park, CA 91304 

Please send me   AIR PROGRESS 1984 CLASSIC 
WARBIRDS CALENDARS) at $9.95 per calendar. Enclosed 
please find a check or money order for  

Califörnia residents add 6% sales tax. L.A. County residents 
add 6Yz % sales tax. 

NAME 

STREET 

CITY 

STATE 

The 1984 AIR PROGRESS CLASSIC WARBIRDS 
CALENDAR illustrates the famous fighters, bombers 

zIP 

Postage and handling included in purchase price. 
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There's nothing worse than a scale 
model which doesn't behave like its 
full-scale counterpart. One of my 
firm principled of aeromodeling is 
that the model must behave like the 
real thing not only in the air, but 
also on the ground. We've all had 
the thrill of witnessing a spectacular 
flight of a superb scale model, only 
to watch it bounce around like some 
hyperactive duck on the runway. 
Typically, the landing gear is so 
stiff that the model either springs 
back into the air, as if propelled off 
a diving board, or the undercarriage 
is so spongy that the plane looks as 
if it has broken something. 

This effect is particularly notice-
able on the smaller aircraft. Since 
I like to work in 1/8-scale, I have 
had more than my fair share of trou-
blesome and awkward gear systems. 
The smaller models lose a lot in 
scale effect. Just compare the relative 
grace and beauty agiant-scale model 
exhibits when landing and taxiing, 
as compared to a jittery little .10-
powered ship. The machine's light 
weight, small tires and stiff wire 
gear make for a poor combination. 
There just is no art to ground han-
dling the smaller models, so we tend 
to aim them down the runway, hit 
the throttle and go. Upon landing, 
we learn to fetch the airplane, which 
makes us more like free flighters 
than R/C pilots! I honestly believe 
that these problems were one of the 
prime contributors to the demise of 
"Schoolyard Scale" in the United 
States. 

The solution seems relatively sim-
ple. Build functional suspension and 
torsion systems into the gear, just 
like the full-size ships. When your 
total airframe weight is measured 
in ounces or just a few pounds, you 
quickly learn to fear even an added 
gram of weight. Functional gear sys-
tems tend to be heavy, and devilish-
ly complex to handle in these small 
sizes. Just making them substantial 
enough to not fail or bend on every 
flight is a task. 

I have devised some rudimentary 
methods of making even the smallest 
landing gear functional. The weight 
additions are so small that the ad-
vantages far outweigh the penalty of 
an added ounce or two. By using one 
of the systems shown here, you'll 
find that you won't be ripping the 
gear wires out on every bad landing 
(and small models sure seem to make 
more of those than the larger craft!) . 
Taxiing will become an everyday 
affair, and it might even prove en-
joyable. 

Figure 1 shows a typical gear sys-
tem as might be used on a small J-3 
Cub, Aeronca or other fuse-mounted 
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ALWAYS BEND 
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FIGURE 1 

FIGURE 2 

NOTE: ACTION "C" 
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BUT ACTION "D" 
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Some simple techniques to make your 
model more shock absorbing. Primarily intended 
for small models, the technique can be 
applied to any scale subject. 

By Par Lundqvist 

SIMPLE 
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LANDING 
GEAR 



FIGURE 3 

undercarriage. It employs the basic 
torsion bar principle found on Volks-
wagens and Renaults. Basically, the 
gear wire must have an aft pivoting 
point, here shown by slipping the 
wire into a length of brass tubing. 
The wire can be silver soldered right 
into the tubing, and then the next 
larger diameter tubing used as bear-
ings which are attached to the air-
frame. The forward torsion arm tube 
is also brass, with a length of wire 
soldered into the end. The wire must 
have a hook bent at the very end, 
which engages the main gear strut. 
The fit should be snug, but not so 
stiff that the gear strut wire can't 
pop out of the hook on severe im-
pacts. 

Note the geometry, with the wheel 
actually being directly under the aft 
suspension point. We want the strut 
to move down and back on severe 
impacts, so the wheel must be canted 
back behind the forward hook point. 
If the wheel is left in a position 
forward of this, the gear strut arm 
will attempt to travel upward, in-
stead of downward. This system 
works best in fuselage-mounted con-
figurations, but it can be adapted to 
wing installations. If you mount it 
in a wing, or in a fuse which has 
a low-wing configuration, be aware 
of the risk of the wheel swinging 
back and punching a nice hole in 
the wing. The solution is either to 
make the hook attachment point per-
manent, or use a third piece of wire, 
positioned below strut "B" to act as 
60 scale r/c modeler 

NOTE THAT "A" 

HAS THE WIRES 

CROSSING 

EACH OTHER 

"D" SHOWS THE FALSE STRUT, 

FOR APPEARANCES ONLY 

a stop. 
Figure 2 illustrates a simple meth-

od of hanging a suspension gea: in 
a wing. All we do is make a new 
gear strut wire which has aforward-
canted arm. The suspension is 
achieved through the torsional twist 
of the wire length along "A." The 
springiness or firmness of the torsion 
action will be controlled by the 
diameter and length of the wire with-
in the gear mounting block. Note 
that the side view shows the gear 
mounted inside the wing, under the 
wing skins. It is prudent to install 
some sort of bumper to take up any 
excessive impact loads, lest the wire 
impinge on the spar and do structur-
al damage. Asmall ply plate will 
do the job nicely. The shorter you 
can keep the forward-protruding arm, 
the simpler it will be to keep the 
forces on the torsion bar within rea-
sonable limits. This will be a matter 
of trial and error, since the total 
weight of the model and other var-
iables will change how a particular 
length and diameter of wire would 
react in a landing or under normal 
taxi conditions. This same system 
was used by Sonic Systems when 
they developed their shock-mounted 
retracts for giant scale. Unfortunate-
ly, in so large a machine, the torsion 
bar had to be so big that it occupied 
almost the length of the wing panel, 
making installation a problem. 

Figure 3 shows how to cope with 
the perpetual dilemma of gear legs 
that splay out. What look to be the 

TUBING CAN BE 
GLUED INTO THE 

FUSE INTO WHICH 
THE GEAR STRUTS 
CAN BE MOUNTED, 

AT "C" 

C~~ 

B 

ELONGATED 

BRASS TUBING 
HOUSES 

BOTH WIRES 
AT "B" 

main struts on this Ryan STA are 
really dummies, made from wire, 
tubing and some flexible rubber hose 
line at the top. The wheels are 
really not supported by this piece 
at all. Instead, the two fuse-mounted 
wires are doing the work. Note that 
the two wires must be passed through 
a mutual piece of tubing, so that 
they work in unison. If you already 
have your gear wing mounted, then 
it would still be acceptable to add 
the fuse-mounted strut braces as fur-
ther reinforcement. 

I have presented the dynamics of 
several gear mounting alternatives 
for smaller models (the same laws 
of physics apply to larger models, so 
there's no reason the same mechan-
isms can't be used for even the larg-
est models) . Don't be discouraged if 
your first attempt at setting up such 
a system doesn't work perfectly. Get-
ting the wire lengths and diameters 
just right takes some trial and error. 
But, the results will be worth it. 
Your little model will handle like 
a sports car on the pavement or 
grass, and you'll spend far less time 
doing field repairs on an undercar-
riage that has been ripped out. We 
here in Sweden still get a lot of 
pleasure from "Schoolyard Scale" 
models, and we have used the land-
ing gear systems described here with 
great success. So, if you are the kind 
of scale buff who thinks small, then 
these gear are for you. 

0 
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HAVE YOU SEEN These Latest 
Challenge Special Editions? 

if not you'll enjoy every exciting color packed page of these specially edited, beautifully printed collectors editions. Each focuses with exquisite graphics on your favorite subject 
and offer at least 100 pages of enjoyable, enlightening reading. 

Order now while supply lasts so your library will be complete . . 
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AIR CRASH! 
Over two hundred photos and text on 
dramatic aviation crackups of every kind. 
Some tragic, some humorous, each 
depicts the "I wish I hadn't done that" 
drama of actual flying accidents. 

AT WAR IN THE FALKLANDS 
An incisive review told with a factual 
text and exclusive photos of the recent 
war between Great Britain and Argentina. 
Air, sea and ground action exploits 

highlight this fascinating recent 
international incident. 

AIRPOWER AT SEA 
Naval aviation as it is today flying from 
our powerful nuclear carriers as the 
U.S. Navy seeks to counter the awesome 

potential threat of a rapidly expanding 
Soviet Navy. The new generation Ameri-
can fighters and attack aircraft, sub 
hunters, etc. all are shown. 
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CARRIERS AT WAR 
The most dramatic duels of WWII were 
fought aboard American carriers in the 
Pacific. This 100 page special edition 
tells the story of the carriers, how they 
came into fleet dominance, the scourge 
of the Kamikazes and the long road 
to victory in the Pacific. 

AUTO MODELER SPECIAL 
A colorful review of the growing popular-
ity of car modeling. Every facet of 
modeling skills, techniques and new 
kits is covered with precise detail, 
authority and graphic impact. A must 
edition for every modeler. 

AIR ACES OF THE PACIFIC 
The air war above the Pacific battle-
ground was a deadly duel to the death 
between the young airmen of America 
and Japan. Read the exciting exploits of 
the American Aces—Bong, O'Hare, 
Roberts, Shomo, McGuire and the others 
who made history in the Pacific skies. 

Two Special Stiff-Covered 
"Special" Editions! 

MILITARY AIRPOWER 
A hundred fact-filled pages of military 
aviation around the world today! Learn 
the latest about Russia's new intercep-
tors, the controversial new American 
fighters, the British Harrier and the 
status of the world's air forces. Lots of 
color, too. 
FIGHTING HITLER'S U-BOATS 
The absorbing true story of how close 
America came to losing the Atlantic 
War of WWII to Germany's undersea 
marauders. A bold, exciting recount 
of high drama on the high seas with 
graphics of U-boats, the Hunter-Killers, 
torpedoed ships and survivors. 

Check Which Titles You Prefer: 

❑ AIR CRASH! 

❑ AT WAR IN THE FALKLANDS 

❑ AIRPOWER AT SEA 

❑ CARRIERS AT WAR 

❑ AUTO MODELER SPECIAL 
❑ AIR ACES OF THE PACIFIC 
❑ MILITARY AIRPOWER ($5.95) 

❑ FIGHTING HITLER'S U-BOATS ($5.95) 

ORDER NOW—STOCK IS LIMITED 
ONLY $3.95 EACH (Military Airpower &Fighting Hitler's U-Boats $5.95 each). 
Please add 50¢ each for postage and allow six weeks for delivery. 
YES, I want to order the following SPECIAL COLLECTORS EDITIONS: 
Enclosed is my Cash ❑ Check ❑ MO ❑ for $ 
Please send to: 

Name 

Address 
Glty State  Zlp 

Send to: CHALLENGE SPECIAL EDITIONS 
7950 Deering Ave. Canoga Park, CA 91304 



Become an active supporter of living history by joining 
the AAF and contributing to the restoration and 
operation of numerous historic aircraft. Be a part of 
America's aviation heritage and the exciting world of 
vintage aircraft restoration. ANYONE CAN JOIN—the 
only qualification for membership is the interest you share 
in preserving America's proud history of airpower! 

JOIN THE AAF 
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AAF MEMBERS RECEIVE A HOST OF SPECIAL 
BENEFITS THAT MAKE THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS 
AND ACTIVE SUPPORT MOST WORTHWHILE. 
Each member receives: 
* The quarterly AAF newsletter that keeps you 

up to date on museum activities and restoration 
progress, airshow schedules and other news of 
interest. 

* A FULL COLOR in-flight photo of the B-25 
"Executive Sweet" in D-Day invasion markings. 

* Special discounts on aviation books sold 
through the museum bookstore. 

* An AAF decal proclaiming 
"WE KEEP 'EM FLYING." 

* Wallet-sized identification card indicating 
ASSOCIATE, AIRCREW or FLIGHT 
COMMANDER membership status. 

In addition AIRCREW and FLIGHT COMMANDER 
members receive a frameable certificate of mem-
bership and enjoy FREE TOURS of AAF museum 
aircraft at airshows or at the AAF base in Cali-
fornia and FLIGHT COMMANDERS receive FREE 
flight privileges for scheduled orientation flights 
at airshows in California. AAF LIFETIME MEM-
BERS receive, in addition to all of the above, 
special discounts on Warbird checkouts provided 
they are pilot rated. 
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YOUR MEMBERSHIP IN THE AAF will help insure 
the future of historic aviation by making possible 
the continued airshow appearances of the famed 
NORTH AMERICAN B-25 MITCHELL "EXECUTIVE 
SWEET," the newly restored DOUGLAS B-26 IN-
VADER "WHISTLER'S MOTHER," plus a number 
of famous fighter aircraft of WWII. ALL CONTRI-
BUTIONS ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE, so join today 
and proudly display the AAF "WE KEEP 'EM 
FLYING" decal. 

MAIL TO: 
AAF MUSEUM, 7950 Deering Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~t.~ta~~

YES, I want to join the AAF. Enclosed is my Cash ❑Check ❑ 
or MO❑ for S —for one year membership in the 
AAF as an: 

AAF ASSOCIATE MEMBER—S25 donation. 
(I.D. card, decal, photo, nowslettor and book discounts) 

AAF AIRCREW MEMBER—S50 donation. 
(I.D. card, photo, newsletter, cerNllcato, freo tours, book discounts) 

AAF FLIGHT COMMANDER-5100 donation. 
(all of the abovo, plus privllages on space available basla) 

AAF LIFETIME MEMBER-5500 donation. 
(all of the abovo, plus special discounts on aircraft type ratings 
and orientation Illghts) 

My name is 

Address 

City  State Zip 

Highest military rank held, if any 

Years of military service, if any 

Branch of service, if any 

I understand that the AAF is anon-profit California corpora-
tion and that all donations are tax deductible. The AAF 
is not part of any government group or agency. 
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BE AN ACTIVE SUPPORTER OF FAMED WARBIRDS AND HISTORIC AIRCRAFT—JOIN TODAY! ~i 



Viva il Falco! 
(Continued from page 41) 

1/5th-scale models (yet, it is a 
true 1/4-scale rendition). The 79-inch 
span wing builds in one piece, but 
the plane still fits comfortably in 
any compact car. On the flight line, 

the Super Falco appears just as large 
as most giapt-sized models, primarily 
because of that huge canopy and 
the rotund fuselage. 

If you just can't seem to get turn-
ed on by a model this size, look into 
the Waco Meteor kit which is avail-
able from Circus Hobbies. For all 
intents and purposes, it is the twin 
brother of the Falco, and it is a 
superb kit. I realize that there are 
those who don't like to scratchbuild, 
so the Circus Hobbies kit is the per-
fect answer. With a little ingenuity, 
you could kit-bash the Circus Meteor 
and convert it to the SF 260 military 
version of the Falco. 

Since the Falcö is retract and flap 
equipped, it can hold its own in 
any contest environment. Depending 
on the "mind set" of your judges, 
you may want to make some quick 
mods and opt for the military ver-
sion, to keep you in contention with 
the fighter jocks. Add some radar 
pods (maybe some gunnery ord-
nance for strafing passes) and you 
should be able to get some high 
static and flight scores. If the judges 
are into flight maneuvers in your 
area, do the aerobatic version and 

simply outfly anything else on the 
field. 

Let's get going with the building 
procedures. One look at the plans 
will tell you that this is not a begin-
ner's project. The construction is not 
complex, but there are a lot of pieces 
to be glued together. Getting that 
fuselage straight isn't something for 
someone who hasn't had some build-
ing experience. Let's get started. 

FUSELAGE 
CONSTRUCTION 

Bulkheads F-2 through F-8 are 
plywood, with balsa top sections. All 
remaining formers are cut from 3/16-
inch sheet to save weight. If you 
really wanted to do the job right, 
the new Magna-Cite carbon fiber 
composites which Bob Violett is 
marketing would be an excellent 
material for the formers. You could 
probably save at least a pound by 
going to this material. 

The lower formers are glued in a 
crutch, as are the top formers, then 
the two shells are joined along their 
lateral seams. Longerons, with web-
bing reinforcement, provide longi-
tudinal stability and warp resistance. 

Mark all of the bulkhead positions 
on the 1/~-inch sq. longerons, then 
mount formers F-1 through F-14, 
using clothespins to hold them in 
place. Carefully check the alignment 
as you glue them. Cut the 3/16-inch 
sheet webbing into two-inch strips 
and glue it inside the longerons. 
Note that the entire structure is 
shimmed above the building board 

FULL-SIZE PLANS FOR THE SUPER 
FALCO ARE AVAILABLE DIRECTLY 
FROM: R/C SWEITZER ENTERPRISES, 
P.O. BOX 834, HILLSBORO, OR 97123. 
PRICE IS $43.50 (INCLUDES FOUR 
PLANE SHEETS, 3-VIEW, MATERIALS 
LIST, SENT IN A MAILING TUBE).. 
AIR MAIL ADD $4.00, AND OVERSEAS 
ORDERS ADD $18.00. WRITE FOR 
PRICES ON A FIBERGLASS COWL 
AND MOLDED CANOPY. 

SEQUOIA AIRCRAFT WILL SEND 
COLOR BROCHURES AND OTHER 
DOCUMENTATION INFORMATION 
FOR $10.00. WRITE TO: SEQUOIA 
AIRCRAFT, 900 W. FRANKLIN STREET, 
RICHMOND, VA 23220. 
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The canopy has been removed to expose 
the full cockpit inferior. Bob Sweitzer 
is making canopies and cowls available. 
Pilot is Du-Bro's figure, and lady friend 
is Barbie. 

This view of the SF 260 shows small 
winglets on the inside faces of the tip 
tanks. Barely visible is small radio mast 
halfway along fhe dorsal fin. 

by 3/ 16-inch spacers. To save time, 
you may want to make a duplicate 
copy of the top plan view, so that 
you can be building both the top 
and bottom sections of the fuse 
simultaneously. 

The nose gear provided by Dave 
Platt requires a number of modifi-
cations. First, the leg length must be 
altered to match the configuration 
shown on the plans. Secondly, a 6-32 
screw is added to the pivot block, 
and a corresponding 110-degree slot 
is cut into the leg, to permit greater 
retraction swing. Then, 1/4-inch down 
from the pivot block, a 3/32-inch 
piano wire is inserted through the 
leg, at right angles to the wheel. 
This wire is 1 1/ 2-inch long, with right 
angle bends 1/2-inch from both ends. 
To these arms are soldered 1/2-inch 
lengths of 1/8-inch brass tubing. 
These tubes serve as the tiller arms 
for the steering pushrods. If you 
really don't feel like butchering a 
set of Dave's gear, then Airways Re-
tracts is making a special set of gear 
for the Super Falco. Order these 
direct from: Airways Scale Retracts, 
5778 Sky Meadow, Riverside, CA 
95209. You can order either a nose 
gear and/or the mains. 

Note that the engine and nose 
gear are mounted on a cantilevered 
"box," to position the prop in the 
correct location ahead of the cowl. 
This box must be built extremely 
sound, with plenty of beefy wood 
and proper glue joints. The plans cur-
rently show only the basic box, which 

66 scca/o r/c modo/er 
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also houses the fuel tank. However, 
it was decided that, especially for 
the larger .90 and 1.20 twins, 
additional reinforcement to help 
dampen any vibration would be ad-
visable. Therefore, the plans which 
will be shipped to modelers will show 
large gussets and diagonal braces 
to tie the box into the firewall along 
the sides. This will totally eliminate 
any oscillations which may occur in 
a sideways direction from the mass 
of the engine's piston. Treat the 
dimensions of the box as relative, 
depending on the overall length of 
your particular engine. Verify the 
position of the spinner and prop 
before cutting out these parts. Chain 
saw engines will probably not need 
any box at all, being mounted right 
to the firewall. 

Also, if you opt for anything larger 
than the 16-ounce tank shown, then 
the box will have to be altered ac-
cordingly. The plans show the tank 
permanently enclosed, but I recom-
mend allowing access to the tank 
through F-3. Simply tie a string onto 
the neck of the tank, and let it 
dangle out the back of the box. To 
remove the tank, just give a tug on 
the string. This same method also 
works well for battery packs in tight 
places. 

Insert the 3/8x1/2-inch nosewheel 
rails in place, then drill the retract 
mounting holes and install the nose 

(Continued on page 78) 

Turbo version of the SF 260 shows 
elongated nose. This shot gives a good 
perspective of the swept fin on the 
military version of the Super Falco, 
as well as the tip tanks. 
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The Schneider Cup racer version of 
the Tabloid is illustrated on the 1 /4-scale 
plans from Nick Ziroli, while the 1 /5-
scale plans show the stock military 
configuration built by the author. 

$OPWITH 
TABLOID 
(Continued from page 49) 

entire model was then given three 
sprayed coats of Sig Clear Dope, 
thinned 50-50. Two coats of full-
strength dope were then applied to 
all of the areas where there had been 
overlaps and seams in the covering. 
After the dope had thoroughly dried, 
the entire model was lightly sanded 
with 400 grit wet sandpaper, and 

FULL-SIZE PLANS AVAILABLE FROM: 
NICK ZIROLI, 29 EDGAR DR., 
SMITHTOWN, NY 11787. PRICE $16.00 
(POSTPAID IN U.S.A.). GIANT-SCALE 
1 /4-SIZE PLANS ALSO AVAILABLE. 

........ 
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then given a final coat of clear dope 
(which was again thinned 50 per-
cent) . All of the remaining minor 
unconformities were sanded out and 
filled in, and two light coats of Sig 
Tan Cream paint were applied to 
the model. Everything is this color, 
with the exceptions of the nose 
(which was painted with Sig Alumi-
num), and the cabane struts (which 
were stained and clear doped). 

Scotch Tape No. 810 was used to 
mask off all of the markings, and 
the colors were then sprayed on. To 
reproduce the lettering on the rud-
der, I used dry transfer lettering. 

Although the price of dry transfers 
is high, they do come in a variety 
of lettering styles, and your local 
drafting supply store should have 
the type you want. They do make 
the model look more "professional" 
and, for this reason, they are well 
worth their cost. 

My Sopwith is equipped with full 
rigging. I used Sullivan pre-stretched 
U-Control wire to brace the wings, 
and Proctor turnbuckles to anchor 
each wire in place. For those of you 
who aren't interested in investing in 
turnbuckles, and would rather not 
get "tangled up" in what seems to 
be endless yards of wire, the Tabloid 
with extra internal bracing (spruce 
spars, webbing, etc.) should be able 
to take the strain of everyday flying 
without the wires. Even though the 
original Tabloid was the Pitts Spe-
cial of its day, it wasn't known to 
perform Lomcevaks and Top Hats. 
If you plan to ring out your Sopwith 
on Sundays at the local club field, 
I would recommend the use of fly-
ing and landing gear wires. 

My Sopwith is powered by an old 
Webra .60, and weighs nearly 11 
pounds. Although the wing loading 
comes out to be a mere 13 oz./sq. ft., 
all of the drag produced by the 
multitude of wires and struts tends 
to limit its aerobatic capabilities. 

The Tabloid will perform all of the 
basic rolling and looping maneuvers 
but, in most cases, each maneuver 
should be preceded by a shallow 
dive to gain airspeed. 

The most impressive maneuver, and 
the most consistent point-getter at 
contests for me, has been the three-
turn spin. The Sopwith does not 
have any violent stalling character-
istics, but if you try hard enough, 
you can get it to stall. With full up 
elevator, and full aileron and rudder 
control, it will enter its spin. Imme-
diately upon rele~ se of the sticks, 
the Tabloid straightens itself out. 

The plans for this model are avail-
able from Nick Ziroli, 29 Edgar 
Drive, Smithtown, NY 11787. Price 
is $16.00 (postpaid in U.S.A.). 
Nick will also be offering a plan 
set for the Sopwith Tabloid in 1/a -
scale. The 1/~-scale Tabloid is con-
structed basically the same way as 
the 1/5-scale version presented here, 
but it is powered by a gasoline 
engine. That plan-set shows details 
for the Schneider-Cup racing version 
of the Sopwith. 

I would like to thank Nick Ziroli, 
Don Cashmore, Joe Wcela and Mark 
Glassman for all of their help, and 
my father for all of the encourage-
ment and support he gave me, to 
make this article possible. ❑ 

JOIN THE WINNING AIR FORCE WITH 
BOB HOLMAN KITS, PLANS AND ACCESSORIES! 

BRIAN TAYLOR'S MOSQUITO PLANS WIN THE RENO 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS (Stand-Off Scale), THE 
BRITISH HATS, AND "BEST OF SHOW" RT THE 
MACS SHOW. 

COMPLETE CATALOGUE $3.00 

BOB HOLMAN PLANS 
P.O. BOX 741-SM 

SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92402 

70 scale r/c modeler 

NEW! PRECISION-SANDED KIT 
Includes hand-shaped parts, sheeting, strip 

wood, etc. All from Sig Contest-Grade Balsa. 
Price $175.00 (plus $5.00 shipping) 
Mosquito specs: 

• 71" span 
• (Two) .25-.40 engines 

Plans Only: $25.00 (plus $2.50 shipping) 
PLAN-PAC: Spinners, plans, cowls, gear covers, 
canopy $75.00. 
JUST RELEASED! 82" span version of the Mosquito, 
for .40-.60 engines (plans enlarged from the original 
71" span version). Sold as a PLAN-PAC (plans, 
cowls, 4" aluminum spinners, canopy) 
Price $100.00 (plus $4.00 shipping) 

JERRY HEATON'S MAGNIFICENT TBM 

This 82" span Avenger is now available in a 
semi-kit. Plans show built-up fuse and wings for this 
.90-powered fighter/bomber. 

Semi-kit includes: Epoxy/glass fuse, cowl and 
belly pan, plan set, three-piece formed canopy and 
turret. Price $139.95 (plus $10.00 shipping). 
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(Continued from page 32) 

sticky-backed shelf paper as a sten-
cil. The multiple round stencils were 
cut out by a circle cutter that I 
purchased from Brookstone Tools, 
127 Vose Farm Road, Peterborough, 
NH 03459. It sells for $10, and is in-
valuable when cutting round stencils. 

The model is for contest work, so a full 
cockpit is installed. The engine exhaust 
stacks are functional, being aslim-line 
custom-made muffler. 

Like the Spitfire, the Hurricane should 
fly with the tail high. The full-size 
aircraft had a definite "step" on 
which it flew when properly trimmed. 
(Dan Parsons photo) 

After all of these ramblings about 
the pilot and the plane, you are 
probably asking whether it flies. 
After seventy some flights, I must 
admit that it flies like a homesick 
angel. 

I am frequently asked why I fly 
my scale models after months of 
research and building. I usually 
answer by making an analogy of a 
mermaid. A mermaid is lovely to 
look at with a lot of emphasis on 
form, but none on function. An air-
plane was meant to fly, not to sit 
on the ground and look pretty. How 
would you like to be in love with a 
mermaid? So it is with a scale air-

plane that does not fly. I build them 
to fly and this one has 70 flights, 
so far. 

My personal challenge in scale 
modeling is to execute the flight of 
the model in prototypical fashion. I 
believe fighters should be flown fast 
and low, while bombers should be 
high and slow. A fighter that was 
not loaded down with drop tanks, 
bombs, rockets, etc., was fast and 
highly maneuverable. Of course, a 
P-47 that was loaded with the above-
mentioned paraphernalia should ap-
pear to lumber through the sky. It 
seems to me that the 70- to 80-inch 
models have a much smoother flight 

Caught almost half way through an 
eight-point roll, the Hurricane again 
shows that it's a flying fool. The model 
won the British Nats, with designer 
Mick Reeves at the sticks. 
(Dan Parsons photo) 
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envelope thar, the 60-iiZcl~ wingspan 
models. 

Scale airplanes can and do fly like 
the full-size prototypes. A scale air-
plane looks as pretty as a picture 
on the ground, but must become ail•-
borne to take on life. The plane flies 
like a dream. It has an offset vertical 
stab like the original, and it seems 
to help in looping maneuvers and 
in takeofs. I only wish an eighteen 
or twenty-ounce fuel tank was avail-
able, because the O.S.-90 drinks in 
a lot of fuel. 

Models of World Wal• Two fight-
ers usually fly similar to the proto-
type, and the Hul•ricane is no ex-
ception. Takeoffs require easing the 
throttle open while holding right 
rudder•, until the tail comes up. Make 
sure the wing is flying prior to pull-
ing it off. I use only about 10 degrees 
of flaps for takeoffs, because any 
more than that tends to make her 
pull off prematurely. I like to take-
off at 1•educed throttle settings, about 
60 pel•cent at lower altitudes and 80 
percent at Denver's mile high alti-
tude. This allows the plane to ascend 
in a gradual attitude. Many pilots 
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have a tendency to yank the plane 
off the ground. Again, mal:e sure you 
have flying speed before you ease 
it off the ground. 

Cool•inating ailel•on and rudder in 
the turns takes some practice, but 
tends to smooth things out. Once in 
the air, she will do anything you can 
dish out—Four-Point Rolls, Eight-
Point Rolls, Cuban Eights, etc. 

Landing a fighter with flaps is not 
as easy as landing a Kaos but, if you 
follow a few simple rules, everything 
will work out. First, start the ap-
proach rather high, drop the landing 
gear and feed in about 30 degrees of 
flaps. Pull the engine to a fast idle, 
and point the nose down—way down. 
You never want to be caught in a 
flat approach with the gear and flaps 
down, because the plane will stop in 
its tracks. Keep the nose down in a 
steep approach. The original planes 
did this for the same reason, plus 
the visibility was terrible in a flat 
approach, with the long fat noses of 
a typical fighter. 

As the runway comes up, you 
should be at full flaps and slow-idle. 
Now start easing in up elevator with 
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the stick all the way back as you 
touch down. If you cannot get the 
tail to flare, give a quick blast of 
power and that should round things 
out. If you fly from a short runway 
as I do in Denver, pull the flaps up 
as soon as you are firmly on the 
ground and the tail will drop to slow 
things down. Remember, when land-
ing any heavy plane with flaps, don't 
get caught with a dead engine in a 
flat approach! 

As you can tell, I have thoroughly 
enjoyed researching, building and 
flying this replica of the first Eagle 
Squadron pilots' Hurl•icane. Again, 
I would like to thank the pilot's 
sister, Helen Tobin Maher; Bill 
Dunn, America's first Ace of WWII; 
and Jesse Taylor, President of the 
Eagle Squadron Association. Many 
of the historical facts were verified 
from the following books: 
The Eagle Squadrons, by Vern Haug-

land. 
Fighter Pilot, by Bill Dunn. 
Escort to Berlin—the 4th Fighter 

Group of WWII, by Gary Fry and 
Jeff Ethell. 

The Eagles War, by Vern Haugland. 

O 



GALLAND'S 
Bf-109E4 
(Continued from page 56J 

aft of the main spar•, instead of the 
position shown on the plans. The 
freon storage tank is slipped between 
the spars and stringers in the first 
rib bay, then the aI•ea is filled in 
with webbing between ribs No. 1 
and No. 2. I recommend that all of 
the air hoses be routed through the 
center section, so that you can have 
access to them. Slip wheel collars 
on the proper lines to restrict the 
travel of the gear, so that they slow 
down to scale speed. Adjust them so 
that one leg starts to fold, and then 
the other•. Make suI•e that you have 
restricted the speed, otherwise you 
just might throw the wheel right 
through the top sheeting when test-
ing the system . . .guess who learned 
that the hard way?! An intel•esting 
note is that the full-sire plane's 
wheel wells were lined with leather! 

The fuselage is straightforward. If 
you opt for a scale cockpit, you will 
have to relocate former "A" .1-1/8-
inch forwal•d on the cI•utch. Build 
the crutch, then add all foriner•s, plus 
the laminated sides between formers 
No. 1 and No. 2. The stab should be 
attached at this time. I decided to 
conceal the elevator pushrod, using 
Ny-rod. The 1/2-inch laminated bot-
tom fin will have to be hollowed out 
for this. 

I installed the seI•vos for rudder 
and elevator behind former "B," be-
cause there is no room for the in-
stallation in the normal location if 
you do a full cockpit interior. Now 
is the time to finalize the entire I•adio 
and engine installation. I used a Fox 
Eagle .60, on one of those beautiful 
Fox mounts. Get a detailed three-
view dI•awing from Bob Holman, to 
see whel•e to cut out the bottom of 
the cowl. The access to the engine 
is just below the exhaust stacks. 

I finished the model, following 
Dave Platt's three-paI•t seI•ies in 
Scale R/C Modeler (June, August 
and October, 1980). The only de-
viation is that I used Hobby Poxy 
glue and glass cloth, instead of the 
surfacing I•esin. I used a white prim-
er, then sanded the entire airfi•ame 
with No. 320 grit paper. I shot on 
a quick coat of Hobby Poxy silver, 
filled any imperfections with Hobby 
Poxy "Stuff," then shot another• coat 
of silver. This silver will later be 
exposed to simulated weathering. 

The foil-size airplane had flush-
mounted rivets and slightly raised 
panel lines. The rivet detail was 
simulated wit} a 24 gatlge hypo-
dermic needle, filled with white glue. 
When the glue dried, the areas were 
sanded lightly to give a more atI-
thentic appearance of flush rivets. 
I used J&! trim tape to simulate 
the panels. The removable inspection 
plates and the slots in the leading 
edge were made ft'0I11 adhc~sive-
backed myrar (trim Monokote t;orks 
fine). 

The Messerschmitt has lots of ex-
terior detailing. The gun blisters, 
supercharger and other "bumps" 
should be formed and groett in place. 
The wing and chin radiators are not 
quite right as you get them from 
Bob. They can be widened with a 
slurry of microballoons and epoxy, 
then sanded to the proper shape. 
The model really looks impressive 
when this detail is added. A final 
coat of silver overall is then applied. 

Chevron's "Perfect" paints were 
used. These camouflage colors are 
very accurate. During this time pe-
riod of the tear, the camouflage 
schemes were trndergorng extensive 
changes. I highly recommend the 
Official Monogram Pairlting Guacle 
to German Aircraft, available fl'OI71: 

Monogram Publications, (i2.> Edge-
brook Drive, Boylston, MA 01~G5. 
The undersides of the airplane are 
airbrushed with ('hcwron's P('-34 
(Lt. Blue, GeI'It1anV). Use PC-38 
(Grau, Germany) over all of the top 
surfaces, after carefully creating a 
masked edge with flexible tape or 
Liquid Masking I~ ilm. The final 
camouflage color is PC-40 (dark 
green, Germany), over the top areas. 
Once I satt the dark green on the 
model, I felt that the color was a 
little off, and that a touch of black 
should be added to bring it closer to 
the color chips. I masked with tape 
and Liquid Masking Film before 
shooting this last color. 

The text describes the paint application 
procedures, as well as some great hints 
on getting that tricky retract system 
to work just right. 
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P SWEITZER ENTERPRISES 
P.O. BOX 834 Hl1,LSBORO, OR. 97123 

' '_ ' THE FINEST SCALE R/C PLANS 

78 3/4" WINGSPAN 

SCALE: 3"=1'-0" 

PRICE 

1:~# 
SGAI.h-

/ 

'~ F.8•L" SUPER FALCO  " 
PRICE ~ 43 .50 p. pd. 

4 SHEETS -

3 Ft. X 10 Ft. 

INCLUDES MAILING TUBE • ADD S 4.00 FOR AIRMAIL 

• COMPLETE WING WITH ALL RIBS SHOWN 

• SCALE MARKINGS AND COCKPIT DETAIL • MATERIAL LIST 

• ( Fiberglass Cowl and Canopy Available Soon ) 

FEATUR~p 
, SRAM 

FOREIGN OVERSEAS ORDERS —ADD $ 18.00 pEC • $3 ~ 

OCIR FIRST IlY A SERIES OF 
REMOTE CONTROL VIDEO TAPES 

"'i'iic World of 
Itemo~ Control" 
An action-packed tape showing 

how to get started in R/C 

The tape includes: helicopters; biplanes; WWII 
fighters; R/C trainers; jet aircraft including the F-16, 
French Mirage and F-4 Phantom. Scale boats 
include: destroyers, tugboats. sailboats, PT boats, 
scale hydros, Deep Vees and morel 

Thrill to the R/C dune buggies racing and fighting 
for the checkered flag! 

This tape also explains basically how an R/C radio 
system works, and what type to use with your 
model. 

It's 22 minutes of action that you'll want to watch 
over and over. 

Price $S9.9S 
See your hobby retailer, or send your 
order direct to: World Video Productions, 
7888 Ostrow St., Suites A S B, 
San Diego, CA 92111. 

Indicate on order: VHS or Beta I[, E quantity of 
each desired. 3/4" CI-matic available (S10 
additional charge). Cali(. residents add 6%sales tax 

"All Sales Final" 
Deafer inquiries invited 

I applied wet newspaper to the 
top of the wing and, once they dried, 
I trimmed them to get a very easy 
mask. I then took the PC-38 light 
blue and blended the areas where the 
colors merged. The final touch was 
the gloss yellow nose and rudder. 
We all know that WWII aircraft had 
no glossy colors, so kill the shine 
on the yellow with PC-43 Flat Clear. 

All of the markings, chevrons, 
Mickey Mouse, etc., were masked 
off with either frisket paper, or 
Liquid Masking Film. Mickey was 
hand painted by my son's art 
teacher. 

Weathering was done only to the 
top surfaces of the model, and a 
mist of highly thinned medium gray 
was applied .but this should be 
almost invisible to the eye. You can 
use your own creativeness to do the 
full cockpit interior, since everyone 
has their own methods here. I use 
the Williams Bros. four-inch wheel 
for display purposes. This is a little 
thick, but the judges never catch it' 
I use the three-inch wheels for fly-
ing, as they fit better in the wells. 

The Bf 109E weighs 8 pounds 14 
ounces. It definitely is a show-class 
model, and I expect to do very well 
with it on the contest circuit this 
season. The weight surprised me, 
since I figured that the full cockpit 

From the Bob Holman plans, the model 
is a very accurate scale rendition of 
Galland's mount. Bob also sells the 
extra parts and accessories to make 
scratchbuilding apleasure. 
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would really add a lot to the gross 
weight. 

At the tune of this writing, the 
model has yet to take wing, primar-
ily because of the weather. I'tn not 
at all concerned about the way it 
will handle, because this design has 
been flown by some of the top fliers 
in the cotmtry. Every contest season, 
the 109s take a good share of the 
trophies. It is an honest airplane, 
with very predictable performance, 
according to those who have flown 
this design. The narrow gear really 
isn't that bad, if you take care and 
get the wheel tracking set just right. 
A touch of toe in is okay, but don't 
over-do it, and definitely don't have 
any toe out! 

I'm glad I tackled the project. 
Brian Taylor's plans are really some-
thing, and •you'll have no problem 
getting a good airframe from them, 
with no modifications. The parts 
Bob Holman SL1pp11P.5 are first rate, 
and they sure cut the building time. 
I felt that it was almost a pleasure 
to scratchbuild this model, since all 
of the hard work had bean done 
for me. 

I can hardly wait for the weather 
to break, so that I can take to the 
air and start reliving the Battle of 
Britain! 

when the model 
requires paint, 
the paint to use 
isHOBBYPDXY 

On giant scale, precision scale, or sport scale airplanes, and on any 
other models where a strong, realistic, abrasion-resistant, and totally 
fuel-proof finish is required, HOBBYPDXY epoxy paint — a true 
two-part chemical-cure epoxy — is the toughest, most flexible, most 
fuel-proof paint you can use. HOBBYPDXY was the original epoxy paint 
for models, and it's still the best. 

HOBBYPDXY PRODUCTS 
a dlvlslon of Pettit Paint Company, Inc. 

P.O. Box 378, 38 Plne Street 
Rockaway, NJ 07888 

A7-D/E CORSAIR II 
100% SCALE DUCTED FAN WITH MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE 

o Scalc airloil (foam wing) wish 
optional leading and trailing 
edge flaps. 

• Fiberglass fuse has all scale 
details molded in. 

o Model can be flown with proto-
typical spoilers for roll mode 
control. 

e Complete instruction booklet. 
0 3-views and documentation 

materials included. 
• Decals for Navy or Air Force 

versions. 

• Five to seven channel radios. 
• Turb-Ax ducted fan required 

(available from us). 
• No "cheater" holes. 
• Functional speed brake for 

scale authenticity. 
• Vacu(ormed accessories (wing 

pylons, refuel fairing, etc.). 
• Scale main gear included (Rhom 

nose gear required). 
0 1 /10-scale (47" span, 552 sq. in. 

area). 

~~ 
The excitement of high-per-

formance jet flight, with func-
tional leading and trailing 
edge flaps, exact-scale out-
lines and detail, and even 
prototypical retracts —these 
are just a few of the features 
of this A7 Corsair II kit. Why 
settle for a "way stand-off" 
scale model, when you can 
get true jet flight performance 
from a contest-worthy scale 
machine. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: MIRAGE/KFIR, A-4 SKYHAWK, F9F-8 COUGAR 

$249.95 
California residents 
add 6% sales tax. 

JET HANGAR HOBBIES 
12554 Centralia Road 
Lakewood, CA 90715 

Phone: 
(213) 860-7612 

niovin 
PLEASE LET US KNOW . . . 
To be Sure you don't miss any 
copios of your subscription, please 
notify us at least eight weeks before 
;:ou move to your new address. 

~~ttach an old mailing label in the 
space provided and punt your new 
address wherC indicated.` 

QUESTION ABOUT YOUR 
SUBSCRIPTION? 
'~~~e~ yuu »•i:e Dc Sire 10 ~ntlu°e a labor. 
~: r'e103 u5 :O Serve you morf DrOmplly. 
u unable ro sena labor plcaso hu in 
nam0 0l mdgar~ne 

Mail to: 
Subscriber Service 
PUBLISHERS AIDE 
10968 Via Frontera 
San Diego, CA 92127 

(If label is not handy, print OLD address in this space.) 

— Attach label here — 

Magazine name 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
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STANDARD TRICYCLE GEAR 

THE CHOICE OF CHAMPIONS! 
Available from your local dealer or order direct. 

ROM AIRS
FOR RETRACTS 

STANDARD MAINS Reversible inboard or outboard cylinders. 

STANDARD TRICYCLE GEAR Includes Standard Mains with 
either firewall mounted or flat mounted Nose Gear. 

F.A.I. MAINS Cylinder outboard— Not Reversible. Fits most .40 
size pattern%sport ships. 

FW 190-D9 MAINS With 3/16' preformed wire. 

90° ROTATION MAINS For P•40 Tomahawk or F4U Corsair. 

P-38 TRICYCLE GEAR With special straight back retracting 
mains. 

T-28 TRICYCLE GEAR With special Nose Gear having a t-
higher retracting center Ime. 

SHRIKE COMMANDER TRICYCLE GEAR Forward retracting 
Nose Gear with 90' Rotating Mains. 

HEAVY 3116' STRUTS available an all gear —special order 
only! 

ROM AIR —CHOICE O.F CHAMPIONS 

fNl~lll PRODUCTS MAA~1fRCTlR~11~ CORP. 
924 65th Street, Dept. D, Brooklyn, New York 1 1219 

SWINGFE 
A New Concept For Model Builders 

In-line control device has built-in 
bellcrank, controlhorn and hinge. 

Made of Delrin —the space age 
material that is impervious to tempera-
ture changes and age brittling. 

For more information see your local 
hobby shop or write direct to ScanAm 

for sample, technical information 
and price list. Include $3.50 for 
postage and handling. 

Wholesalersldealers welcomel 

The testing period is over ... the 
SWINGFE is now available for you! 

Scan ar~n 
1000 Quail, Suite 290, Newport Beach, CA 92660 • 714/833-9098 

~/ Hobby Horn Scale Plena --~''~`esr t `j' 

(ForYnerly Nal Osborne Plans) ~ ~i~ 

}A Scale R/C Plans: R/C Scale (various) : 

$- I 1 Citabria, 38" 53 ~- 13 'Antic" Afhatross77' $s 

5-2 Feisler Storch 45" $5 S-3 Feisler Stroch 7tl' S8 

5-26 Skyrader, 35" $3 5-61 Jodel D-_150 71" $10 

~ Scale R /C Plans: 
S- 50 Heinkel (100 D) 67510 
5-19 Christen Eagle 58"510 

S-46 Ha3th B/Bullet, 71"510 
5 - 21 Smith A1ini Plane 88" 518 

S - 51 Stinsen SR -10 72" 510 

5-20 Cessna C-65 102"515 
"E" 

5 -SS Consdic>3tod PT-3 510 
F~-oe Flight Rubber Scale: 

5-60 Cee Bee 75" 510 OT 4Rca~rwin Spettister 53 
S-1 Poltiwagen, 78" 56 
Alulti Engine R/C Scale. 

OT-7"Grasshopper" 0-57 52 

Scndhl0, Visa/A1C(C~Exp) 
x--52 DC -3/C-47 72' $10 0,- CK(albwcJearaneetime) 
5-9 FW TA- 1 54 80" 57 
5-10 P-82E(P-51)78" $10 

CA nesidc+~ts add 6$ Tax 

Full Catabgue 52 (or tree when 
Ptarx 

R /C Scale Sailplane: 
5-24 Schwiezer 1-26 80" $5 ' with an orcia-.l 

listmly, SOC (First Class PP) 
5-23 BB Albatross 106"$8 

obb Horn 

~ 

y N Post/Handling Charges: 

Up to $8.00, add $1.50 
$8.011o$20.00add52.25 15173 hloran St. (S] 
$20.01 to 545.00 add $3.00 p,0. Eox 2212 
$45.01 tp S70.00add $3. SO lYesiminster, CA 92683 

Over $70.00 add $4.00 (714) 893-8311 

ALBERTA'S 
LITTLEST AIRPORT 

The model shop for the active flyer, with 150 kits and 
30 radios to choose from. Kraft radios have been a 
leader in the field for 20 years and offer accessories 
for complete flexibility of application for the novice 
to the pro. See our Byron fleet, make one of them 
yours, brand name accessories, Du•bro, Sig, Goldberg, 
etc. Make Alberta's Littlest Airport and Hobby Shop 
a part of your future, send 52.00 for catalogue and 
brochure. 

Ship via parcel post, bus, etc. FOB Bawlf, Alborta 

Date of Fun Fly included in your kit. 
Wilf &Reg Blackwell — B & P Transport Ltd. 

Box 6, Bawlf, Alberta TOB 010 
Send Certified Check or Money Order or Chargex + 
2%, allow 2 weeks for personal cheques to clear. 
All prices subject to change without notice. Send' 
$2 for catalogue. 

KOMET 
(Continued from page 12) 

to about 400 feet, which makes it ; i 
somewhat of a speck in the sky. 

Because the weight and C.G. of 
the aircraft are changing as the mo-
tor expends its dry propellant, the 
plane must be retrimmed for the 
glide back to earth. The "F" motor 
weighs only two ounces after its 
burn out. The trick is to establish a ~ 
C.G. which won't leave the model 
too nose heavy in the glide mode, 
and not too tail heavy in the rocket 
mode. When I switch to the lighter 
"D" class motors, I have to add 
lead to the aft end to re-establish 
the C.G. This motor weighs only 
two ounces before ignition, and one 
ounce after it's expended. Of course, 
you only get a 1.6 second power 
boost, but that's enough to get you 
up there. 

The model doesn't use anything 
fancy to gain stability. The full-size 
machine relied on a lot of washout 
at the wing tips to keep it stable, 
and I followed Alexander T,ippisch's 
thinking and built in six degrees of 
washout. Only the outboard elevons 
are used for control, but I do use the 
rudder and inboard flap areas for 
manual trim adjustments. 

The model is a bit tricky to fly. ~ ~ 
Because of the rapid and almost 
uncontrollable rocket burn phase of 

Constructed of foam sheeting, the 
Komet weighs only 11 ounces, fess 
rocket motor. Cannon radio provides two 
channels, at only four ounces. 
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the flight, I could not use the drop-
pable dolly which the full-size ma-
chine had. Instead, I resorted to tl~e 
traditional way of getting a rocket 
airborne, via a launching rail. This 
may not be prototypical, but the 
last thing I'd want wottld be a hot 
rocket engine frolicking around on 
the runway, as I tried to steer it. 
straight. With the launch rail, the 
thing is pointed in the t•ibht direc-
tion, and I pretty much leave it 
alone,. until it is high enough to be 
safe, and even then I only give minor 
correctional controls. 

In the glide mode, the Me 1M is 
a real pussy cat. It is a vei;y efficient 
sailplane, even though it looks stub-
by and squat. I don't think it could 
ever thermal, but it does acknowl-
edge the presence of lift, and it. han-
dles with so much stability that it 
even surprised me. It got lots of 
comments at the flying wing contest, 
and everyone enjoyed the novelty of 
it. As I said, I don't endorse the 
rocket powered model as anything 
for you to experiment with. I always 
use a helper to launch the rocket, 
since it can't be done easily or safely 
by one person. The "D" motor gets 
it to about 200 feet. 

I have had my share of mishaps 
with the Komet. The "F" motor 
literally pulled it apart in the air, 
and the model was totalled. I have 
also had two other crashes. Each 
time I fly the plane, it is just specu-
lation as to what will happen. 

The Me I63 project has been a 
real learning experience for me. It 
has shown that rocket-powered flight 
is practical for R/C, but that it is 
also not the type of activity which 
will ever amount to anything. I'm 
glad that I did it, but. I doubt that 
I'd do it again. As I said at the be-
ginning of this article, I am a little 
crazy. ❑ 

~ SWEITZER ENTERPRISES,
P.O. BOX 834 , HIhLSBORO, OR. 97123 

i 

~ D. H. 89A '~ R~ ide " ~ 

96" WINGSPAN 
SCALE 2" = 1'- 0" 

4 Sheet s -
3Ft. X 9 Ft. 

THE FINEST SCALE R~C PLANS 
INTRODUCTORY PRICE $ 38.50 p. pd. 

PRICE INCLUDES MAILING TUBE ■ADD 53.00 FOR AIRMAIL 
NOW AVAILABLE 

■ Canopy &Nose Light - 515.00 ■Fiberglass Cowls (pair) - 5 60.00 
■Complete Package ( Plans ,Cowls, and Canopy ) — ~ 99.50 
■Detailed Photo Study & Care and Maintance Manual —Available 

FOREIGN OVERSEAS ORDERS —ADD 5 16.00 

REDI - HINGE 

i'!' ~~;; 

~ 
~~ 

FOURMOST PRODUCTS 
4040 24th Avenue 

Forest Grove ,Oregon 97116 
Phone (503) 357.2732 

S 

i' 
,OOBn 

FffNGE 

~- BglSq 

T w0 g ~ zE 
~ ~ 4A~~g8CE ~. _ 3j8 u 

~~ ~~ 

■ Specify Size When Ordering 

 J 

PRICE t PK./2 UNITS $5.00 

j SCALE SPECIALISTS 
4 ANNOUNCES: 

• A Growing New Concept in Building • 
that Rare Glant Bird 

• R & M Offers you a Custom Made Kit, 
Hand Cut and Sanded for an Exact Fit • 

• AAA Grade Woods Used Throughout 
~ Send Us Your Plans and We Will Cut • 

Those Complex Curves and Coats. 

Semi-Kits Contain: Wing Ribs/Wing 
Tips/Firewall/Formers/Tail Out Lines 
and Ribs if Plans Indicate 
All Kits are Priced at Current Market 
Value of Materials Used 
Ordering: Sorry, No Credit Cards 
Cashier's Check/Money Order/Personal 
Check Only 

ALSO FEATURING CUSTOM EXHAUST SYSTEM FOR''/c SCALE 
MAIL TO: 

R & M Quarter Scale Specialist 
P.O. Box 3091 

Riverside, CA 92519 
FOR INFORMATION CALL: (714J 781-3435 
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• Wing Span 64" 
• Weight (ready-to-fty) 

8 lbs. 
- Engine .50-.60 
• Fiberglass fuse 
• Foam wings å stabs 
• Clear canopy 
• Many epoxy/glass 

parts 
• Plans &instructions 
• Can be flown eithor 

ducted fan or prop 
5195 (postpaid) 

STAND-OFF SCALE 
C-L 41 (SNOWBIRDS) 

PIPER TOMAHAWK 
Epoxy glass fusolage foam wings -
Balsa Taii • ~Yingspan 65" Eng. 40 S.R. 

725.00 Canadian 

Order direct — We pay postage — VISA accepted 

PHASE-1 TRAINER GILBERT R/C MODELS 75°b Epoxy glass lusetage foam wings -
Balsa Tait • V/ingspan 54" Eng. .35-40 

255 Legris, Laval, Quebec, Canada H7C 1 R3 85.00 Canadian 

DGÅ DE516N5 SCAIE MOUEI PILOT MIT 
•Astounding realism not attainable 
in plastics.... Very light weight. 

•For the discriminating hobbiest .. 
•Either Pilot version from kit.. .. 
•Sportsman or Barnstormer.. .. 
'Darn Good Airmen .... complete. 

Used by IMAA Internat Flying $q'dn 

• fi4 Scale S~~95

• 1~3 Scale 51995
See Your Dealer or add One -

Dollar for direct order handling. 

DGÅ DESIGNS 
135 East Maln St., Phelps, NY 14532 
Phone 1-315-548- 3779 

prac~io ~Isc~le 
ce~~gni t r F;~ 

CAP: Otto Schulze's 110" span J-3 Cub 
from the Practical Scale kit drops an 
R/C actuated skydiver. 

n,, , _ 
s_ :r~"9.:.--- 

`~~r. 
: 

~-_ ~ 

NYS Residenta add 7'ab Salen tax 

Send Check or M.O., Allow 3 
weeks for check to clear.. .. 
Sorry- No C.O. D.'s 

Now Available in the U.S. Recommended by 
Ratph Brooke, former World Champion, 
R.C. Aerobatics. 

1/5 SCALE 
72" Tiper Moth 
80" BE2e 

MAMMOTH SCALE 
106" Tifler Moth 
110" Piper J-3 Cub 

Pitts Special S•1 

5245.95 
245.95 

sals.00 
8269.95 

sals.00 

94" CAP 21 $415.00 
Weight 16 lbs. (with QuadraCharger). 

Built-up construction. 

BROOKE MODEL PRODUCTS 
Dept. A 
P.O. Box 3714 Midway Station 
Kent, WA 98031 
Tel. 206/824-5440 

HA~/E A BETTER IDEA? 
Maybe you've got a better 

way to install scale hinges, or 
know some deep dark secret 
about getting a more real-
istic scale finish. Share your 
knowledge with the world! 

Drop a note describing 
your better way, to Scale R/C 
Mödeler and if your idea is 
accepted, we'll print it along 
with any sketches or photos 
needed to make your idea 
understandable. Send your 
"how -to-do-it" technique to: 
Mod©I T©chnic~ues Dept. ScFt/o 

R/C Modeler, 7950 Deering 
Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304. 

Viva il Fålco! 
(Continued from page 67) 

unit. Check the operation of the nose 
gear, and remedy any binding. Lo-
cate the position of the throttle servo 
and mount it. If you are using an 
ignition engine, be sure to mount a 
kill switch. 

The plans show two degrees of 
right thrust. This is not ironclad, 
however, since some engine/prop 
combinations will give less (or more) 
torque (or P-factor). You may wish 
to start with 0-degrees of side thrust, 
then shim accordingly after some 
initial test flights. 

Now is the time to decide whether 
you want afull-blown cockpit inte-
rior. This model has such a huge 
canopy that it looks very barren if 
the interior is left undone. A sep-
arate plan sheet shows the instru-
ment panel, and even an interior side 
view of one version of the Falco. 
It is a good idea to rough in the 
cockpit interior at this time, but 
don't doa permanent installation. 
Only after the fuse is planked should 
all of the components be finalized 
and permanently installed. 

Covering the fuse with balsa sheet-
ing can now be undertaken. Before 
commencing, fit the cowl, and be 
sure that F-2 is a propel• match for 
the contours (allow 3/32-inch for the 
thickness of the sheeting, of course) . 
Begin planking at the nose section. 
Depending on the hardness and grain 
of the balsa, you may have to resort 
to hot water and ammonia in order 
to get the wood to flex in some 
tight spots. The best method is to pin 
or tape the wet wood in place and 
allow it to dry. Once dry, the part 
can be trimmed and then glued in 
place. Pre-sanding the balsa before 
application will avoid that "scallop-
ed" look which results when sanding 
over formers. Only a light touch-up 
sanding should be necessary once the 
sheeting is in place. 

Once the fuse is fully sheeted, 
trim the area of the cockpit and 
finalize the cockpit interior. If you 
are going to have a removable, slid-
ing canopy, then you may want to 
wait until the model is entirely paint-
ed before doing the interior. If the 
cockpit will be permanently closed, 
then wait until just before attaching 
the canopy to do the interior (and 
make sure that no little parts will 
come loose later from engine vibra-
tion!) . 

On my prototype, the stab and fin 
were built right onto the fitsela>;e, 
before the sheeting was applied. Z'2zis 

is tricky, since it is easy to get a 



twisted stab. You'll want to use the 
more traditional method of building 
the stabs flat on a building board. 
Select very light balsa for these 
parts, especially that solid balsa 
dorsal fin, which is over ahalf-inch 
thick at the base. Note that scale 
cantilevered hinges are used. If you 
are building the SF 260 military 
version, then you'll have to refer to 
your documentation to establish the 
proper rake for the fin. 

There's enough room inside the 
tail cone to conceal the stab control 
horn, as well as the actuation mech-
anisms for the rudder. You'll only 
want to be this meticulous when 
building the Super Falco for contest 
work, of course. Using two pushrods 
or cables to the rudder, to dampen 
any possible flutter during high-speed 
aerobatics, is a good idea, but it's 
not mandatary. If you put all of the 
control connections inside the tail 
cone, be sure to allow inspection 
hatches. 

Before finalizing the positioning 
of the stab on the fuse, it is a good 
idea to build the wing and fit it to 
the fuse. That way, you can get all 
of the alignment problems taken 
care of at once. Unfortunately, be-
cause this article is running so long, 
we're going to have to delay the 
wing construction until next tune. 
If you are an experienced builder, 
you should have no trouble figuring 
out the wing. The only potentially 
tricky part is the fitting of the gear 
and their doors, since the Falco has 
its wheels on the outside of the 
struts. The Nalco's wheels protrude 
from the wing about 1/~-inch in the 
retracted position. 

By i ~e time you get that infor-
mation packet from Sequoia Aircraft 
(;ompany, and get the plans from 
Bob Sweitzer, the second installment 
of the Falco should already be out. 
See you back here in the February 
1984 issue for Part II. ❑ 

`FIBERGLASS 

COWLS 
More than 70 cowls — 9 wheelpants for Sig, Plca, 
Top-Fllte. Jemco, Nosen. Pilot, Stoftord. Radials. 
Behrens, Garmhausen, W. E. Tech, and other kits and 
plans. One-piece laminated construction of handlaid 
fiberglass Is strong but lightweight Send SASE for 
price Ilst, and please include the names of models 
you are Interested In parts for. Or call between 9 AM -
9 PM EDT for information and C.O.D. ordering. We 
hope to hear from yowl 

FIBERGLASS p03) 890-6017 
~ASTEII 

~ Ri.1, Box 460, Goodview, Va. 24095/

MAMMOTH SCALE PLANS 
CESSIrA 180 - 108" Wingspan BOEING F482 - 90" Wingspan 
CURTISS P40D - 102" Wingspan DOUGLAS 025C - 80" Wingspan 
BERLINER/JOYCE P-16- (102.5") F/W FW56 "St®~~~r" 103.5" Span 
PAZMANY PL-4 - 105" Wingspan WACO/vKS-6 - 99" Wingspan 
F/1i41 F1I4144J "Stieglitz" 89.5" Span RYA1~ S-C - 112" Wingspan 
DOUGLAS Al N "Skyr~id~r" (120") T-288 - 102" Wingspan 
SHOESTRING - 95" Wingspan 
Plans are mailed by air; rolled in aheavy-duty tube. P40, T-28B and Skyraider plans 
are 833.00. The Ryan S-Cis 823.00. All others are 521.50. Please add 53.00 for post-
age &handling. Cal ifornia residents add 6%sales tax. Overseas orders atld 511.00 
for air postage. 

MAMMOTH SCALE PLAPIS, 3351 Pruneridge Ave., Santa Clara, CA 95051 ®408-244-5814 

A Limited Offering. 

Richard X. Lang presents a distinctive 
alternative to high-priced wood carvings 

KEPLICA~$... 
~~CO.'. _~.TI e ~ 

DUCK DECOYS 
(HAND-TOOLED WOODGRAINED FINISH) 
Replicarves are made from durable molded gypsum. Each Replicarve is 
individually distressed, grained, triple-stained (hand-rubbed method), sealed 
and waxed. They may be used in any home or office decor (especially 
"country"), since they reflect the very best of America's heritage and love 
for wildlife. 

CANVAS-BACK 
14~h" Long 

SMALL MALLARD (FEMALE) 
11 ~/z" Long 

WOOD-DUCK 
1Y' Long 

LIFE SIZE 
MALLARD 

17" Long 
Makes a unique and tasteful gift! 

Cash, Check or Money-Order 

❑ Life-size Mallard $55.00 
❑ Wood-Duck 37.50 
❑ Male Mallard 35.00 
❑ Female Mallard 35.00 
❑ Canvas-Back 39.50 

Calif. res. add 6% $ 
Total ~ 

Prices include shipping and handling in U.S. 

Allow 4-& weeks delivery. 

SMALL MALLARD (MALE) 
11'h" Long 

S RCM 

Poor Richard's Studio 
1566 KANS AVENUE 

SIMI VALLEY, CA 93065 
Please print 

Name  

Address  

City  Stat©  Zip 
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BOON NOIeS 
(Continued from page 9) 

and well planned approach to get 
,you flying a giant-scale machine. 
The 88-page book is packed with 
good photos, and we:d recommend 
this one as a good addition to any 
modeler's library. 

Published by Kalmbach Books, 
and available directly from: Model 
Agency Press, 7021 Vicky Avenue, 
Canoga Park, CA 91307. Price 59.95 
('plus 52.00 shipping) . 

One of the real "loves" of the 
ducted fan crowd is the ever-popular 
F-16. And no wonder, for it's one of 
the sexiest jets to ever take wing. 
A glance through Bill Gunston's 
latest book effort, F-16 Fightinb Fal-
con, will convince you of that. This 
is offering No. 16 in Motorbooks' 
"Modern Combat Aircraft" series. 
The entire series has not only the 
best authors, but some of the best 
photos and data to be found any-
where. 

These are slim volumes, this one 
with 112 pages, but they are packed 
full of useful information and superb 
photos. In the criticisms department, 
I can only say that the three-views 
could have been at least a full page, 
but a good photo-enlarger will cor-
rect that deficit. The only other item 
found lucking; i5 a good set of color 

80 scale r/c modeler 

profiles or three-views. Tl•~ere are 
ample color photos, showing numet•-
ous paint schemes, but the book 
would be enhanced even more if 
some solid color airbrush work were 
part of the package. 

Such criticisms are really minor, 
and the scale enthusiast will find 
great benefit between the covers of 
this title. 

Available directly from: Motor-
books, P.O. Box 1, Osceola, WI 
54020. ~ 14.95. 

:;C % S;t 

With the ever-increasing popular-
ity of twins, this new release from 
Motorbooks International will make 
a welcome addition to the research 
library. ~ B-25 Mitchell at War is a 
very thorough study of perhaps the 
most famed bomber of the war. The 
144-page volume thoroughly explores 
the intricacies of this military won-
der, with plenty of good photos to 
back up a very readable text. There 
are no color plates and neither are 
there three-views, but those are the 
only minor flaws we could detect in 
an otherwise nicely done book. 

The text does a fine job of stating 
facts and statistics, yet remaining 
entirely exciting and anecdotal. It 
covers a lot of history in those pages, 
and winds up leaving the reader not 
only informed, but entertained. Even 
if you never intend to model a B-25, 
we'd still recommend acquiring this 
title just for the pleasure of read-
ing it. 

Available directly from: Motor-
books International, P.O. Box 2, 729 
Prospect Avenue, Osceola, WI 54020. 

~C ?t SC 

~ 

TR/-R YA T-28E 
A VA /LA BLE 

After the feature article in 
the August issue on the Tri-R 
Models YAT-28E kit, we re-
ceived notification from the 
manufacturer that they can, 
indeed, supply a limited num-
ber of these quality kits. Any-
one wishing more information 
can contact them directly: 

TR!-R MODELS 
1747 Rush 

Wickliffe, OH 44092 

S~
1e PRESENTS... 

UAdN011" 
wc rtooEt.s 

THE SCRATCHBUILDER'S 
DREAM. 

• Send us your plans and we will cut 
your kit and also cut your costs. 

• All kits hand cut to perfection. 
Finest balsa and hardwoods. 

• Semi-kits contain: wing ribs, wing 
tips, bulkheads, formers and fire-
wall (sheeting available at 
extra cost). 

• Kits priced according to the size 
of the plans and current market 
price of materials. 

• Send your plans today and let us 
give you an amazingly low quote. 

3206 W. Magnolia Blvd. 
Burbank, CA 91505 

(213) 841-9572 

MUSEUM QUALITY 
PLANS 

Curtiss Fledgling 
~~~ y w . Scale: 2" = 1 Ft. 

FOfl ONLY 

BEST OF SHOW IN THE 
1983 MT. RAINIER MOOEL 

SYMPOSIUM —SEATTLE. WA 

SEND S1.00 and SA.S.E. 
(FOR COMPLETE ILLUS PLAN LIST) 

Pac-.~~-t:n. 
25260 153rd' SE.. KENT. WA 98031 



519.50 

TAYLORCRAFT, LTD. PRESENTS 

PARMAN 451 "MOSQUITO" 
A True GENTLEMAN'S PLANE' 
very easy ouild~ng, d a Delrgntrul. gentle visron rn the air' 

lN0 sting t0 these MOSqull03'1 

PLANS 2 SIZES full size. nighty detailed 
GENTLE GIANT It08"I Ipr OUADRA 524.00 
GENTLE LADY 180'1 for 40~ 60 4 cycle or twin 517.00 

Otner superb gram scare ulans Feu s~:e 
9' FOKKER 0•VI11 2.4 cu. in 525.00 
9' PT•19. Ouadre or Kloretz  528.00 
9' PIPER L•4 (Military J•3 Cub) Ouadra 520.00 

Send cash, check. Plans sene rolled. U P S POSTPAID 
or money order to: roreegn orders add 40~ for air mad 
TAYLOR-CRAFT Sond large. sase for brbCnures or 
LEE TAYLOR all Taylorcran plans otrer~ngs 
218 Wlltow Avenue 
Roseville. CA 95878 

GfANT R/C SCALE PLANS 

~':1' ST' SPAN 321.95 

AERO NCA C •3 
j*+ _ '1' i0t3° SPAN 

LEAK FAN 
1,5"= 1' ']2" SPAR 

VOGEL AVlAT10N 
RC DEPT BOX 54 RESEDA. CA 91335 

421.00 

;<.,•..{ .. .»:;:;>:.;;:::><: 
'~``~•'';~'-'rw ;;.,::;:.%{;::;;~<:;;~ .: ^ , • •,„ • ~; ;;<:<<~ 

tti :'.x::i'3.~3?'?;,;;:;;;?::.:a 
. .:. .. ..; ... ,... • ...... . .<;;:::;n, ,.,,~.;::~::;:.: ..... • ...~c:::;Sa~x•;:>;:•:<;:::::. 

1 /5 Scale Model SWIFT, 

1st Place 
Expert Static Scale at Tangerine 
64" wing • 10 lb. weight • .60 power ' ' 

Plans $25.00 postpaid 
Florida residents add 5 %d sales tax 

Send self-addressed, stamped 
envelope for information 

T & T Models 
P.O. Box 3821, Venice, Fl. 33595 

.:: - :• :,,.,.1........ ~: 

VISITED A 
GOOD HOBBY SHOP LATELY? 

It may sound trite, but the backbone 
of our hobby is the man behind the 
counter at your local hobby shop. The 
next time you're about to drop that 
substantial order into the mailbox, think 
twice about how many small essentials 
you rely on your local retailer to supply. 
Where would you (and your local club) 
be if your neighborhood merchant closed 
his doors tomorrow? 

Sometimes mail-order buying can't be 
avoided, but what are you really saving 
when you support a company perhaps 
thousands of miles away? The next time 
you're in the market for a bargain, give 
your local retailer a try first . you'll 
be making a better deal in the long run. 
(This editorial comment printed courtesy Scale 
R/C Modeler magazine) 
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U.SA. and OVERSEAS 
ORDERS WELCOMED 

AIRCRAFT PHOTO PACKS 
Photoflraphs for the modeller and alrcralt enthualaat 

369 Moorpate St. 
CATALOGE S0~ Wlnnlpep,ManitoCa 

Canada R3J 2Lti 

SCALE DOCUMENTATION 

SCALE DRAWINGS ~ PHOTOS -BOOKLETS 

1983 AIRPLANE CATALOG~ ~ ~' 104 PAGE ~2.so 
~l / REPLA-TECH 
\~//` FINTERNATIONAL 

48500 MC KENZIE HWY. 
VIOA, OREGON 97498 

AUTHENTIC BLUEPRINTS ! 
German WWII Fighters __ 

~~l 

SCaI@CI'åft P.O. Box 4231, Whittier, Calif. 90601 

MODEL PLANS 

Muawm awnry S vlar plan. •EXACT SCALE• 
Mada rrem Wlqlrral rallory drarinp. and praclaa 
m-suramants ol actual alrcran... 
Sand S.A.S.E. ror prin Ilal anddalalla. 

REALISM! 
GEE BEE RACER 

I1I1~1i: ~CJtiI~ITY 
PLASTIC DISPLAY MODELS •PILOTS 
WHEELS •CYLINDERS• ENGINE KITS 

MACHINE GUN KITS 

~ ~(' SEND $1 FOR 

~l~ ~ i~~.a~ COMPLETE CATALOG 
BROS Ih1G \  DEPT. 5 RC 

181 PAWNEE ST., SAN MARCOS, Ca. 92069 

ATTENTION 1 /4-SCALERS! 
EPDXY G1A55 COwlS ror 

NOSEN---PICA—$ID r.1pRGAN -
BALSA U S A —P;AT f —CONCEPT 
FLEET—HOSTETIER—RCM 
T•CRAfT—$HEDER"$ PITT$—
SUPER CUB—fOKKER D Vle—
BOEING P-12—P-?6—Fa82—faea—
SPARROw HAwK--GEE DEE 
MODEL V—MacORIEN $ TURDU• 
LENT —CHRISTEN EAGLE—
BRISIGHELLA sSTA~DUSTER II—
t/3~SCAlE J3-01-BABY—FLt~ 

BABY—AIRCAIAPER—PILOT JUNG• 
MANN 1.3 5-SCALE—r:: SCALE OE• 
CATHALON—CHRISTEN EAGLE d 
PIPER PA•18 6 OTHER$. 

WHEEL PANTS for 
CITA©RIA—STAKDUSTER II—PITTS 
—SKYBOET—LIBERTY SPORT—
CHRtSTEN EAGLE—P6~E HAWK—
STEARMAN--~STINSON SR•9—
MULLIGAN dOTHERS 

BRAZED d HEAT•TREATED WIRE 
GEAR d CADANES 

LARGf SCALE PLAN$ AVAILABLE 

SEND SASE FOR LATEST LIST 

WE SUPPLY FIBERGLASS PARTS 
CUSTOM fv1ADE TO YOUR SPECIFI-
CATIONS (WRITE OR CALL). 

T & D FIBERGLASS SPECIALTIES 
30925 Block, Garden City, MI 48135 

Phone (313) 421-6358 

Nationals 1st Place Win by Tom Polap/nk" 

SOPWITH ~~TABLOID" 
PLANS AVAILABLE IN TWO SIZES: 

1/4" Scale .90 to .2 Engines 2%" - 1' .150 Engines 
SOPWITH TABLOID 1/4" Scolo 77' Spon 524.00 p.p. U.S.A. 
SOPWITH TABLOID 2'/r .. 

= 1' 64" Spon 518.00 p.p. U.S.A. 
AT-6 "TEXAN" 2.4 = 1' 101" Spon 527.00 p.p. U.S.A. 
FOKKER "DR•1" 2.7" = 1' 63" Trlpo 525.00 p.p. U.S.A. 
F4U "CORSAIR" 2'/.- = 1' 93" Span 527.00 p.p. U.S.A. 
CURTISS "P-40" 2'/,' = 1' 94- Span 527.00 p.p. U.S.A. 
F8F "BEARCAT" 2'h" = 1' 86" Span 527.00 p.p. U.S.A. 

Feberglass Cowlings å Canopies are available. Send a Slamp 
for the detailed Brochures on our Giant Scale Accessories. 

(Foreign Orders' Please add 25°-~ for Postage &Handling.) 

Nick Ziroli 
29 Edgar Drive, Smithtown, N.Y. 11787 U.S.A. 

r -

0 SEE 
"HOT STUFF"TMVIDEO-TIPS 

VHS CASSETTES '#'' S 1 and 2 
 CLIP THIS COUPON 

SEND: $55.00 check or M.O. 
GET: BOTH VHS TAPES 

PLUS: 1 EA. 2 oz. "HOT STUFF" 

X~~P 2 oz. SUPER `T' 
~P.~-~ 5 3 oz. `HOT SHOT' 

X239 —FREE —
OFFER GOOD IN U.S. ONLY THRU JUNE '84 

P.O. BOX 836 
s: ' ~~fj►/ SIMI, CA 93062 

`"'``~~̂̂JJ (805) 522-0062 
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AIRCRAFT 

~ 

B•25 MITCHELL AT WAR/Scuffs 144 
pgs   520.95 
B•24 LIBERATOR AT WAR/Freeman 
128 Dgs   518.95 
PILOT MAKER: THE INCREDIBLE 
T•6/Ethell 200 Dix 144 pgs 519.95 
THE AIR GUARD/Francillon 180 
pHs 300 Pix . .. . ... . . 527.95 
THE X•PLANES: X•1 to X•29/Miller 
317 rare pix 192 pgs ". 532.95 
FIGHTER PILOT: FIRST U.S. ACE 
EAGLE SQ./Dunn 234 pgs 219.95 
F-16 FIGHTING FALCON/Gunston 
112 pgs   216.95 
HARRIER/Gunston 144 pgs big pix 
b dwgs   . 516.95 
GOLD WINGS. BLUE SEA/Rausa/ 
Vietnam 200 pgs   518.95 
THE WILDCAT (F4F) IN WWII/ 
Tillman 288 pgs 519.95 
THE NAVAL AIR WAR IN VIETNAM/ 
Marsky 224 pgs/pix 519.95 
SKYRAIDER: THE DOUGLAS A•1/ 
Rausa 240 pgs/100 pix 519.95 
RED PHOENIX/Hardesty Rise of 
Red Airpower 288 pgs   525.95 
COMPLETE BOOK OF COCKPITS/ 
Dwiggins 226 pgs/color   543.95 
DIRECTORY OF MILITARY AIR-
CRAFT/Green 256 Dgs 520.95 
AIR WAR DYER KOREA/Davis 98 
pRs (softbound) color $9.95 
WORLD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CIVIL 
AIRCRAFT/Angelucci 1000 pix 
  • 556.95 
HARRIER/Mason 198 pgs 200 pix 
  521.95 
F•16 FIGHTING FALCON/Gunston 
112 Dgs 517.95 
THUNDERBOLT -MEMOIRS OF A 
WWII PIL07/282 pgs   518.95 
THE LONG CAMPAIGN: 15th Ftr 
Crp WiVll/Lambert . . 538.95 
UP SHIP-USN AIRSHIPS 1919-35/ 
Robinson   533.95 
'HEINKEL Helll/Nowarra 256 pgs 
pix   519.95 
THE F•86 SABRE/Allward 160 pgs 
pix   511.95 
LUFTWi1FFE TEST PILOT/Luche 158 
pgs   519.95 
VETERAN b VINTAGE AIRCRAFT/ 
Hunt 200 DRs piz b color  514.95 
MORE WORLD WAR II AIRCRAFT 
IN COMBAT/Bavousett 517.95 
MOSQUITO/Birtles 522.95 
GUNS IN THE SKY/Dowser 1GR 
n.+/o~• SSG.~15 

MIGHTY EIGHTH (AF) WAR DIARY/ 
Fre^man 420 DRs 529.95 
AIRWORTHY: Flying Vintage Alr- 
craft/Mulelly 32 classics 64 color 
Dix 128 DRs 522.95 
BLANDFORD BOOK OF WARPLANES 
Kenneth Munson 12U most popular 
warbirds 120 Dgs of full color pro• 
files   517.95 
THE NAVAL AIR WAR IN VIETNAM 
Polmar & Marsky 200 pix 224 
DRs ... . 520.95 
WORLD AIRLINES b AIRLINES DI- 
RECTORY/Green 416 pgs 400 pix 
  522.95 
MIG MASTER; F•8 CRUSADER/Till• 
man 260 Dös 520.95 
NAVAL AIR WAR 1939.45/Miller 
U.S. Navy triumphs 232 pgs 200 
pix   521.95 
BLACK CAT RAIDERS OF WWiI/ 
Knott PBY Spdns 208 Dgs Dix 
  S20.95 
HISTORY OF DIVE BOMBING/P.C. 
Smith 253 pgs . .   520.95 
FLYING COLORS/Green 1300 color 
profiles military a/c 208 pgs 
  528.95 
STUKA AT WAR/P.C. Smith 200 
pix 128 Pgs 523.95 
USAAF AT WAR IN THE PACIFIC/ 
Monday 251 Dix 160 pgs . 525.50 
P•47 THUNDERBOLT AT WAR/Hess 
176 Dgs   520.95 
THE JOLLY ROGER/Alcorn 90th 
B/Gp B•24s 5th AF 200 pix/pgs 
  521.95 
AMERICAN COMBAT PLANES/R. 
Wagner 1400 Dix classic ref 532.95 
FIRST OF THE MANY/McCrary re• 
print of B•17 8th AAF classic 
368 pgs   530.95 
F•16 FIGHTING FALCON/Steven• 
son 116 pgs 175 pix/dwgs 515.95 
ULTRALIGHT AIRCRAFT/Markowski 
complete guide 288 Pgs/Dix 523.95 

S'~ 

~BERA`i`QR 
AT WAR 

.X .~ ~Wt~t„.t"t7FGtTIWY~ , 

MILITARY HELICOPTERS OF THE 
WORLD/Polmar 200 modern helis 

532.95 
CARRIER AIR POWER/Friedman 
200 pix/dwgs   533.95 
AMERICAN FLYING BOAT: Illus. 
history/Knott 240 pgs/pix 534.95 
ED HEINEMANN: Combat Alrtraft 
Designer/Rausa 296 pgs 97 pix 
  223.95 
CORSAIR (F4U) IN WWII b KO- 
REA/Tillman 235 DBs/pix. . 520.95 
HELLCAT (F6F) IN WWII/Tillman 
150 0~• 2TR nc+ . . 520.95 

DAUNTLESS (SBD) DIVE BOMBER 
IN WWII/Tillman 232 pix/pgs 
  S20.95 
AIRSHIPS AKRON b MACON/Ken 
Smith 228 pgs/piz   520.95 
US NAVY AIRCRAFT SINCE 1911/ 
Bowers b Swanborough 518 pgs/ 
pix   523.95 
P-47 THUNDERBOLT/Freeman 162 
Dgs   518.95 
AIRCRAFT OF WWII/Gunston 600 
color proliles 208 DBs . . . 521.95 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WORLD AIR 
POWER/Freeman 384 pgs. . 223.95 
FIGHTER TACFICS/Sims 1417.1970 
266 Dgs . .   517.95 
U.S. NAVY b JAPANESE COMBAT 
PLANES/Christy 160 pgs 59.95 
LUFTWAFFE COMBAT PLANES b 
ACES/Christy 144 pgs PB 59.95 
DIRIGIBLES, BLIMPS b HOT AIR 
BALLOONS/Owiggins 352 Dgs PB 
  512.95 
HAVOC (A-20) AT WAR/Hess 126 
pgs   524.50 

THE 1,'VCREI)ISLE T-Fi 
~T11r^ ? i 

F4•U CORSAIR AT WAR/Abrams 
128 Dgs   S18.95 
FORTRESS (B•17) AT WAR/Freeman 
160 Dgs 527.95 
HAWKS (P-40) AT WAR/Christy S 
Ethell 128 pgs 520.95 
ESCORT TO BERLIN/Fry 4th Ftr 
Gp history   520.95 
US NAVAL FIGHTERS OF WWII/ 
O'Leary 168 pgs/pix 522.95 
AIR FORCE HEROES IN VIETNAM/ 
Schneider 88 pgs PB 510.50 
BLIMP!/Hall b Woiman From Zeps 
to current use. 128 pgs 48 color 
  523.95 
THE LEGENDARY DC•3 (Douglas) 
Glinas 264 pgs   518.95 
DOOLITTLE'S TOKYO RAIDERS/ 
Glinas 464 pgs historic account/ 
pix PB   511.95 
FOUR CAME HOME/Glinas 4 sur• 
vivors tragic account of Tokyo raid 
  58.95 
F•15 EAGLE/Ethell 144 pgs/140 
pix 8 color   517.95 
THE GEE BEE RACERS/Mendenhall 
176 Dgs 125 Dix/dgs PB 513.95 
7th AIR FORCE STORT/Rust 64 
pgs PB   ;9.95 
THE MIGHTY EIGHTH/Freeman 360 
DBs/Dix   520.95 
THE TENTH AIR FORCE/Rust 64 
DBs PB   29.95 
THE TWELFTH AIR FORCE/Rust 64 
Dgs PB . . . . . . .   59.95 
THE THIRTEENTH AIR FORCE/Rust 
115 0.: PD . . 59.95 

THE FOURTEENTH AIR FORCE/Rust 
64 pgs PB .... . ..  59.95 
THE FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE/Rust 
64 pgs PB   59.95 
THE NATIONAL AIR b SPACE MU• 
SEUM/Bryan 182 DRs Color 554.95 
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND/Polmar 
240 pgs   521.95 
ITALIAN CIV. b MILIT4RY AIR• 
CRAFT 1930.45/Thompson 218.95 
ARCTIC WAR PLANES/Mills 220 DR 
150 pix   512.95 
FIGHTER ACES OF THE LUFT• 
WAFFE/Tolliver 360 pgs 522.95 
LUFTWAFFE HANDBOOK/Prico G•2 
reprint   510.95 
AIR FORCES OF THE WORLD/Hew-
ish 256 Dgs color   528.95 
MUSTANG (P•51)/Gruvhagen 264 
pgs   523.95 
MODERN COMBAT AIRCRAFT b IN-
SIGNIA/Kershaw 59.95 
IAPANESE NAVY AIR FORCE CAM• 
OUFLAGE WWII/Thorpe 516.95 
JAPANESE ARMY AIR FORCE CAM-
OUFLAGE WWII/Thorpe 516.95 
THE AIR RACER/Mendenhall 186 
pgs piz/dwgs . . . . .   $12.95 
RUSSIAN CIVIL b MILITARY AIR- 
CRAFT 1884.1969/Harleyford 
  524.95 

MODERN SOVIET AIRCRAFT/Hooft-
man 220 Dgs/200 Dix   522.95 
AIRSHIPWRECK/Oeighton 160 pgs/ 
pix   $6.95 
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT/300 pix/ 
150 color   ;12.95 

AVIATION &FLYING 
PROFICIENCY 

STUNT FLYING IN THE MOVIES/ 
Greenwood 246 DBs - • 523.95 
STALLS, SPINS b SAFETY/Sammy 
Mason 165 DRs   524.95 
IFR FOR YFR PILOTS/Taylor 180 
pgs survival guide   518.95 
CAUSE b CIRCUMSTANCE/Tram• 
met accident reviews 210 pgs 
  515.95 
OCEAN FLYING/Sacchi 230 pgs 
  517.95 
STAYING CURRENT/Mannigham 
410 pgs   521.95 
AEROBATICS TODAY/O'Dell 208 
pgs   215.95 

HARRIER

BE A BETTER PILOT/Bramson 240 
pgs   519.95 
TIPS TO FLY BY/Collins 304 pgs 
  513.95 
FLYING SAFELY/Collins 276 pgs 
  515.95 
USED AIRCRAFT GUIDE1Ethell 158 
ve+     517.95 

FLYING ON INSTRUMENTS/Larsen 
214 pgs 515.95 
FLYING AIRPLAtII:S: THE FIRST 
100 HOURS/Garrison 220 pgs 
  514.95 
ANYONE CAN FLY/Bergman 264 
pgs 512.95 
SURVIVAL SENSE FOR PILOTS/ 
Stoftel 160 Dgs PB 27.95 
PILOTS b AIRCRAFT OWNERS LE• 
GAL GUIDE/White 100 DRs 59.95 
REFLECTION OF BLUE/500 pix 
USN Bluo Angels   214.95 
DIAMOND IN THE SKY: THE USAF 
THUNDERBIRDS/560 pix 514.95 
FLYING PRECISION MANEUVERS/ 
Fowler 513.95 
1984 FEDERAL AIR REGULATIONS 
FOR PILOTS/Av Book Co 176 pgs 

55.95 
NEW 1984 AIRMEN'S INFORMA-
TION MANUAL/Av Book Co 200 
pgs   57.50 
BALA ADVENTURES BY LAND, AIR 
b SEA/Patchen 200 pix 192 pgs 
  511.50 

PRIVATE PILOT FAA WRITTEN TEST 
HANDBOOK/Q8A test guide 516.95 
COMMERCIAL PILOT fAA WRITTEN 
TEST HANDBOOK/QbA test guide 
  516.95 
INSTRUMENT RATING WRITTEN 
TEST HANDBOOK/QbA test guide 

522.95 
TAKEOFFS b TOUCHDOWNS: MY 
SIXTY YEARS OF FLYING/Jacob 
100 Dix   517.95 
PLANE CRASHES/Frank 40 tragic 
wrecks/pix 55.95 

SHIPS 
U.S. NAVY DESTROYERS IN WWII/ 
Reilly 250 Dix 519.95 
SOVIET WARSHIPS: 1960 TO 
PRESENT/Jordan 160 Dix 521.95 
HUNTER•KILLER: ESCORT CVEs IN 
ATLANTIC/T. Y'Blood  $21.95 
HEYDAY OF STEAM/White 160 pgs 
plus pix . . . . . . 522.95 
U.S. AIRCRAFT CARRIERS/Friedman 
488 pgs plus pix   $47.95 
U.S. DESTROYERS/Friedman 544 
DBs 260 pix , . 549.95 
U.S. NAVAL WEAPONS/Friedman 
256 pgs 300 pix 527.95 
THE FLEET THE GODS FORGOT/ 
Winslow Asiatic Fleet 327 pgs 
  519.95 
DAMNED BY DESTINY/Williams 
Ships that never wera   548.95 
THE TEA CLIPPERS-1833.75/tAac• 
Gregor 256 pgs   527.95 
BATTLESHIP SAILOR/Mason 272 
pgs 1940s 519.95 
FIGHTING HITLER'S U•BOATS/ 
Schnepf 100 pgs softbound 26.95 
U.S. COAST GUARD CUTTERS a 

CRAFT WWII/Scheina 384 pgs 
. . . .........  538.9: 
ANATOMY OF THE CARRIER "IN- 
TREPID"/Roberts 128 DRs 522.95 
BATTLESHIP SAILOR/Mason mem-
oir/Dix 352 DP.s 517.95 
WARSHIPS OF WORLD•SUBMAR• 
INES b FAST ATTACK CRAFT/ 
Ireland 514.95 
WARSHIPS OF THE WORLD•ESCORT 
VESSELS/Ireland 514.95 
THERMOPALYAE/Robbins PB-sis• 
ter of Gutty Sark 57.95 
PACIFIC LINERS 1927.72/Emmons 
134 Dgs dwgs 59.95 
AIR RAID: PEARL HARBOR/Still• 
well 220 Dgs 107 Dix 521.95 
THE BIG GUN/Hodges BB design 
& weaponry 160 pgs/Dix . 523.95 
TYPHOON: The Other Enemy/Cal• 
Noun 3rd Fleet Storm 1944 517.95 
UNCOMMON VALOR: Decorations. 
Badges and Awards of USN/USMC 
  514.95 
END OF THE SAILING NAVY/White 
RN 1830.70 205 pgs/Dix 521.95 
SHIPS b AIRCRAFT OF US FLEET: 
12th Ed./Polmer 432 DRs 527.95 
AXIS BLOCKADE RUNNERS OF WW 
II/Brice 300 DBs/Dix 521.95 
THE U•BOAT/Rossler Evolution of 
C64 pgs/pix   552.95 
ESCORT CARRIERS OF THE U5 
NAVY/Torzbaschitsth 224 pgs 

542.95' 
SOVIET NAVAL OPERATIONS IN 
THE GREAT PATRIOTIC WAR 522.95 
U.S. NAVAL RADAR/fricdman WW11 
to Dresent 300 Dix 534.95 
GERMAN RAIDERS/Schmalenbaeh 
144 pgs 213 pix   518.95 
COMBAT FLEETS OF THE WORLD/ 
Couhat 794 Dgs/1897 Dix $83.95 
ALL THE WORLD'S FIGHTING 
SHIPS 1860.1905/Conway 537.95 
US NAVY AIRCRAFT SINCE 1911/ 
Bowers & Swanborough 518 Dgs/ 
pix . . . 523.95 
THE GERMAN NAVY IN WWII/Sho• 
well 240 DRs 300 Dix . 523.95 
ALLIED MINESWEEPING IN WW11/ 
Elliot 132 pps 513.95 
BATTLE HISTORY OF IMPERIAL 
JAPANESE NAVY 1941.45/Dull 

325.95 

r 'The 
aircraft carrier 

US DESTROYER OPERATIONS IN 
WWII/Roscoe 581 pg classic 526.50 
US SUBMARINE OPERATION IN 
WWII/Roscoe 577 pg classic 529.95 
Above sold as set in two volume 
package .. .  549.95 
U-BOAT KILLER/Macintyre 176 pgs 
/Dix   512.95 
BATTLESHIPS: USN WWII/Dulin 
267 Dgs 127 pix   532.95 
BATTLESHIPS: Allied Navies WWII 
Gaake 385 pgs/325 Dix  542.95 
AMERICAN BATTLESHIPS 1886• 
1923/Reilly 259 pgs 152 pix 
  532.95 
AIRCRAFT CARRIERS OF US NAVY 
Terzibaschitsch 320 pgs   537.95 
SHIPS b AIRCRAFT OF U S. FLEET 
Fahoy 4 vls in one PD $15.95 
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iPS b AIRCRAFT OF US FLEET 
flay 1950.58 b 65 eds 515.95 
;STROYER WEAPONS OF WWII/ 
Jges 192 Des/pix  519.95 

-EET SUBMARINE IN US NAVY/ 
'den 280 DBs 404 Dix 534.95 
,21TISH CRUISERS OF WWII/Rav 
'n 444 pgs/400 pix  542.95 

.!•BOAT KILLER/Matintyre 176 
?pgs/pix   512.95 
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WARSHIPS OF THE WORLD/Preston 
224 pgs   518.95 
WEYER'S WARSHIPS OF THE 
WORLD/666 pgs 700 pix 259.95 
THE AMERICAN SUBMARINE/Poi• 
Jmer 172 pgs 260 pix .. . 519.95 
SOVIET NAVAL DEVELOPMENTS/ 
iPotmar 128 pgs   518.95 
US NAVY IN VIETNAM/Hooper Vol 
1 410 pgs   519.95 

~ US PT BOATS IN WWII/Johnson 

1
160 Dgs/Dix   519.95 
NAVAL GUN/Hogg b Batchelor 144 

,pgs   528.95 
'ASSENGER LINERS OF THE 
WORLD SINCE 1893/Cairis 59.95 
US NAVY CAMOUFLAGE WWII/ 
Sowinsky 54 pgs 100 pix 59.95 
US FLEET CARRIER CAMOUFLAGE 
WWII/Sowinski 54 pgs . . . . 59.95 
TIRPITZ/Brown 160 DBs/pix 517.95 
GUIDE TO THE SOVIET NAVY/Bray 
er 276 pgs modern   528.95 

'PACIFIC SQUARE RIGGERS/Gibbs 
300 Dix   514.95 
JANE'S FIGHTING SHIPS 1939/ro• 
print   543.95 
U•BOATS UNDER THE SWASTIKA/ 
Showell PB 200 Dgs/Dix . 513.95 
SHIPS OF THE GERMAN FLEETS/ 
1848.45/Hansen   ;27.95 
HUDSON RIVER DAY LINE/Ring• 
wald 230 Dgs 250 viz   S12.95 
THE NIGHT BOAT/Hilton 282 pgs/ 
500 Dix/dwgs   515.95 
STEAMBOATS b MODERN STEAM 
LAUNCHES/Durham 631 pgs 800 
pix   529.95 
JUNKS b SAMPANS OF THE YANG-
TZE/Worcester 900 Dix 626 pgs 
  559.95 
ILLUST. HISTORY OF SHIPS/Corn• 
well 1000 color Dix   523.95 
AMERICA'S MARITIME HERITAGE/ 
Engle 50 pix   57.98 
BRITISH BATTLESHIPS OF WWII/ 

.Raven 436 pgs/250 pix   538.95 
SUBMARINES OF WWII: all nations 
Bagnasco 256 pgs   526.95 
WARSHIPS OF THE IMPERIAL 1AP-
ANESE NAVY/Hansgeorg 220 pgs 
  529.95 
BIG GUN MONITORS/Buxton RN 
1914.65 215 Dgs 175 Dix 523.95 
FAST FIGHTING BOATS 1870.1945 
Foek 304 pgs/pix/dwgs 532.95 
GUIDE TO FAR EASTERN NAVIES/ 
Blechman 336 pgs   534.95 
SOVIET BLOC MERCHANT SHIPS/ 
dock 256 pgs pix   532.95 
THE GERMAN NAVY IN WWII/Sho-
well 240 pgs 300 vix   523.95 
ALLIED MINESWEEPING IN WWII/ 
Elliot 132 Dgs   513.95 
BATTLE HISTORY OF IMPERIAL 
JAPANESE NAVY 1941-45/Dull 
  525.95 
BRITISH SUBMARINES AT WAR 

American 
Battleships 

1939-45/Mars 256 pgs/pix 512.50 
US DESTROYER OPERATIONS IN 
WW1!/Roscoe 581 pg classic 526.50 
US SUBMARINE OPERATION IN 
WWII/Roscoe 517 Dg classic 529.95 
Above sold as set in two volume 
package   549.95 

ARMOR & MILITARIA 
TANKS OF THE WORLD/Sanger 
900 pg•500 pix modern armor 
  553.95 

THE MODERN BRITISH ARMY EN-
CYCLOPEDIA/Gander 380 pps 
  534.95 
WORLD WAR II GI/Sylvia Weapons 
& egpt 222 Dgs   523.95 
THE AIRBORNE SOLDIER/Weeks 
192 pgs/pix   519.95 
CROSSROADS OF MODERN WAR• 
FARE/Middleton 16 battles 322 
pgs   519.95 
MILITARY VEHICLES OF WORLD 
(modem)/Foss   211.95 
TANK FACTS b FEATS-3rd Ed./ 
Macksey   S 19.95 
U.S. ARMY HANDBOOK/Forty 
  217.95 
WORLD ARTILLERY IN COLOR/ 
1920.63/Hogg 192 pgs   514.95 
ARMY UNIFORMS SINCE 1945/ 
ChaDDell 176 pgs   214.95 
ARMY BADGES b INSIGNIA WWII/ 
Rosignoli 228 pgs   510.95 
ARMY BADGES b INSIGNIA SINCE 
1945/Rosignoli 218 pages 510.95 
UNCOMMON VALOR: Medals and 
badges of USMC/USN/Riley 113 
color   516.95 
WORLD WAR II TANKS, Illust. 
Guide To/Foss 160 DBs S10.95 
BATTLEFIELDS OF THE CIVIL WAR 
Armo 500 pix 500 pgs . . 58.95 
SOUTHERN HISTORY OF THE 
(Civil) WAR/Pollard 1220 pgs-piz 

512.98 
LESLIES ILLUST. HISTORY OF THE 
CIVIL WAR/700 Dix   516.98 
BATTLES OF THE CIVIL WAR/Kurz 
36 color pix 360 pgs 519.95 

CAMPFIRE bBATTLEFIELD/Johnson 
Wartime classic   59.95 
ARTILLERY OF THE WORLD/Brassey 
250 pix   516.95 
GERMAN ARMY UNIFORMS b IN-
SIGNIA/Davis 200 piz   517.95 
TODAY'S TANKS b TRACKED YE• 
HICLES/White   512.95 
INFANTRY WEAPONS OF THE 
WORLD/Brassey 450 pix 
(modern)   518.95 
GUNS OF THE WORLD/Traders 
guide 1000 pix   59.95 
ILLUST. ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PIS-
TOLS b REVOLVERS/Myatt 300 pix 
  517.95 
RETURN FROM THE RIPER KWAI/ 
Blair 336 pgs   514.95 
FLAGS b STANDARDS OF THE 
THIRD REICH/Davis   517.95 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF GERMAN 
TANKS WW1!/Chamberlin  527.95 
BRITISH b US INFANTRY WEAP• 
ONS OF WWII/Barker   56.95 
ARMORED FIGHTING VEHICLES OF 
GERMANY/Mollo color pix 59.95 
VICTORY AT HIGH TI11F./Hein) (In-
chon) 307 pgs   519.95 

BATTLE FOR GUADALCANAL/Grif• 
lith 282 DBs   518.95 
WEAPONS OF HISTORY/Diagrams• 
2000 pix 320 vgs   223.95 
HARPERS PICTORIAL HISTORY OF 
CIVIL WAR/Guernsey 600 pix 
  526.95 
BRADY'S ILLUST. HISTORY OF 
CIVIL WAR/500 Dix   511.98 
SEIG NEIL/Lovant Germany from 
Bismarck to Hitler   516.95 
THE CHINESE WAR MACHINE/400 
pix b dwgs   517.98 
CAMOUFLAGE, HISTORY OF/Hart• 
cu0 200 pix   517.95 
MOUNTED COMBAT IN VIETNAM/ 
Starry 250 pix PB   514.95 
SOVIET GROUND FORCES, Hand• 
book of/FM 3040 260 pgs 511.95 
US ARMY SPECIAL FORCES IN 
VIETNAM/Kelly 228 PB   510.95 
FIGHTING KNIVES/Stephens 128 
Dgs   517.95 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MISSILES b 
ROCKETS/Gunston 350 types/pix 

517.98 
MODERN SMALL ARMS/Myatt 200 
color pix   515.98 
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AMER. HERITAGE PICTURE HIS-
TORY OF WWII/Sulzberger 610 
pages   515.95 
THE INDIAN ARMY/Mollo 100 Dix-
192 pgs . . ... . .   527.95 
US FIFTH ARMY AT WAR/Forty 144 
pgs•pix     519.50 
WEAPONS b TACTICS OF SOVIET 
ARMY/Isby 320 DBs-piz 537.95 
ARMY UNIFORMS OF WWII/Mollo 
183 pgs-pix   510.95 
ARMY UNIFORMS SINCE 1945/ 
Chappell 176 pgs•pix 514.95 
ARMY BADGES b INSIGNIA OF 
WWII/Rosignoli   510.95 
ARMY BADGES b INSIGNIA SINCE 
1945/Rosignoli   510.95 

BOOKS FOR MODELERS 
THE RIGGING OF SHIPS/Anderson 
279 pgs   527.95 
rHE ART OF (SAIL) SHIP MODEL- 
ING/Mansir 318 DBs•color 538.95 
SCALE MODELS IN PLASTIC/ 
Chesneau   57.95 

GUIDE TO NAVAL ARCHITECTURE/ 
Mansir 64 pqs/color . . ;12.95 
ANCIENT b MEDIEVAL SHIPS/ 
Mansir 64 pgs/color 512.95 
HOW TO BUILD SHIP MODELS/ 
Mansir 64 pgs/fillust   58.95 
GUIDE TO HULL CONSTRUCTION/ 
Mansir 64 pgs PB   511.50 
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GUIDE TO RIGGING/Mansir 16 
^olor pgs PB ... .. . 511.50 
SCRATCHBUILDING FIBERGLASS 
SHIP MODEL HULLS/Humphrey 256 
pgs PB . . 28.95 
HOW TO BUILD MODEL DIGRA- 
MAS/Paine 104 pgs/color 59.95 
HOW TO BUILD R/C BOATS/104 
pgs/color   511.95 

AUTOMOBILIA & 
RAILROADIANA 

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE MOTOR- 
CAR/Drackett 400 pgs 900 color/ 
B8W pix   520.95 
CRESCENT COLOR GUIDE TO 
CLASSIC CAR/Roberts . . 56.98 
COMPLETE BOOK OF CAR MAIN• 
TENANCE/Hirsch 406 pgs 57.95 
AMERICA'S COLORFUL RAILROADS 
Ball 281 color pix   515.95 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COMMERCIAL 
VEHICLES/Haul 700 pgs  549.95 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE MOTOR 
CAR/Drackett 900 color/B8W pix 

519.95 
COLLECTOR'S CARS/Culpeppor 400 
color pix   512.95 
CLASSIC CARS/Bishop 320 pix 

S 17.95 
GREAT CARS b GREAT MARQUES/ 
Kimes 300 color pix   515.95 
GREAT CARS OF THE GOLDEN AGE 
Brazendale 230 color pix . . $11.95 
COLLECTORS HISTORY OF THE 
AUTOMOBILE/450 color   511.95 
THE PORSCHE BOOK/Barth 200 pix 
  527.95 
MASERATI, A HISTORY OF/Pritch• 
and 150 pix 517.95 
THE AMERICAN SPORTS CAR/150 
pix color   55.98 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AMERICAN 
CARS: 1940.70/Langworth 516.98 
CARS THAT NEVER WERE/ 190 Dix 
of non-production designs 57.98 
CARS OF THE THIRTIES b FORTIES 
Sedgwick 200 color   519.95 
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Specialist Booksellers Of Reference 
Titles Since 1965 

AIRCRAFT -SHIPS -ARMOR -

MILITARIA -AUTOMOTIVE -

RAILROADING -HOBBIES -

AVIATION 

All titles are hardbound unless 
otherwise specified. 

ORDER FORM S. CARWIN &SONS, LTD. 
P.O. Box 147, Cano • a Park, CA 91304 

Please enter my immediate order for the following books. Enclosed is Cash ❑ 

Check ❑ MO ❑ or please charge to my Visa/MasterCard account number ~ 
My credit expires on (date) 
Signature, if credit card user•  
Please send the following books shipped prepaid. California residents add 6% 
sates tax with order. Overseas residents please add 33.00 additional postage 
per book. L.A. County residents add 6s/2 % sales tax. 

1. 

2 
Ship to: 
NAME 

ADDRESS 

  3  

  4  

CITY STATE ZIP 

NOTE: I F TOTAL PURCHASE PRICE EXCEEDS 375.00 (not including State tax or 
additional postage) YOU MAY DEDUCT 10% FROM THE COVER PRICE OF EAGH 
BOOK ORDERED. 



Space age technology in the palm of your 
hand-you've got it when you fly with Cen-
tury VII from Circus Hobbies, the newest 
member of the JR equipment team. 

Whether you are a weekend flyer or serious 
competitor —pattern ships, helicopters or 
sailplanes —the Century Vll is packed 
with all the sophisticated circuitry you will 
ever need. State of the art electronics, rug-
ged, lightweight, and incredibly fast, that 
provides unmatched programability, reli-
ability, accuracy and that subtle feel of 
quality you expect from Circus Hobbies. 
It's no wonder that $out of 10 modelers in 
the recent 1983 Master's flew JR equip-
ment. Experts that demand the 
same high performance- that you 
do. When you're ready for an 
extraordinary system, call us at 
Circus Hobbies, we're dedicated 
co providing High Performance 
without the high price. 

Orders Only —Toll Free 
(800) 782-0022 
Customer Service 
And Information , 
(702) 732-0022..._ 

Helicopter $254.9 

CENTURY VII HELICOPTER CENTURY VII PATT ERN 
Sovett channel system, dust proof open 
gimbals with adjustable stick lengths, 
ratcheted electrical double trims, plug-in 
R.F. module and plug-in crystal mini re-
ceiver, D.S.C. direct servo controller, ser-
vo reversing switclus, dual rate rudder, 
aileron and elevator, inverted i1 fight switch, 
pitch turve adjustments, tail rotor compen-
sation, }-1i-idle, throttle hold, hovering . 
throttle adjustment, tail rotor end point ad- 
justment, trainer system, full swiveling re-
movable and stowable., antenna, dual pur-
pose meter which serves as both power and 
volt meter, fuse protected charge circuit. 
tarrying handle, all housed in a beautiful 
heavy duty extruded aluminum case. Avail-
able in 53 and 72 MHz FM frequencies. 
With SUl servos. Aino available in AM. 

EQUIPMENT 
'Century VII Pattern and Hcl icopter sys-
lems come supplied with 4 servos, 
.rechargeable battery pack, receiver, JRC 
221 charger,. servo trays., D.S.C. cord, and 
all servo mounting hardware. 

~IRCUS rrossrFs,rNc..t.As YFGRS NEYRD.4 

Seven channel system. dust proof c~pcn ~ ~' 
ömhats ~~•ith adjustable stick Ien~,th, , 
ratcheted electrical double trims. plu,.;-in t. 

R.F. module and l~tug-in crystal mini rc- ;̀
teiver. D.S.C. direct servo controller, ser• 
vo reversing switches (all channels), nerv 
end point adjustments on: rctractahlc land. 
ing ~~ear, rudder, elevator and aileron, cle- 
v<►tor/clap mixer, V-Tail mixer, rudder/ 
aileron mixer, dual rate and or c:xpcmenti~ 
user selectable un: rudder, aileron and ele% 
valor, a trainer system that can also he used' 
with all existing Unlimited V111 transmit- ; 
ters, ful l swivel ing remoyahle and ti
stowable antenna, dual purpose meter { 

which serves as both power and 
volt meter, fuse protected thar~:e 
circuit, carrying* handle ~~~hichalso' 
serves as a hack rest, all this j 
housed in a beautiful heavy duty ~. 
extruded aluminum case. Availahk'. 
in 53 and 72 MHz FM frequencies 
Also available in AM. 

Circus Hobbies Inc. 
3132 S. Highland Dr.~ 
Las Vegas, NV 891 ~9'~. 

Pattern $234.95 
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